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1.0 INTRODUCTION
In this report Computer Technology Associates (CTA) presents
the results of its state-of-the-Art Survey of Network Operating
Systems performed for Goddard Space Flight Center. In this
section of the report CTA states the objective of the study,
presents the major results of the study, and describes the
organization of the report. The objective of this report is to
determine the current state-of-the-art in Network Operating
System (NOS) development. CTA has focused this study on Local
Area Networks (LAN's) in order to relate the NOS developments to
LAN's aboard the U.S. Space Station . An on-board data system
will coordinate the activities of several space station
subsystems and many users while providing access to commonly used
data. It is envisioned that the NOS will be key to integrating
these activities as well as handling requests for ancillary data
for experiments and subsystem monitoring.
CTA has drawn the following major conclusions as a result of
this study:
o Developers are primarily working in either UNIX or the
IBM PC DOS environments. Few vendors are providing
interoperability between the UNIX and PC DOS
environments. Recent announcements by commercial vendors
indicate that products with UNIX-PC DOS file service will
soon be available.
o Services offered most commonly by vendors are file
service and print services; also many vendors provide
messaging (electronic mail) and remote procedure call
services.
o Major deficiencies are the lack of data representation
service and network control service for handling failure
conditions.
o Interprocess communications services, in many cases,
provide inadequate performance and are not provided for
PC based systems. A number of research activities have
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demonstrated efficient interprocess communications,
o Portability of the NOS is a major problem because of
- no standard local OS
integration of NOS and Local OS
o UNIX is a potential solution to the portability issue,
but it has not been standardized and has serious
deficiencies in interprocess communication and real time
I/O.
o Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) reference model and
protocol standards are not being implemented because
vendors have focused on maximizing performance using
simpler protocols with fewer layers in LAN environment.
o As standards evolve and there is a greater requirement
for internetworking the use of these standards will
become necessary and more common.
To address the state-of-the-art of NOS development, CTA has
partitioned this report into five sections and three appendices.
In Section 2, CTA presents its methodology for acquiring,
organizing/ evaluating, and documenting information on candidate
commercial and research NOS packages. CTA has identified
literature sources utilized for the review and evaluation
process, the organization of all material by means of
computerized data bases, and the use of a template to provide
concise, individual descriptions of commercial and research
NOS's.
In Section 3, CTA presents an overview of Network Operating
Systems to establish a common terminology and technology areas to
be addressed in the survey. The contents of this section
include:
o description of a network operating system,
o relationship to a distributed operating system,
o relationship to the ISO Open Systems Interconnection
Reference Model,
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o a s sumpt ions s ta t ing spec i f i c types of p roduc t s or
systems, though related to network operating systems, do
not qual i fy as n e t w o r k operating systems and are not
addressed in detail in the survey.
W o r k re la t ing to n e t w o r k ope ra t ing sys tems is being
per formed by two research communit ies: computer networks and
distr ibuted processing (and database). The fo rmer group deals
primari ly with loosely coupled systems and builds the ne twork
operating system upon the local host operating system. This
group has developed and sponsored the OSI technology. The latter
group deals with more tightly coupled systems and the networking
--•" - • •>•
features are closely integrated with the local operating system.
Although the work of the computer network research community
is closer to the proposed thrust of this study, CTA has attempted
to cover both areas. This is necessary because the separation of
the two groups is ambiguous. CTA believes that ultimately the
work of the two groups will converge such that the communications
will simply appear as another peripheral to the local operating
system.
The results of this report will be input to a subsequent
effort to develop a prototype Network Operating System. Thus, to
expedite this development, CTA has focused both on development of
commercial products and research and development ef for ts . In
particular, the prototype NOS could be more cost effect ively
developed building upon an existing product rather than developed
completely anew.
In Section 4 a set of NOS funct ional characteristics is
presented in terms of user communica t ion , data migra t ion , job
migra t ion , ne twork control, and common funct ional categories.
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The common category includes those functions which are common to
any two or more of the other categories.
In Section 5, CTA presents the results of its NOS survey,
which considered products (current or future) as well as research
and prototyping efforts. First the key trends and observations
are presented. Then a brief narrative is provided highlighting
the important characteristics of Network Operating Systems.
Narratives are provided only for selected NOS based on the
following criteria:
o relative importance in field based on number of
installations,
o introduction of new or advanced technology,
o completeness of functional capability.
In the last section (Section 6), CTA presents an evaluation
of the NOS products which are relevant in the space station
environment and its activities. Features provided as well as
deficiencies are described and presented. Then the required
features are prioritized to facilitate development of an
implementation plan.
CTA has also included three major appendices to this report.
They are:
o a set of product templates,
o a bibliography of relevant literature,
o a bibliography of relevant standards, and
o a bibliography of research and development efforts.
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2.0 METHODOLOGY
\ In this section CTA presents its methodology for acquiring,
organizing, evaluating, and documenting information for candidate
Network Operating System. In the survey, commercial and research
products currently available or under development were included.
Tabulated results differentiate between those products which are
currently or soon-to-be commercially available versus research
projects in the academic or government environments.
CTA's methodology to survey the available NOS products and
projects involved the:
o identification and acquisition of relevant information
sources,
o review and assimilation of relevant articles, product
announcements, etc., from these sources,
o create computerized data bases with product templates to
concisely describe it,
o generation of computerized data bases to organize the
information gathered during the survey, and
o review and analysis of vendor or developer provided
information
o comparison of the features provided versus Space Station
requirements
The initial step in the survey was to define a Network
Operating System and establish to relevant products and systems
to be surveyed. In particular there are many products, and
systems, though related to the NOS technology, do not qualify as
a NOS. These were identified, but not studied in detail.
In defining a NOS, CTA distinguished between network and
distributed operating systems. These concepts are very closely
related with certain systems and products categorized in a gray
area between a network and distributed operating system. Thus
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both network and distributed operating systems were considered.
The major sources of information for identifying candidate
network operating systems were:
o professional journals published by the IEEE and ACM,
o Trade journals produced for the engineering, computer,
and telecommunication industry (e.g., "Computer Design,"
"Systems and S o f t w a r e , " " M i n i - M i c r o Systems," and
"Telecommunications Products Plus Technology"),
o PC-oriented monthly magazines (e.g., "PC-World", "PC"),
o Relevant product news releases,
o NASA specific information; in particular work done by Dr.
Edwin Foudriat at NASA Langley.
In the f irst area the recent papers by J. A. Stankovic (and
his colleagues in the latter paper)
"A Perspective on Distributed Computer Systems",
IEEE Transactions on Computers, December 1984
"A Review of Current Research and Critical Issues
in Distributed System Software", IEEE Distributed
Processing Technical Committee Newsletter, March
1985
was especially h e l p f u l in i d e n t i f y i n g candida te systems,
especially in the research environment, and assessing the state-
of-the-art for key issues.
Also the January 1985 Workshop on Operating Systems in
Computer Systems in Computer Ne tworks hold in Ruschl ikon,
Switzerland provided a very recent summary of current work in
this area. This workshop was organized by Liba Svobodova and
session summaries are presented in the ACM publication:
Operating Systems Review, April 1985
In addition, the very recent conference proceedings; 5th
International Conference on Distr ibuted Computing Systems was
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briefly reviewed.
The trade publications were useful for assessing the
capabilities of current and f u t u r e vendor products. The NASA
specific information was useful for relating the NOS technology
to space applications.
The assimilation and organization of the NOS information was
facilitated by the generation of a NOS template consisting of the
key characteristics of a NOS. This fo rmat of this template is
illustrated in Figure 2.1. CTA filled in the relevant attributes
in the template for each system or product considered, although
not all i n f o r m a t i o n was avai lable . The re su l t ing set of
templates were physically created and stored on an IBM Personal
Computer using Lotus 123™ (TM of Lotus Development Corporation).
For research projects, a less detailed template was generated.
The informat ion included in this template consists of project
name, organization, contact, and key words.
CTA then synthesized the funct ional characteristics for a
Network Operating System based on its assessment of:
o features implemented in vendor products or proposed for
future vendor products,
o features implemented in university, government, or
industrial research projects,
o features defined in current or proposed standards.
This set of functional characteristics is presented in Section 4.
The analysis and review activities performed by CTA involved
identification of technology trends, and comparison of the state-
of-the-art technology versus space station requirements . The
capabilities of the candidate systems have been reviewed relative
to:
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o completeness of functionality,
o adherence to OSI protocols,
o portability and performance.
The space station requirements were derived from the requirements
analysis per formed by CTA for its Fiber Optic Demonstrat ion
System High Level protocol study.
Having codified requirements and assessed the state-of-the-
art in NOS development, CTA then priori t ized NOS features for
implementation. This pr iori t izat ion was based on relative
importance of the feature , implementation complexity, and
technical maturity.
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ITEM 1 ITEM DESCRIPTION
1 Name/Availabil i ty of
NOS:
2 Developer/Vendor:
3 Address:
4 Telephone No(s))/Contact:
5 Documentation Availability/Source:
6 NOS Hardware Implementation:
- Network:
- Host Computer(s)
7 Host Operating System
Name(s):
8 Implementation Language:
9 Maintenance Support:
10 ISO Model Implementation:
11 List of Services for
Each ISO Layer:
12 Major 0/S Functions
Implemented:
13 0/S Modification(s):
14 Price:
15 User Added Applications
S/W:
Comments:
FIGURE 2.1
Product Template Format
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3.0 OVERVIEW
3.1 Description
The initial effort was to define a Network Operating System
and to establish its relationship with other concepts in the
distributed computing environment such as distributed operating
systems and Open Systems Interconnection. A NOS can be viewed as
a collection of Application Servers and communication software
needed to provide User-to-Server, User-to-user, Server-to-Server
communication. A server is a computing process which performs a
specific funct ion at the request of a client, usually a userr
process. Servers may rely on specific hardware peripheral such
as disks, printers, and modems or a server may be strictly a
computational server or process, e.g., a user may send a command
to another node for remote execution of a program.
The resulting definition of a NOS is:
"A Network Operating System provides the capabilities of:
- Reading/Writing information on remote devices,
- Send ing /Rece iv ing i n f o r m a t i o n t o / f r o m r e m o t e
processes or users, and
Executing/Controlling jobs on remote devices
as if they were local."
The information exchanged may be textual or non-textual. Two
characteristics which are important in defining a network
operating system and distinguishing it from distributed operating
systems are the:
o interface between the network operating system and the
local operating system
o level of transparency provided to users of the network
operating systems.
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These characteristics are described below:
Network Operating Systems employ the services of the local
host operating system to perform these functions, as illustrated
in Figure 3.1. The NOS environment is homogeneous when the local
operating system is the same at all sites. This facilitates
portability of the NOS. If the NOS and the local operating
system are integrated, then the resulting operating system is
referred to as a distributed operating system. The degree of
integration is subjective, and both network and distributed
operating systems are addressed in this survey.
In an ideal situation the NOS would reside between the local
operating system and the applications. The NOS would appear as
an application to the local operating system and as an operating
system to the application, with this implementation the NOS
could be easily ported to other hosts employing the same
operating system. The NOS would handle system calls by the
applications and determine if the system call must be satisfied
by local or remote operating systems. If the system is handled
locally, then it is passed to the local operating system. If the
system call is handled remotely, then it is passed through the
NOS to the Network I/O driver for delivery through the network to
the remote system. Note that the NOS may not handle all calls,
e.g., clock and memory management services may have only local
significance.
The local operating system may also be distributed itself
because the local host may be a multiprocessor device where the
processors are distributed over a device backplane bus. Such
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distribution of a tightly coupled system is not considered in
this study.
The Network Operating System employs the services of the
local operating system for a wide number of services such as
interprocess communication (among processes in the local host),
memory management, clock, and file service. Although this
implementation facilitates portability, it introduces significant
performance problems. To achieve high performance, developers
integrate the NOS and local operating system reducing the
portability. The associated tradeoffs are discussed in Section 6.
One of the major goals of a Network Operating System is to
provide transparent operation to the user, which may be either a.
person or process. Network transparency can be achieved at four
levels which introduce corresponding level of system complexity:
o name transparency in which each object and resource has a
name independent of the site from which it was invoked as
part of a system command,
o location transparency in which the location of an object
or resource is not encoded in its name,
o semantic transparency in which the commands employed to
invoke NOS services are independent of the location at
which they are invoked,
o performance transparency in which the system response
time to a service request is independent of site at which
the service request is executed.
Name transparency is a necessity for both network and distributed
operating systems because without it there would be enormous
complexities in moving or distributing software. For example as
applications software is ported to new hosts any object or
resource names employed in the software would take on new meaning
when the software is executed on the new host.
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FIGURE 3.1: System Architecture
Complementary to naming transparency, location transparency
is a desirable feature , but probably not necessary for a NOS.
For example, it is not unreasonable to define a pathname for an
object such as a file in which the location of the object is
prepended. Resources could be similarly handled with pathnames.
However since resources are not frequently created or change
status, they could be given names without encoded locations.
Location transparency for a distributed operating system is a
much more important objective because local and remote resources
are much more integrated. For example in some systems, the user
is not aware of the locations of a resource or object when a
service reques t is made. The system is responsible for
determining where the resource or object request is located. If
there are multiple resources or objects capable of satisfying the
request, then the system must select (via some optimization
criteria) which one should provide the service.
In summary, for a network operating system, objects such as
files will have the location name prepended to the file name.
For resources this may also be acceptable , but it is not
especially complex to use names without the site name encoded.
Semantic transparency is a necessity for both a NOS and DOS.
Without such transparency, porting and maintaining software would
be extremely d i f f icul t . Fur thermore , a common set of commands
will facilitate use of the system by users who utilize more than
one host.
Performance transparency is a desirable objective for both
a DOS and NOS, but clearly the pe r fo rmance of the computer
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network linking the hosts will establish a bound on how well this
objec t ive can be achieved. W i t h i ts t igh t ly in t eg ra t ed
architecture, per formance transparency is more critical for a
DOS. However wi th c u r r e n t technology advances p rov id ing
increases in processing speed and communicat ions transmission
speed, this objective can be more nearly achieved with a NOS.
3.2 Relationship with the Open System Interconnection Reference
Model
The major standard relating to a Network Operating System is
the ISO Open System Interconnection (OSI) Reference Model, which
is an architectural model for communications between two open
systems. The OSI Reference Model defines the protocol functions
to be performed by seven protocol layers. In addition, ISO is
defining (and has def ined) specific protocols for each of the
seven layers of the Reference Model.
These protocols define:
o peer to peer communication roles between corresponding
layers in communicating open systems,
o primitive interfaces between adjacent layers in the same
open system. For a layer protocol, the in terface is
between layers N and N+l, as well as layers N and N-l.
For N equal 7, the N to N+l layer interface is the
interface to the user.
However, these protocols do not define how the protocol is to be
implemented in the local open system. For example, b u f f e r
management and interface to the operating system in the local
open system are not defined by these protocols.
An implementation of these protocols in actual hardware and
sof tware is a ne twork operating system. However, a ne twork
operating system does not have to adhere to the Reference Model
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or ISO OSI protocols.
There are fundamental misconceptions about the OSI model
regarding subsequent implementation of OSI protocols. The OSI
Reference Model defines an architecture and OSI protocols provide
the detailed interface specification between open systems.
Nothing is specified regarding the implementation of the
protocols in the local open system. For modularity, it would be
nice to implement these protocols as separate tasks. However,
this introduces substantial overhead with buffering and local
interprocess communication. OSI imposes no constraints on how
the protocols are implemented, hence the developer of the local
system could implement two or more layers in the same task to
achieve higher performance at the expense of modularity. As long
as the OSI protocol suite appears to the outside world as defined
in the specification, no interface problems occur.
3.3 Assumpt ions
There are a large number of vendors who have or claim to
have a network operating system or provide some features. In the
survey CTA has selected vendors based on:
o relative importance in the field based on a number of
installations,
o introduction of new or advanced services,
o completeness of functional capability.
In particular, vendors providing only a disk server as opposed to
a file server were excluded. A Disk Server only provides service
pertaining to:
o one or more disk sectors,
o entire volume.
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However, a File Server allows users to share individual files
rather than just share disk volumes. This distinction has
significant implications for a NOS. A typical disk server
request will be a "Write Track X, Sector Y on disk volume Z."
The client side of the sof tware controls the f i le s t ructure and
directory information. Therefore, the disk server cannot control
or resolve conflicts between d i f f e ren t users of a disk volume.
For example, two different clients may write the same sector and
thus leave the file or even the volume directory in an undefined
state. In some cases a NOS may provide synchronization tools
such as semaphores ; h o w e v e r , use of these tools requ i res
development of NOS specific applications.
A typical File Server request is "Open/Close a file,"
"Read/Write next record," "Read/Write record number n" or "Update
record with key X." The file server controls the file structures
and the volume directory. Therefore , it knows what files are
open rather than which disk blocks are in use on a particular
volume. As such it can allow multiple clients to share a fi le
and synchronize their requests.
Appendix A, w h i c h lists the NOS p roduc t templates ,
identifies products that provide a Disk Server, but these systems
have not been analyzed in detail.
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4.0 NOS Functional Characteristics
In t h i s sec t ion CTA s y n t h e s i z e s t he f u n c t i o n a l
characteristics for a Network .Operating System based on its
assessment of:
o features implemented in vendor products or proposed for
future vendor products,
o features implemented in universi ty, government, or
industrial research projects,
o features defined in current or proposed standards.
The purpose of this section is to define the funct ional
requirements for an ideal NOS. It is not expected that:
o any one vendor would provide all of these features,
o all of these f e a t u r e s are r equ i red in the NASA
environment.
The features provided by individual vendors are discussed in
Section 5, and the features required in the NASA environment are
discussed in Section 6.
4.1 Daer Communication
For user communication service, the Network Operating System
may suppor t i n t e r u s e r c o m m u n i c a t i o n and use r - to - sys tem
communication. Users may be able to send one another electronic
mail, communicate back and for th in a dialogue, and arrange
interactive conferences among members in a larger group.
4.1.1 Message Handling Service
The Message Handling Service provides for the store and
forward delivery of electronic mail with content of:
o text,
o facsimile,
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o graphics,
o voice,
o arbitrary binary data,
o any combination of the above.
It includes the capabilities for: entry of mail by the
user, transfer of mail between electronic mail centers, delivery
of mail to the user, scan in and out boxes, message retrieval and
probing the status of messages.
The services provided include a variety of services as
illustrated in Figure 4.1 Some services may provide additional
features specifying the format of the message, such as the CCITT
Document Content Specification to assist in preparation of
messages, e.g., establish message format, etc.
Relevant standards are the CCITT X.400 message handling
service standard are ISO work in process on Office Document
Architecture and Text Preparation and Interchange.
4.1.2 Print Service
The Print Service provides the capability of outputting a
hardcopy of electronically stored information at a remote
location. The key elements of the print service are:
o spooling of print requests such that a request is queued
if the printer is busy,
o real-time service, scheduled or batch service,
o forms control such that specific paper and format is
employed,
o fault recovery.
Recovery consists of being able to complete the printing
task in progess and then continue with remaining print tasks in
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TABLE I TABLE II
MESSAGE TRANSFER
SERVICES -
INTERPERSONAL MANAGING
SERVICE ELEMENTS
Service Elements
Submission and Delivery
Message Transfer
Message Identification
Submission Time Stamp
Delivery Time Stamp
Grade of DeliverySelection
Deferred Delivery
Deferred Delivery Concellation
Non-delivery Notification
Delivery Notification
Prevention of Non-delivery
Notification
Multidestination Delivery
Disclosure of Other Recipients
Alternate Recipient Allowed
Request
Query
Probe
Status and Information
Hold for Delivery
Alternate Recipient Assignment
Conversion
Content Type Registration
Original Content Type Indication
Content Type Conversion
Prohibition
Implicit Content Type
Conversion
Content Type Conversion Indi-
cation
Explicit Content Type Conversion
Primary and copy recipient
indication (i.e.,to:,cc:)
Blind copy recipient indi-
cation (i.e.,bcc:)
Authorizing users designa-
tion (nonlegal signature)
Subject indication
User-message identifica-
tion (personal, private,
company confidential)
Importance indication
Cross reference indication
Expiry date indication
Obsoleting indication
(i.e.,supercodes a
previous message)
Reply request indication
(i.e., to whom and by when)
Replying user-message indi-
cation (this is in reply to)
Multipart body
Body part encryption
Forwarded user-message body
part
(Non-)receipt notification
Reference: "Message Handling Systems and Protocols", Proceedings
of the IEEE, December 1983
TABLE 4.1: X.400 SERVICES
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the queue. Completion of the task in progess when a failure
occurs (such as printer out of paper, end-of-ribbon) often
requires reprinting the last few pages (rather then reprinting
the whole file which can be time consuming and wasteful) Unlike
a disk failure, sometimes a printer failure cannot be detected in
the host computer such as a paper jam or faded ribbon. This
implies the need for manual intervention and recovery procedures.
If the device malfunction cannot be repaired, than the NOS
may also attempt to route the print request to an alternate
device.
4.1.3 Terminal Handling Service
The Terminal Handling Service provides the capability of
presenting/accepting data to/from the user at his local terminal.
This includes the capabilities of:
o presenting textual (formatted and unformatted) data and
nontextual data (facsimile, voice, graphics),
o displaying the data in window in the user display,
o communicating terminal to terminal.
The key issues regarding the terminal handling service are:
o with current technology trends, terminals are really
hosts rather than non-intelligent devices, thus they must
be able to handle multiple tasks,
o implementation of a terminal handling service as a
virtual terminal or as a parameter driven device; this is
critical for environments in which there are many types
of terminals,
o handling non-textual devices as graphics and image
applications become more important.
Although there is active standardization work in this area
on virtual terminals, it does not address current requirements
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for exchange of non-textual information.
4.1.4 Conferencing
The conferencing service provides the capability of on-line
multiparty user communication. In this service users would enter
messages at their workstations and the NOS would display them on
the workstations of the other participants.
The key issues in the conferencing service:
o screen formatting of the user workstation,
o maintenance of a conference record,
o templates for specific primitive action items
resolutions,
o protocol for enabling users to enter/leave the
conference.
4.2 Job Migration
When a job can be broken into a group of cooperating
processes, it is desirable that the Network Operating System be
capable of scheduling these processes to run across multiple
nodes. Concurrent processing and synchronization are included in
this service category.
4.2.1 Remote Job Execution
The Remote Job Execution service can be executed at two
levels of sophistication. An elementary capability is to provide
a service which permits a user to execute a job on a remote
computer simply by invoking a procedure call. A more
sophisticated capability is to allow the user to define a set of
input sources, processors for execution and output destination.
The first alternative is referred to as the remote procedure call
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service while the latter is referred to as the Job Transfer and
Manipulation Service. Both are discussed below.
The Remote Procedure Call Service provides the capability to
execute programs on remote computers using a procedure call as if
the program were resident on the local computer. This service is
sometimes referred to as the "interactive batch" service in that
the response time of the service is usually very rapid. This
service is analogous to current batch service except results are
returned in real time. To submit a request to the Remote
Procedure Call, the user invokes a call to a procedure as^if it
were local and supplies the necessary input parameters and, if
necessary, the data structures for return of the results to the
originating process. The Network Operating System is responsible
for locating the program, establishing the remote connection,
implementing the remote procedure, and delivering data to/from
it. Depending upon the implementation, the originating process
may wait for the results of the procedure call or continue
concurrent processing while awaiting the results.
Various other application layer protocols may also employ
this service. For example, the Message Handling service proposed
by CCITT employs a Remote Procedure Call to distribute electronic
messages. The Remote Procedure calls protocol is defined in
CCITT standard X.410.
In this terminology, the local process is connected to the
remote process via the remote procedure call upon demand during
program execution. After execution of the remote procedure and
return of results, the local and remote processes have no
association. Other types of remote procedure calls bind the
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local and remote processes during compilation or load time. This
connec t ion is ma in t a ined t h r o u g h o u t the l i f e t i m e of the
connection. This latter type of remote procedure call is more
l ike the in te rp rocess c o m m u n i c a t i o n discussed below. In
part icular , the real-time performance of this protocol will be
better because the association is pre-established.
The key issues associated w i t h the RFC are ach iev ing
adequate per formance with the requisite set-up procedures and
handling exception conditions. For example, if the return from
the remote procedure does not occur, what action should the
application take. For example, the remote procedure may have
successfully executed but the response was lost. Simply re-
executing the procedure would introduce an error if repeated
execution of the remote procedure does not generate the same
result. For example, adding $100 to the balance of a bank
account does not generate the same result, i.e., the f i rs t time
through, $100 is added, but if it executed twice, $200 would be
added. These problems associated with remote procedure calls
have resulted in the categorization of "at least once" or
"exactly once" semantics.
The Job Transfer and Manipulation Service, a generalization
of remote job entry protocols, provides the capability of the
user of specifying how the:
o job should be partitioned into subjobs to be run on
different processors,
o resul t s should be processed and con t ro l l ed by the
computers performing the job,
o results should be retrieved and reassembled.
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This service provides the distributed computing service in
that jobs can be distributed and assigned to the optimal computer
for execution. Optimality can be defined in terms of:
o suitability of a particular computer for performing a
job, e.g. scientific computing on a "number crunching"
computer,
o optimizing communications and computer costs,
o assigning jobs to under-utilized resources.
The relevant standard for Job Transfer and Manipulation is
ISO DP 8832.
4.2.2 Interprocess Communication Service
The interprocess Communication Service provides program to
program communicaton between remote process. Its key features
are data transfer and process synchronizaton. The interprocess
synchronization is a control mechanism which enables remote
processes to:
o effect process precedence control, e.g., determining
which process currently has access to a resource,
o effect shared resource control.
It is analogous to the semaphore in conventional operating
systems.
The major issue is providing adequate throughput performance
across the network. This requires use of a message oriented
communication rather than byte oriented (as in UNIX pipes). Also
to enhance performance, it is desirable to notify the receiving
process that a message has been received from it rather than
requiring the process to keep checking to determine if a message
has been received.
The communications primitives provided will have a major
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impact on performance. A categorization of these pr imit ives
based on work by Stankovic [48] is illustrated in Figure 4.2.
Using a synchronous send, the user is blocked, i.e., must wait
until the message is received by received; thus the source and
destination are synchronized. If the no wait send is employed,
the user can initiated other tasks, but the NOS must provide
buffering to accommodate the message. If a conditional send is
employed, then the receiver is blocked waiting for the source
message.
When the receiver is blocked awaiting messages from remote
locations, either restricted unconditional in which messages from
specified processes will be accepted or blind unconditional in
which all messages will be accepted. Alternatively in the
conditional receive, the communications channels are polled.
In summary , the type of primit ive will drive the level of
concurrency that can be achieved and limit the performance.
A m a j o r application for this service is in distributed
cont ro l . In this case i t may become s i g n i f i c a n t l y m o r e
complicated when more than two processes are involved. The issues
of updating data structures are analogous to updating distributed
data bases and are discussed below under C o n c u r r e n c y and
Synchronization.
Al though no i n t e rna t iona l s t andards organizat ion is
promulgating a standard for interprocess communication, IBM has
published its standard, Logical Uni t (LU) 6.2 [61]. The key
features of the process-to-process communication provided by LU
6.2 are that it:
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SEND
YNCHRONOUS NO-WAIT CONDITIONAL
NON-BLOCKED
RECEIVE
UNCONDITIONAL CONDITIONAL
RESTRICTED BLIND
BLOCKED NONBLOCKED
FIGURE 4.2
COMMUNICATIONS PRIMITIVES
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- permits multiple applications to communicate through the
same process,
is symmetric,
- can transmit arbitrary binary data,
- employs a half-duplex protocol,
is designed with the intention to accommodate distributed
data base two phase transaction protocols. See Section 5
on Concurrency and Synchronization.
4.3 Data Migration
The Network Operating System must support the remote access
of information. Since heterogenous nodes are involved;* data
types must be preserved across the network between the nodes.
Data and character translations and even data restructuring may
be supported.
4.3.1 File Service
The File Service provides the capability to the .user of
performing operations on:
o the contents of a file,
o on entire file, or
o groups of files.
The key elements of a File Service are:
o file structures supported,
o specific operations that can be performed on contents of
a file, the file, and groups of files,
o degree of sharing,
o access control.
The file service is probably the most common service
provided by Network Operating Systems. The file service has
evolved from its rudimentary form of only transferring entire
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files to remotely accessing files through commands sent over the
network. A representative set of commands is enumerated in
Figure 4.3.
The structures of the file will drive the efficiency with
which various users will be able to access files and thus
establish the suitability of the file structure for various
applications. The structure of the file can be viewed in terms
of:
o access structure describing the organization of data
contained with a file as it affects a file's contents
- flat or hierarchical
- sequential, random, indexed sequential
o presentation structure describing the syntax of the data
items in the file, e.g., are all files treated as binary
files or are specific structures supported such as
graphics files, etc.
Another major characteristic of the file service is the
degree of sharing of programs and data stored in these files and
the commands users are permitted to execute. For example, files
can be shared at the following levels:
o entire file,
o records,
o field.
When files are accessed users may be permitted to perform:
o read only operations,
o write only, modify only operations,
o read and write operations.
Another major issue is maintaining concurrency of files when
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F-CONNECT - file service initiation;
F-RELEASE - file service termination (orderly);
F-ABORT - file service termination (abrupt);
F-SELECT - file selection;
F-DESELECT - file deselection;
F-CREATE - file creation;
F-DELETE - file removal;
F-READ-ATTRIB - file identity attribute inspection;
F-CHANGE-ATTRIB - file identity attribute modification
F-OPEN - file access initiation;
F-LOCATE - FADU location; ' *r
F-ERASE - FADU removal;
F-RECOVER - file access recovery;
F-CLQSE - file access termination;
F-WRITE - data storage initiation;
F-READ - data retrieval initiation;
F-DATA - data retrieval initiation;
F-DATA - data transfer
F-DATA-END - data transfer completion
F-TRANSFER-END - data transfer commitment;
E-CANCEL - data transfer cancellation;
F-CHECK - data transfer checkpoint;
F-RESTART - data transfer resumption
FIGURE 4.3
Typical File Service Commands
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multiple users are accessing the file. This requires a f i le
locking capability to prevent multiple, concurrent mod i fy
accesses. Furthermore, these files may be replicated at different
locations, complicating the concurrency control problem.
The relevant standards for the file service is the ISO File
Transfer, Access, and Management protocol (IS 8571). To provide
compatibility between different local file systems, this protocol
employs a virtual file store. A virtual filestore is a data
structure representation of the file and corresponds to the file
structure perceived by the remote consumer." The local server
must pe r fo rm the translation f rom the actual fi le s t ructure to
the virtual file structure. This facilitates compatibility for
exchange of files among mult iple users. For example, if N users
are e x c h a n g i n g i n f o r m a t i o n , each may have the i r own f i l e
structure and must perform translation to the virtual filestore.
Thus N conversions would be required rather than N x (N-l)
conversions if each user had to perform conversion to every other
user's local s t ructure.
The National Bureau of Standards enhanced the ISO FTAM
protocol with three party transfer model. The three party model
enables a user to initiate a file transfer and then proceed to
another task while the file transfer is performed. Furthermore,
the user may be resident on system A and request a file transfer
f r o m System B to System C. Traditional f i le t ransfer services
provide a t rans fe r f r o m only a remote host to the local user
system while the local user maintains a connection with the
remote file server.
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4.3.2 Data Representation Service
The Data Representation Service enables the user to encode
data in different syntaxes. The major issues associated with the
presentation service are syntaxes supported and the capability to
switch syntaxes. The selection of syntax may allow for
representation of:
o binary data,
o character text,
o graphics,
o images.
Characters may include letters, integers, reals,
punctuations, and mosaics. Character text may be unformatted
such as an ASCII character string or formatted such as time or
data representation. Characters may include letters, numbers,
punctuations, or mosaics.
The other aspect of the data representation service is if
the capability is not provided, then the syntax to be employed
between communicating parties must be prearranged. Alternatively
the syntax may be negotiated during the setup of a connection.
The most sophisticated capability is to switch upon demand during
the correction. The ISO Presentation protocol (DP 8822) provides
the capability to switch context upon demand.
There are no specific syntaxes embedded in the ISO
presentation protocol. Rather the specific encoding can be
incorporated as a table. Applicable encoding standards are the
ISO Abstract Syntax Notation (DP 8824) and the CCITT X.409
encoding standards for message handling. These are very similar,
but do not provide the capability to represent graphics.
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4.4 Network Control
The Network Operating System shall provide the means for
allocating resources and for controlling the interaction between
the network and its nodes.
4.4.1 Network Management Service
The Network Management Service ensures the on-going fault
free operation of the network including:
o network configuration,
o gathering and processing statistical information,
o fault detection, isolation, and restoration.
The Network Configuration activity includes the adding or
deleting of resources which may include hosts, workstations, as
well as server processes. For example a server process to
perform specific types of calculations or data base retrievals is
viewed as a resource.
The gathering and processing of statistical information has
widespread users. It may be for accounting, network signing, or
fault detection. Statistics such as connect time, number of
connections, lost messages, delays may be gathered and processed.
It is very desirable goal that the NOS perform fault
detection, isolation, and restoration service to ensure the error
free delivery and maintenance of data in an environment
characterized by potential device or network failures.
Features that are incorported into NOS to address these
problems are on-line diagnostics and data integrity measures such
as periodic file updates, checkpoints, transaction updates, and
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shadow file servers. These may be either NOS or local operating
systems responsibility.
On-line diagnostics ensure that the network is functionally
operational at all levels. Typically, this requires a Master
Diagnostics Process which periodically communicates with local
diagnostics process in all other nodes. The Master Diagnostics
Process in responsible for collecting (either by polling or
reading a shared file) individual nodal diagnostic statistics and
interpet them to isolate abnormal incidence e.g., on high
error/retry rate for traffic originating from destinedp to.. a.
particular mode. Alternatively this function could be at least
partially distributed.
The data integrity measures ensure that data is not lost or*
the loss is minimal when a failure occurs. Specific techniques
are:
o Periodic updates to the disk file structure (file control
block) to minimize loss of data due to failure,
o Checkpoints fully exploit the above capability and
requires the application/user process to be capable of
being suspended while the failure is being fixed and then
performs a back-up restart from the most recent update.
o Transaction update is a combination of the twoapproaches
described above. The file server provides the capability
to accumulate several file operations (writes/updates)
without actually performing them on the disk. The
application can indicate when a new transaction begins
and let the server accumulate the writes/updates until
the server is informed that the transaction is complete.
At this time the server performs the actual disk updates
in such a manner that if there is a failure before all
updates have been performed the file will behave as if no
changes were made such that a transaction becomes an
atomic operation.
o Shadow file server: Provides a second file server with
the same network name and address as the primary file
server to co-exist on the LAN: it performs all the same
disk writes as the primary (active) file server but does
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not respond to reads, however it does maintain control
information (such as current read printer) necessary to
respond to a read. If and when the primary server
fails, it immediately takes over and starts responding
to reads.
The key issues associated with during so are:
o degree to which recovery feature should be built into
the NOS versus the application,
o degree to which recovery features should be built into
local hardware.
o use of automatic versus manual reconfiguration.
This is closely related to maintaining concurrency of user
and directory files. In particular there is a movement, within
the OSI environment to restructure layer 7, the application
layer, to provide the recovery service. A draft proposal exists
for implementing it, namely the Commitment, Concurrency, and
Recovery Service (DP 8650) as a layer 7 protocol.
4.4.3 Directory Service
The Directory Service provides the capability to the user of
locating other users, and resources (hosts) or services in the
network. Note the file directory is included in the file service
not in the Directory Service. This separation is effected
because user and resource directories are updated infrequently
relative to updates in the file directories. Thus different
approaches are applicable.
Salient features of the the Directory Service for users and
resources are:
o naming and addressing convention,
o directory architecture (centralized, distributed,
hybrid),
o directory size and breadth limitations,
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o directory access methods,
o strategy for establishing and updating the directory.
The establishment of a naming and addressing convention
requires that resources and services be uniquely identified by
name in the directory such that the requisite network address
information can be maintained. The major issue associated with
addressing is maintaining currency of the address associated with
new users or resources and modifications associated with "Named"
users whose address may change. cr:--
The network directory architecture can a f fec t cost and
p e r f o r m a n c e issues. For example , w h e t h e r the storage of
directory information is centralized or distributed will affect
response time associated with retrieving directory information,
avai labi l i ty of d i r ec to ry i n f o r m a t i o n , and complexi ty of
maintaining current information. The size of the directory
(number of entries) and breadth of the directory (number of users
and resources ) will be, to a large ex ten t , d r iven by the
directory architecture.
There are two primary techniques for accessing the directory
service to obtain address information. A user may either:
o query a specific directory to determine if that directory
contains the specific information,
o send a broadcast query to all directories requesting the
address in format ion , but only the directory with the
required information will respond.
F u r t h e r m o r e w h e n t he d i r e c t o r y becomes d i s t r i b u t e d ,
maintenance of the directory becomes a dis t r ibuted data base
problem and significantly complicates maintaining currency.
Al though there is w o r k cu r r en t ly in process for the
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development of a directory standards, such as standard has not
been forthcoming.
4.5 Common
Common services consist of services provided to any two or
more of the services described above.
4.5.1 Transport Services (Layers 1-5 of OS I Reference Model)
The Transport Service provides for the logical multiplexing
of connections over a single transmission media and the delivery
of information from source process (device) to destination
process (device). Depending upon the environment this may
include OSI protocol layers one to five or some subset of these
layers. The data should be reliably delivered in the sequence
that the data was entered for most services and applications
employing the transport service.
The scope of the transport service depends on the local
environment. If the local environment is a local area network,
then only physical, data link and session layer protocols may be
required. If multiple local area networks of the same kind are
employed, then a simple network layer protocol would also be
required and a bridge device employed to concentrate the multiple
local area networks. If different types of local area network or
a wide area and local area network are concatenated then an
Internetworking protocol would be required. This would provide
such additional functionality as packet fragmentation (to allow
networks with different maximum packet sizes to be linked) and
speed conversion.
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The techniques employed by layers 1-5 to provide the
transport layer service should be transparent to the user
services and applications. For example the use of connection
based protocols versus datagrams as well as the use of vir tual
circuits is germane only to layers 1 to 5.
4.5.2 Network Security Service
The N e t w o r k S e c u r i t y Service ensures that only the
users/processes with the requisite authorizat ion level are
permitted to use other network services. This includes:
o authorization to read or read and modify files,
o authorization to communicate only among a specified user
group,
o a u t h o r i z a t i o n to invoke user services, e.g., f i l e
service, message h a n d l i n g service, job t r a n s f e r ,
directory service,
o authorization to invoke system services such as network
management.
The use of author izat ion lists and user passwords is the
common technique for implementing the security service.
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5.0 SURVEY RESULTS
In this section CTA summarizes the NOS survey results.
First the key trends in NOS development are summarized. Then
individual summaries of relevant vendor products and research
efforts are presented. Each of these narratives is supplemented
by a filled-in product/project template in the Appendix. These
templates provide concise single page s u m m a r i e s of the
products/projects CTA evaluated.
5.1 Key Trends and Observations .*
Most NOS's were being developed for environments employing
UNIX or IBM PC DOS as the local operating system. Of the 28
vendors surveyed, 10 provided U N I X based systems while 16
• .'
provided PC DOS based systems. Some vendors were employing their
own proprietary operating systems such as Intel using its iRMX
opera t ing system and DEC using va r ious opera t ing systems
supporting DECnet. However, Intel has fo rmula ted its Open Net
architecture which provides interoperability with a UNIX look-
alike, XENIX, and with PC DOS. Also, DEC has plans to o f fe r
DECnet under U N I X , and Technology Concepts intends to o f f e r a
plugin board for the IBM PC XT and AT supporting DECnet.
The most commonly offered service is a file service because
of its historical significance. In many early developments, a
NOS was used to provide file access to workstations without local
disks. Although many workstations now have their own local disk,
the demand for in format ion is insatiable and users still need
access to remote files. Similarly, there was an important
requirement to share printers; thus print service evolved. This
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is still an important service.
These services then evolved to user-to-user communicat ion
providing electronic mail (store and forward messaging) and
program-to-program communication using the remote procedure call.
All of these services are commonly available in NOS products.
Historically r the developments associated with U N I X have
preceded the PC DOS developments. Developers working with UNIX
have tended to integrate the NOS with the UNIX Kernel and
reducing its portability. Thus even though UNIX is available on
many hosts, porting the NOS to a new UNIX host is not trivial.
The PC DOS developers have tended to build a shell around the PC
DOS, which theoretically makes it more portable. However, PC DOS
is limited to PC class hosts.
Host support is largely in three main areas:
o DEC VAX in the minicomputer class,
o IBM PC in the personal computer class,
o Motorola 68000 based computers in the workstation.
Many vendors have developed their own custom hosts based on the
68000 such as SUN MICROSYSTEMS and Charles River Data Systems.
Support of the OSI model is minimal. Early LAN developers
focused on achieving per formance and in doing so, implemented
simpler protocols with fewer protocol layers. Vendors who do
adhere (or claim to adhere) to the OSI model typically do not
support all layers.
Only recently have vendors tended to provide an open system
to communicate with systems provided by other vendors. With the
increasing acceptance of the OSI Reference Model and associated
protocols interoperability among vendors will become more common.
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Intel, with its Open Net architecture and Charles River Data
Systems are leaders in this area. Intel supports file service
interoperability among PC DOS, XENIX, and iRMX hosts using OSI
protocols up to layer 4 and protocol conversions in layers 5 to
7. Charles River Data Systems is developing OSI protocols for
all layers.
One of the most significant steps in the acceptance of OSI
and associated protocols is the promulgation of the Manufacturing
Automation Protocol by General Motors. Although details of the
specific protocols to be employed are yet to be determined, it is
clear that it will be OSI based. Thus, a significant part of
industrial automation applications will employ OSI.
5.2 Individual Vendor/Source,
This section provides, in narrative form, a description of
the salient characteristics of the relevant products and research
efforts identified by CTA's survey. For consistency with Section
4 of this report, each product or project address the NOS
functional service requirements listed below:
User Communication
Message Handling
Print
Terminal Handling
Conferencing
Job Migration
Remote Procedure Call
Job Transfer and Manipulation
Interprocess Communication
Data Migration
File Service
Data Representation
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Network Control
Recovery Service
Network Management
Directory
Common
Transport
Security
The na r ra t ive is supplemented by the product templates
provided in Appendix A to this report.
Sections 5.2.1 through 5.2.13 present the narra t ives for 13
NOS products surveyed by CTA. These products were selected since
collectively they represen t imp lemen ta t ions of all NOS
functional characteristics identified in Section 4. Also, each
product described o f f e r e d a unique service(s) and/or design
fea tu r e ( s ) in i ts implementa t ion which war ran ted description.
CTA has provided narratives for only a few of the many commercial
and research products ident i f ied dur ing this survey. This was
done for two reasons. First, a greater level of detail is
provided on each of the 12 products than could otherwise be
supplied. Second, CTA recognizes that, ultimately, this survey
would be used by NASA to produce a build for an NOS. This also
caused CTA to focus principally on detailed descriptions of
commercial products only.
The f irst product, LOCUS (5.2.1) o f f e r s a network-wide,
replicated, d is t r ibuted f i le system which may be accessed
transparently by any user on the ne twork . This transparency is
extended to all devices as well as permiting remote access by all
users in a heterogeneous environment. LOCUS stands out among the
c o m m e r c i a l p r o d u c t s s u r v e y e d s ince i t o f f e r s the user a
comprehensive set of NOS fea tu re s in its implementat ion. All
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seven layers of the ISO/OSI model are supported and described in
the next product, OniverseNet (5.2.2) by Charles River Data
Systems ( C R D S ) . CRDS's p roduct is based on a rea l - t ime ,
proprietary UNIX-based 0/S and offers efficient, fast networking
in a homogeneous environment of CRDS workstations. The real-time
performance is important in the NASA environment. Section 5.2.3
describes the Sun Microsystem's product NFS 2.0. Key features of
NFS are support of a heterogeneous UNIX-based environment and,
most importantly, standards proposed for remote procedure call
and data representation services. The Newcastle Connection.'
(5.2.4) available f r o m Portable Software, Inc. is another UNIX-
based product. Its prominent f ea tu re is the implementation of
networking capabilities as a set of software residing between the
kernel and the shell. This implementation facilitates ease of
portability of the product since no modifications have been made
to the operating system. Many vendors have used or based their
networking product on U N I X , and specifically, the Berkeley
Software Distribution (BSD). Section 5.2.5 focuses on the
capabilities of BSD version 4.2 Its salient features extend the
basic UNIX capabilities with interprocess communication, virtual
memory support, and network file and printing services. Fusion,
a product offered by Network Research Corporation, is described
in Section 5.2.6. It o f f e r s a comprehensive implementation of
NOS charac te r i s t i c s and c o n f o r m s to the OS I Mode l . No
modif icat ion to the local 0/S kernel is required since it is
implemented as a device driver to the 0/S code. Fusion supports
a wide variety of processors and operating system environments.
OpenNet, a product offered by Intel, is described in Section
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5.2.7. Its architecture is based upon the OSI model and its
salient characteristic is its interoperability with the iRMX,
XENIX, and PC-DOS operating systems. This feature emphasizes its
portability.
There are many software products for the IBM PC class (and
compat ib les ) that w e r e su rveyed by CTA. Most could be
categorized as print and/or file servers. Two products which
offered the most networking capabilities are Novell's Netware/86
(5.2.8) and Microsof t ' s Networks 1.0 (5.2.9). The former is a
portable product which has achieved support from a number of LAN
hardware vendors. The latter is an extension of MS-DOS 3.1 and
is important in light of the number of PC's and compatibles which
exist in the marketplace today. As such, this product has the
potential of becoming a de facto standard for ne tworking IBM
PC's. Section 5.2.10 describes Digital Equipment Corporation's
produc t DECnet . It was chosen since it represents an
architecture which, although is proprietary, parallels and is a
competitor of the ISO/OSI model. DECnet currently supports many
of the NOS characteristics. Of particular interest in that (1)
it will be available for U N I X - e n v i r o n m e n t s , and (2) a
Massachusetts company, Technology Concepts, is producing the
printed circuit board equivalent for DECnet. Sections 5.2.11 and
5.2.12 focus on the products QNX and Apollo Domain respectively.
The f o r m e r is o f fe red by a Canadian company, Quan tum Sof tware
Systems, and offers a UNIX-based networking environment for IBM
PC's. Apollo D o m a i n ' s a r c h i t e c t u r e cha r ac t e r i z e s both a
proprietary operating system and ne twork ing (token ring LAN)
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environment for their MC68000-based workstat ions. Apollo has
implemented an object-oriented design for the Domain network. It
is of interest since it is representative of a proprietary
distributed operating system (DOS) but,as such, was given a lower
priority in this survey.
Tables 5-1 through 5-6 summar ize , in mat r ix f o r m , the NOS
features supported by the vendors surveyed by CTA. Vendors and
their products are listed in alphabetical order and grouped
according to the operating system they are based upon: UNIX (or
a derivative), PC-DOS/MS-DOS (and extensions), and proprietary
implementations. Some vendors have been listed in more than one
group since their product has been implemented in more than one
O/S environment. It should be emphasized that these charts be
utilized to ascertain only whether a vendor has included some
level of the corresponding NOS characteristic. The level of
implementation for the vendors listed varies widely. Succeeding
paragraphs provide a greater level of detail regarding each
implementation.
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Digital Research Inc
Intel
Multi Solutions, !nc
Network -Research Corp.
Network Systeas
Sun Microsystees
Touchstone Software
Wang Laboratories
NOTE: Soee products have uultiple entries
since they are supported in »ars than
one 0/3 environeent.
TABLE 5-3
DECnet
UfiiverseNei
Op en Net
uNETu
I (1PMC
Lu'^ u^ '
FUSION
The Newcastle Connection
9NX 2.0
NFS 2.0
The Connectables
PCnet-II
Canine:
U.. i V ; ' ^  r- .-
"vji •.; . i .11.
DRHet
OpenNet
HS-NET 1.0
Plan 3000,4000
FUSION,
Netware
PCne:
Buadnet
PM/16
Etherserie;
The Connectabies
NET/ONE
X-Net
DFS
ftpclio Dosain
BECnet
DRNet
OpenNet
SI
FUSION
NETEX
NFS 2.0
The Connectabies
Han.gNet
TBD when released
*
* *
*
* »
t
* *
* t *
t
t
»
i
*
* t
. i
t
t
*
^
» *
JOB MIGRATION LACKING
IN DOS SYSTEMS
DEFFICIENC'f IK JTiM
OVERALL
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Hatrix of Vendor Product Services
Vendor
NoSE Product
Data Migration
FUE Svc Data Rep
Apollo Coaputer, [nc
Digital Equipment Corp.
Charles River Data Systeias
Intel
Lantech Systess
Locus Coaputing Corp.
Network Research Corp.
Portable Software, Inc
Quantuo Software Systess
Sun flicrosysteas
Touchstone Software
AST Research
Corvus Systeas
Davonq Systeas
Digital Research Inc
Intel
Kicrosoft
Nestar
Network Research Corp.
Novell
Orchid Technology
Quadrats
Televideo
SCofl
rouchstone Software
Ungereann-Bass
(coap
Ucyon
Ipollo Computer, Inc
Hgital Equipaent Corp.
ligital Research Inc
Intel
lulti Solutions, Inc
letwork Research Corp.
letwork Systees
kin Microsystem
ouchstone Software
lang Laboratories
Apolla Ooeain
DECnet
UniverseNet
OpenNet
uKETis
LOCUS
FUSION
The Newcastle Connection
9NJ 2.0
NFS 2.0
The Connectables
PCnet-II
Oan i net
Multilink
DRNet
OpenNet
HS-NET 1.0
Plan 3000,4000
FUSION
Netware
PCnet
Quadnet
PH/16
Etherseries
The Connectables
NET/ONE
X-Net
DFS
Apollo Docain
DECnet
DRNet
CpenNet
SI
FUSION
NETEX
NFS 2.0
The Connectables
HanqNet
OTE: Soae products have nultiple entries
since they are supported
one 0/S environeent.
in sore than
»
TBS when released
FT.FL.RL
F-A.SH
FT, FA
FT,SH,FR «
FT *
FA
FT,5H *
t *
* «
t
«
t
FA,FL,RL
Fft.SH
t
t
i »
t
t
t
i
FS
t *
»
t
FA
t
FT,SH »
FA.FL.RL
Ffl.SH
FT,SH
* «
FT i
t *
t *
FT
- FILE SERVICE
IS UNIVERSAL
- DATA REP IS
LftCKINB
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
TABLE 5-4 (1! Codes: FT - File Transfer
SH - File Sharing
FS - File Server
FL - File Locking
RL - Record locking
Ffl = File Access
FR - File Replication
5~H § = service is supported
Matrix of vendor Product Services
Vendor
Naae
Apollo Coaputer, Inc
Digital Equipaent Corp.
Charles River Data Systeas
Intel
Lantech Systess
Locus Computing Corp.
Network Research Corp.
Portable Software,Inc
Quantum Software Systeas
Sun Nicrosystees
Touchstone Software
Product
Apollo Doaain
DECnet
UniverseNet
OpenNet
uNETix
LQCUS
FUSIOM
The Newcastle Connection
QNK 2.0
NFS 2.0
The Connectables
Netnork Control
Recovery Net Mgist Directory
TED when released
*
NS
AST Research
Corvus Systeus
Davong Systess
Digital Research Inc
Intel
Microsoft
Nestar
Network Research Corp.
Novell
Orchid Technology
Quadras
Televideo
3Com
Touchstone Software
Ungeraann-Bass
Xcoap
ftlcyon
Apollo Coaputer, Inc
Digital Equipaent Corp.
Digital Research Inc
Intel
rtulti Solutions, Inc
Network Research Corp.
Network Systets
Sun hicrosysteas
Touchstone Software
Hang Laboratories
PCnet-II
Osninet
Multilink
DRNet
OpenNet
MS-NET 1.0
Plan 3000,4000
FUSION
Netware
PCnet
Buadnet
PM/16
Etherseries
The Connectables
NET/ONE
X-Net
DFS
Apollo Detain
DECnet
DRNet
OpenNet
SI
FUSION
NETEX
NFS 2.0
The Connectables
UangNet
NS
NOTE: Soae products have aultiple entries
since they are supported in eore than
one 0/S environaent.
TABLE 5-5
- RECOVERY PRQC. LACKING
- MINIMAL NET. MANAGEMENT
(1) Codes: NS = Network Statistics
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Katrix of Vendor Product Service;
Vendor
Sase Product
Coeaon
Transport Security
Apollo Couputer, Inc
Digital Equipsent Corp.
Charles River Data Systeus
Intel
Lantech Systems
Locus Coaputing Corp.
Network Research Corp.
Portable Software, Inc
Quaniua Software Systeis
Sun Microsystens
Touchstone Software
AST Research
Corvus Systess
Davcp.q Systems
Digital Research Inc
Intel
Microsoft
Sestar
Network Research Corp.
Novell
Orchid Technology
Quadras
Televideo
3Co«
Touchstone Software
Ungeraann-Bass
Kcoap
fticyon
Apollo CcflGuter, Inc
Digital Equipaent Corp.
Digital Research Inc
Intel
Multi Solutions, Inc
Net nor k Research Corp.
Netxork Systess
Sun Kicrcsysteas
Touchstone Software
Hang Laboratories
Apollo Doaain
DECnet
UniverseNet
OpenNet
uNETix
LOCUS
FUSION
The Newcastle Connection
QNX 2.0
NFS 2.0
The Connectables
PCnet-11
Oaninet
Hultilink
DRNet
CpenNet
HS-NET 1.0
Plan 3000,4000
FUSION
Netware
PCnet
Quadnet
PH/1&
Etherseries
The Connectables
NET/ONE
X-Net
DFS
Apolla Oosain
DECnet
DRNet
OpenNet
SI
FUSION
NETEX
NFS 2.0
The Connectables
HangNet
*
TBD when
i
»
«
»
t
t
t
t
4
1
t
t
f
*
f
i
{
t
4
f
i
1
4
1
«
t
t
t
t
t
f
t
*
*
*
released
*
i
t
LP
OS
*
i
t
t
FP.OS
t
•f
t
t
t
t
FP
t
LP,FP,OS
FP,OS
t
*
t
t
NOTE: Sose products have aultiple entries
since they are supported in sore than
one 0/S environaent.
TABLE 5-6
c T-J
- SECURITY:
-USUALLY PASSWORDS
-L060N
-FILE i RECORD ACCESS
CONTROL
(1) Codes: LP = Logon Password
FP = File Passiord
OS = 'Other' Security
(e.q.,private volu»es)
« = service is supported
5.2.1 LOCOS
Locus is a distr ibuted operating system (DOS) produced by
the LOCUS Computing Corporation of Santa Monica, CA. This UNIX-
based product represents an outgrowth of research originally
performed at UCLA (See "The LOCUS Distributed Operating System"
by G. Popek et al, ACM June 1983). Its derivation f r o m UNIX
includes modifications of its internals and the incorporation of
considerable extensions. LOCUS operates on an Ethernet network
uti l izing a propriety data t ransfer protocol. A heterogeneous
computer environment consisting of DEC VAX and Motorola M68000
CPU's is supported.
Salient features of the LOCUS DOS include:
o its distributed file system,
o remote tasking,
o dynamic reconfiguration,
o heterogeneous computer environments, and
o system management.
LOCUS supports: transparent access to data through a
network-wide file system (a superset of the UNIX tree structure
n a m i n g h i e r a r c h y ) ; au toma t i c repl icat ion of s torage; and
transparent distributed process execution.
As a distributed version of UNIX, LOCUS is object code
compatible with Berkeley U N I X V4.1 and V4.2, and U N I X System V.
The ISO/OSI seven layer model is not implemented in LOCUS'
design. This decision appears to have been made in order to
provide users maximum product performance. Because the protocols
have been simplified, LOCUS minimizes the protocol and message
processing overhead by pe r fo rming much of the processing at
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interrupt level rather than in a user process. Telephone
conversat ions wi th the vendor e m p h a s i z e d that due to the
extensive efforts to develop the existing product, the ISO/OSI
Model was not likely to be implemented in the near f u t u r e .
Nevertheless, LOCUS provides valuable insight to state-of-the-art
NOS technology.
Transparency is the key thrust of the LOCUS DOS. This is
•
accomplished by making a collection of machines appear to the
user as a single processor with a root f i le system. Programs can
run on any mach ine in the system. A un ique pa thname is
associated with each file in the system. This lends itself to
data and name transparency allowing uniform access to data in the
system regardless of location. Coupled with the transparency
philosophy is LOCUS' design fea ture of file replication. This
s i g n i f i c a n t l y increases the system re l iabi l i ty and data
availability. LOCUS goes to great pains to assure the user that
in the event of a file update failure, the file is left in either
its old or new state and not something inbetween. Updated files
are copied as appropriate throughout the system automatically to
assure consisting of replicated files throughout the ne twork .
I n f o r m a t i o n m a i n t a i n e d at nodes a l lows the sys tem to
automatically select the latest version of a file. Replication
of files is dynamic and the degree of it is under direct user
control. To assure pathnames to all files (remote or local) are
still accessible to the user in the event of fa i lure , LOCUS
extends it replication philosophy to the entire directory as
well.
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Transparency is extended to devices in general allowing, for
example, remote computer access f r o m a user's terminal , remote
access to line printers, and host access of remote disks. The
installation does not rely on the need for a dedicated file
server in the network, although, any machine may be so designated
if some benefit may be derived from doing this. Remote accesses
are p e r f o r m e d e f f i c i e n t l y in LOCUS p r i m a r i l y due to the
networking operations being firmly embedded within the operating
system kernel. As a result, all messages take place between
local and remote operating systems. Overhead is thus reduced to
an absolute minimum and the actions are invisible to user
programs.
LOCOS' distributed file system is its dominant architecture
feature . Four essential elements of the file system are its
d i s t r i bu t ed n a m i n g , catalog, s y n c h r o n i z a t i o n faci l i t ies ,
integrated replicated storage supports, and the mechanisms to
allow partitioned operation. The f i le system is a functional
superset of the UNIX tree s tructure naming system. LOCUS has
extended this in three areas. First, all file system objects on
all machines are represented by the single LOCUS tree structure.
Since LOCUS names are ful ly transparent, it is not possible to
determine the location of a resource within the network f rom its
name. Second, as noted earlier, LOCUS files are replicated. It
is the system's responsiblity to keep all copies current and
assure that access requests are provided by the most recent
version. Third, LOCUS provides a "multiple reader , single
writer" synchronization scheme.
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The LOCUS approach to support remote service was to build a
fast but limited process facility called server processes.
Network requests are enqueued for processing by each server
process which in turn serially dequeues each request. This
design permits efficient network request processing, keeping
protocol overhead low. LOCOS' design also includes a "filter" to
discern whether a request is for the local or a remote site.
This concept has also been implemented by Microsoft in the form
of a "redirector". A description of this implementation is
, ii%r -
provided in Section 5.2.9 - MS-NET 1.0. Local site requests
bypass message processing logic usually performed for remote site
access and instead, are handled immediately the the local system
call processor. This philosophy is in tune with LOCOS' emphasis
on the importance of system performance.
Atomic file commit is an important concept in LOCOS.
Essentially, this means that all file changes are handled
atomically. No changes to a file are permanent until a commit
operation is performed. Commit and abort (to undo changes back
to previous commit) system calls are supplied. Closing a f i le
commits it. Opdates are done using a "shadow page" mechanism
which keeps copies of pages in the f i l e w h i c h have been
updated/changed. These shadow pages are marked in order to track
__^
the new/old information. At commit t ime, the old pages are
replaced by the new ones. To abort a set of changes, pages on
disk remain on disk and shadowed disk page space is deallocated
for reuse . F i les may also be s h a r e d in LOCOS and a
synchronization mechanism for doing so in a networked environment
using normal ONIX semantics is supported.
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LOCUS supports interprocess communication with the network
equivalent of UNIX local pipes (i.e., one way communications
between programs). Names and unnamed pipes are supported
transparent to the user and are implemented as FIFO circular
queues. Intertask communications is accomplished by writing to
and reading from pipes. If a reader task is asleep (i.e.,
suspended) on an empty pipe, it is awakened (i.e., put into
active state) when a message is written to the pipe.
Remote tasking is also supported by LOCUS. The major
process control functions have been extended from UNIX. The UNIX
"fork" call creates a new process running the same program as the
caller. The UNIX "exec" call replaces the code and date of a
running process with a new program and data image. LOCUS
utilizes forks to cause a new process to be created locally or
remotely. Exec has been extended to allow a process to migrate
to another site as it replaces its image. "Run" is a new (LOCUS)
system call which creates a new process and invokes a new program
from it immediately. This may be done locally or remotely.
Finally, to permit a process to change its execution site, while
in the midst of execution, LOCUS has added a fourth call;
"migrate". The user can influence and/or control process
execution sites. Default execution is the user's local site.
Via the "setxsites" system call, the user provides specifications
required of a site for process execution, a list of sites to be
tried in order, or a list of site types (e.g., DEC/VAX, M6800,
IBM/PC, etcetera).
The transparency of LOCUS has also been applied to network
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topology. The system strives to insulate users f r o m ne twork
reconfigurations. Key to this is the assumption that the network
is fully-connected (the underlying LOCUS protocols assume this!).
He te rogenous compute r e n v i r o n m e n t s a re also hand led
transparently by LOCUS. LOCUS may be ported to other machines in
a manner s imilar to porting UNIX. It is wr i t t en in a strongly
typed version of the "C" programming language to minimize machine
dependencies. LOCUS handles byte recording (if necessary) for
d i f fe ren t word (2 byte) and long word (4 byte) representations;
ASCII/EBCDIC and similar data translations; contains functions in
its kernel to transform incoming network message formats.
LOCUS also supports a product, PC-Bridge, which enables PC
users to communicate with mainframe hosts. At present, only AT&T
SB-series host processors are supported. Hosts must be equipped
with either the UNIX or LOCUS distributed UNIX operating system.
Personal computers must run in a PC-DOS or MS-DOS environment
under Version 2 or subsequent releases. Ut i l iz ing an Omninet,
Ethernet , or RS-232 facilities, PC-Bridge enables the PC to
utilize the mainframe as a file server. There are four software
elements which comprise this package.
1. Br idge - Runs on PC - it logs-in and connects user to
mainframe host.
2. Bridge Server - Runs on host - it translates and performs I/O
requests from the PC.
3. Bridge Handler - Runs on PC - it redirects all system calls
to MS-DOS on the host as appropriate.
4. Terminal Emulator - Emulates terminals connected to the host.
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This section has a t t emp ted to descr ibe the salient
characteristics of the LOCUS architecture. Virtually all of the
NOS functional service characteristics identif ied in Section 4
are supported by LOCOS. Although it does not conform to the
ISO/OSI model, the LOCUS designers have made the conscious
decision to trade this layered approach for system per formance
considerations. The reader is referred to "The LOCUS Distributed
System Architecture" manual (Edition 3.1, June 1984) which
provides an excellent description of the LOCUS internals.
5.2.2 OniverseNet
Charles River Data Systems (CRDS) of Framingham, MA sells a
networking product, UniverseNet , which implements all seven
layers of the ISO/OSI model. UniverseNet applications layer
software invokes UN/System V or UNOS, both UNIX compatibles, to
provide operating system support and implement all other lower
layers of the model. Figure 5-1 illustrates the UniverseNet
architecture with respect to the layered OSI model and the 0/S
kernel. Computers (i.e., nodes) communicate via the Ethernet
protocol. The CRDS Universe 68 Super microcomputers f r o m a
homogeneous (MC68000-based) .ne twork ing environment for users
running UniverseNet. Computers f r o m other vendors which have
implemented OSI communications protocols may communicate wi th
those on the UniverseNet via a LAN. UniverseNet has run under
the a u s p i c e s o f NBS test and has a p p r o v e d s t a n d a r d
implementations for protocol levels 1-L4 including Class 4
Transport protocols. In keeping with the OSI philosophy, CRDS
provides network interfaces to the following protocols: TCP/IP,
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Table 5-1
y»
W
»Jos
I/O redirection
File independent I/O
Pipe process management
Multi-server queues
Named pipes
Signal/alarm facility
Process synchronization
Multiplexed files
Keyed file facilities
DBMS facilities
Max lile size (bytes)
File name length (bytes)
File allocation
Record/file locking
Multi-level directories
Bad block handling
Exception handling
Symbolic debugger
Graphics packages
Text formatting
Typesetting package
Compiler writing aids
Environments
Process locking
User controlled priority
scheduling
Heuristic timesharing
scheduling
Shared text
Shared data
User support
Update service
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
opt.
opt
2i.
30
Bit
map
yes
yes
yes
yes
w/
Macros
no
yes
opt
opt.
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
ltd
no
no
no
no
2"
14
Linked
list
no
yes
no
no
ltd
no
yes
no
no
no
no
no
yes
yes
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
no
no
yes
no
yes
yes
no
2»
14
Linked
list
no
yes
no
no
ltd
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
no
no
no
yes
y«*
yes
no
yes
yes
no
no
no
no
2"
14
Linked
list
no
yes
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
ltd
no
-no
no
2»
14
Linked
list
no
yes
7
no
yes
7
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
no
ltd
ltd
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XNS, BSC, and SNA. Salient fea tures of OniverseNet are listed
below:
o Maximum efficiency via kernel integration with UN/System
V or DNOS kernel.
o Applications include: electronic mail, messaging,
printer sharing, fi le transfer, and remote command
execution.
o Distributed File System
o Written in "C" -^-- ,
o LAN and WAN network support
o Built-in test facilities
Key to universeNet are the UN/System V and UNOS Operating
Systems. UN/System V is derived from UNIX System V under license
f r o m AT&T. I t includes the en t i re U N I X System V p r o g r a m
development tool set. UNOS is a CRDS proprietary UNIX-compatible
0/S. Its key feature is the incorporation of real-time extensions
not available with UNIX. UN/System V and UNOS share the same
device drivers, file formats, and object formats to facilitate a
fully transportable environment. Table 5-1 depicts the salient
features of these two operating systems as well as other UNIX
implementations. Both implementations of these two operating
systems are linked to the program code of UniverseNet layers 1-5.
The system thus treats the network layers as a device accessible
via a standard I/O driver. Network performance is thus maximized
via this integrat ion of code since it has direct access to system
calls and can share data without passing it f rom layer to layer.
Network access to both programs and the file system is identical
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to any other device access. Existing standard OPEN, CLOSE, READ,
and WRITE system calls can still be used without modification.
As with LOCUS, UniverseNet takes advantage of the UNIX pipe
facility. Pipes have two implicit limitations:
o All processes in a pipe must be initiated by the same
parent process, and
o byte streams in pipes consist of data with no status or
identification.
CRDS notes that these limitations restrict a server process
since it cannot use pipe input to handle mult iple processes or
processes that were not connected to it at the beginning of its
operation. UNOS provides a queue package for server - user
situations, event counts for process synchronization, and a
number of extensions for production oriented environments to
overcome these pipe limitations.
Event counts are the focal point for schedul ing and
synchronization in the UNOS kernel and user process. They are
dynamically defined resources developed to meet the needs of
network synchronization. Event counts may be opened by unrelated
processes and used concurrently by many processes. They may be
used as counters whose value increases monotonically. This
facilitates indications of event transitions as well as keeping a
record of the number of occurrences of an event. They may also
be used for process synchronization such as access to critical
resources. By wait ing for one or many events, event counts may
also be utilized for inter-process communication. Interprocess
communicat ion facilities are built such that the two processes
may be local or based on two d i f f e ren t machines. This is
supported by developing a close relationship between local
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interprocess communications capabilities and the session control
layer (L5). Finally, since event counts are not owned by any
single process, they may be monitored independently by other
processes which take appropriate actions based upon their value.
An additional UNOS extension is f i le locking. Any process
can lock any region of a file. Processes are ensured of reading,
updating, and writing any type of logical record without the risk
of race conditions. Processes may also be locked (i.e., memory
r e s iden t ) to assure fas t response. P re -empt ive priority,
schedu l ing and fas t context s w i t c h i n g are two add i t iona l
enhancements supplied by UNOS.
The f o l l o w i n g pa ragraphs s u m m a r i z e the U n i v e r s e N e t
Applications layer software supplied by CRDS.
Electronic Mail enables users to transparently create, edit,
send, receive, and handle messages. This is done util izing a
'mailbox1 structure integrated with UniverseNet. Certified mail
can be sent which sends a verification message to the sender.
Electronic Mail is invoked wi th the email command and
permits users to send, receive, and handle messages. The mailer
allows users to perform the following functions:
o Create and send messages to yourself and to other users,
o Read and edit messages,
o Respond to messages,
o Copy messages to files and printers,
o Create and use additional mailboxes as an on-line filing
system,
o Create and use distribution lists.
Messaging is invoked with the WRITE command. Users can thus
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send a message directly to anyone logged on to the network. This
provides short immediate notice messages that don't wai t for
users to check their mailboxes.
Systems in the CRDS UniverseNet can share resources (e.g.,
printers) for m a x i m u m eff ic iency and economy. Systems can be
c o n f i g u r e d to use any p r in t e r in the n e t w o r k for d e f a u l t
printing.
The fi le t ransfer application provides the basis for a
distributed file service in the UNOS operating system kernel!
The protocol is a subset of the remote fi le access protocol
defined by ISO.
Remote execution application permits users connected- to
UniverseNet to send commands to remote systems for execution on
that system.
A d i s t r i bu t ed f i l e system l inks the f i les on several
machines through presentation control ( f r o m the OSI reference
model's layer 6). These linked files then appear to be on one
machine. Programs can reference files without regard for actual
file location.
UniverseNet development for this fea tu re allows users to
reference UNOS features (such as event counts) across machines.
Once the UniverseNet distr ibuted system links the application
with the remote file system, only UniverseNet (and the system
administrator) know the actual file location.
UniverseNet allows development of a vir tual te rminal
application that could eliminate cable str inging for attaching
terminals to other systems. Such an application would allow
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terminals to interact with remote systems as if they were
physically attached.
5.2.3 Sun Microsystems NFS 2.0
NFS 2.0 is a product scheduled for release in the June 1985
timeframe by Sun Microsystems, Inc. of California. NFS utilizes
the Ethernet protocol to enable Sun Workstat ions, DEC VAX, and
IBM PC compute r s to c o m m u n i c a t e in p r i m a r i l y U N I X 0/S
environments. Mt. Xinu, a California based company, recently
announced its implementation of NFS on VAX computers which run
UNIX 4.2BSD. Non-UNIX operating systems (e.g., VAX/VMS) from
other vendors are also supported. It is intended for use in a
networked environment of multiple server and client workstations.
Salient features of NFS 2.0 are:
o heterogeneous computer environment support,
o transparent access to shared network resources,
o shared access to one original file copy for all users,
o remote procedure call service (RFC),
o external data representation package (XDR) .
NFS does not confo rm to the ISO/OSI model standard but,
instead, has implemented its own protocols. NFS is based upon
the U N I X 4 .2BSD i m p l e m e n t a t i o n (see Sect ion 5.2.5 for a
description of 4.2BSD fea tures) and resides in the U N I X kernel.
The remainder of this section addresses the three facets of the
NFS implementation: the network file system, remote procedure
call, and external data representation. At present, since this
is a soon-to-be-released product, CTA was unable to obtain
informat ion on NFS other than the proposed NFC, RFC, and XDR
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standards.
NFS permits file system sharing in a heterogeneous network
of machines, operating systems, and networks. "Servers" are the
machines in. the network which supply resources to "client"
machines which access the network resources. Users are logged-in
at clients which in turn run applications programs. VNODES (a
re-implementation of UNIX inodes) supply the interface to a
particular type of file system (called virtual file systems;
VFS 's ) such as U N I X or DOS. The NFS in t e r f ace de f ines
traditional fi le system operations for reading directories,
creating files, reading and wr i t ing files, and setting file
attributes. A UNIX-style file protection is implemented by
making use of RFC authentication mechanisms.
RFC is implemented on top of TCP/IP transport protocols. It
is similar to the local procedure call model where the caller
places arguments to a procedure; t ransfers control to the
procedures; and eventually receives control back f r o m the
procedure with its associated results. In the remote version of
the procedure call, NFS sends a call message to the server and
waits for a reply message. Once received, the message results
are extracted and the caller's execution is resumed. The NFS RFC
mechanism is applicable for both local and remote process
intercommunication.
The XDR is a l ibrary of routines which describes a rb i t ra ry
data structures in a machine-independent fashion. It also
supplies p r i m i t i v e s to enable users to w r i t e the own XDR
routines.
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5.2.4 The Newcastle Connection
The Newcastle Connection (TNC) is a product of Advanced
Microelectronics, Ltd. . It is available from Portable Software,
Inc. in Redwood City, CA. Key f e a t u r e s of the Newcas t l e
Connection are:
o UNIX to UNIX Networking
o Resides between Kernel and shell
o Appears to Kernel as an Application Program
o Appears to Application Program as an unchanged Kernel
o Independent of Hardware Network Communications
o P r o v i d e s a d i s t r i b u t e d c a p a b i l i t y w h i c h is
functionally indistinguishable from a conventional single
processor UNIX system
o No modification of existing Source Code necessary to
operating System or user programs
o Provides means to read/write any file, use any device,
execute any command or inspect any directory regardless
of which system it belongs to
o N a m i n g s t r u c t u r e s for f i les , devices c o m m a n d s and
directories of each component UNIX System and joined
together into a single naming structure
o Operates under UNIX and UNIX look-alikes
o Directories are available across machines
o Shell commands and System calls apply unchanged across
Inter-Machine Communication
The implementation philosophy of TNC is the addition of a
software subsystem to standard UNIX. Then, in contrast to the
LOCUS or UniverseNet packages, no modification to the UNIX kernel
has been performed. By adding TNC sof tware subsystem on top of
the U N I X kernel to host computers running U N I X , and connecting
them in a local area ring network, users may communicate, share
files, execute remote commands, and in general are provided with
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a distributed computing capability.
All of the s t anda rd U N I X convent ions are appl icable
transparently to the user including:
o file and device access, naming/ and protection,
o interprocess communication, and
o I/O redirection.
The implementation is not specific to any particular UNIX
but is instead applicable to any UNIX look-alike which provides
system call level compatibility with the original.
TNC f i l ters out system calls that have to be redirected to
another U N I X system and it accepts system calls that have been
received f r o m other U N I X systems on the network. A remote
procedure call is the key mechanism for communications between
the Connection layers on the UNIX systems. The Connection layers
accepts names and, by use of mapping tables, determines whether
an ob jec t is local or remote . It also selects ac tual
communications paths and manages alternative routes transparent
to the user and his program.
5.2.5 Berkeley UNIX 4.2
Version 4.2 of the Berkeley Sof tware Distr ibution of U N I X
(UNIX 4.2BSD) enhances the basic UNIX capabilities with:
o virtual memory support,
o faster and more flexible file access,
o network file and printing services,
o interprocess communicat ion supporting a mul t i -window
interface,
o foreground-background job control,
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o automatic reboot after system crashes, and
o a new symbolic debugger.
UNIX 4.2BSD represents the results of a DARPA funded project
to further develop the 3BSD (i.e., third BSD for UNIX) system.
These enhancements were begun in 1983. A brief description of
4.2BSD's salient characteristics and its networking enhancement
follows.
Virtual memory support allows processes as large as 16
megabytes to be run under 4.2BSD. Two processors supporting this
£' • • -
capabi l i ty are the DEC VAX ll /7xx and Motoro la M C 6 8 0 2 0 .
Increases in the number of users time sharing the CPU and overall
system responsiveness can be realized.
A new f i l e system implemen ta t ion is the second key
enhancement included in 4.2BSD. Better structures and algorithms
have improved overall file I/O performance. Poor layout of disk
blocks and I/O operations involving a maximum of only 512 bytes
on t rad i t iona l U N I X systems w e r e inadequa te fo r la rge
applications or networking environments. UNIX 4.2BSD takes)
advantage of disk geometry and rotational latency characteristics
to build in improved performance. It places consecutive data
blocks and related indexing information in neighboring areas on
the disk. By storing directory files on a single track or
cylinder of the disk, seek time is substantially reduced, thus
decreasing overall file access time. File access has been
further reduced by minimizing multiple seek and I/O operations to
retrieve large files. This is due to the fact that most 4.2BSD
files are stored in 4096 byte blocks versus the traditional UNIX
size of 512 bytes per block. A 32KB fi le in tradit ional U N I X
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required 64 distinct I/O operations of 512 byte data t ransfers .
Total read time is on the order of two seconds or more. By
taking advantage of the 4.2BSD disk I/O enhancements, this t ime
can be reduced to about one tenth the two second f i le access
time.
Networking fea tures in the UNIX kernel are one of the most
prominent enhancements to standard UNIX. UNIX pipes support
byte-stream communications between processes on a single machine,
however, they do not support message-oriented communications nor
c o m m u n i c a t i o n s w i t h p rocesses on o t h e r hos ts . Both
unidirectional datagrams and bidirectional virtual circuit.,
c o n n e c t i o n s a r e s u p p o r t e d i n 4 . 2 B S D . T h e f o r m e r a r e
unacknowledged and thus potentially unreliable messages whereas
the latter are acknowledged and thus reliable messages. Data in
the messages are not interpreted by the system. It is the
responsibility of the application sof tware to per form data
conversion, representation, or t rans format ion as required.
C o m m u n i c a t i o n s in 4 .2BSD take place be tween "sockets".
SOCK_DGRAM and SOCK_STREAM define datagram and virtual circuit
socket types respectively. Server sockets are created and then
named in order for processes to contact and use the service.
Names are used whenever message exchange between sockets takes
place or to establish a connection. The call
S = SOCKET (DOMAIN, TYPE)
creates the socket and
BIND (S, NAME)
associates an address to the socket.
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Datagram-based ne twork services may create sockets to
send/receive datagrams using the
SENDTO (S,MSG,TO)
and
RECVFROM (S,MSG,FROM)
system calls respectively: where S is the socket to send or
receive the message; MSG is an array of bytes; and TO/FROM is the
socket address. Virtual circuits use system calls to establish a
socket , bind it to an address , then issue calls to queue
. .. ... .;*'•" '."•;"
connect ions (us ing L I S T E N ) and service connections (using
ACCEPT). CONNECT-CONFIRM and CONNECT-REFUSE messages notify
users of a successful or unsuccessful enqueuing respectively.
UNIX 4.2BSD is marketed by several vendors, one of which is
MT XINU of Berkeley, CA.
5.2.6 Network Research Corporation - FUSION
FUSION is a networking software package developed by Network
Research Corporation (NRC) of Los Angeles, CA. It is developed
in the "C" programming language and is available for IBM-PC,
M68000, VAX, PDP-11, 16032, and 8086 processors. FUSION supports
U N I X (4.1BSD, 4.2BSD, V7, Systems, System 5, Xenix, Ultr ix , and
Venix), MS and PC-DOS, and VAX/VMS operating systems.
FUSION has implemented both<the TCP/IP and XNS protocols and
runs in an Ethernet environment. Ethernet controller cards
developed by 3Com, Interlan, Ungerman-Bass, and CMC are among
those currently supported.
FUSION implements LI and L2 of the OS I model by means of
Ethernet. The FUSION Socket Manager is responsible for L3 and
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L4. It is integrated into the local 0/S kernel as a device
driver and thus does not require any modifications to the local
0/S code. OS I layers 5-7 are represented by FUSION'S Remote
Execution and Virtual Terminal facilities. The FUSION Socket
Manager is the interface between the host CPU and the network
controller. It also performs as the interface between
applications programs and the networking package.
User communication, job migration, data migration, network
control, and common services identified in Section 4 of this
report are all supported in varying degrees by FUSION. Some of
these features are inherent in the support supplied by the local
operating system (e.g., networking facilities offered in UNIX
4.2BSD) .
In the domain of User Communication, many features of UNIX
4.2BSD (see Section 5.2.5) facilitiate the message handling
service. Terminal handling service is supported by FUSION'S
cirtual Terminal capability. For example, a personal computer
under MS-DOS can function as a terminal to a VAX running UNIX or
VMS. When using the Virtual Terminal command, the local computer
becomes a standard terminal. The user then functions under
control of the remote 0/S and thus uses its set of commands.
Job Migration services supported include interprocess
communication (4.2BSD support) and remote procedure call.
Commands executed remotely may be handled by a processor with a
different CPU, different operating system, or different network
hardware.
Data migration capabilities offered by file services and
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data representation services are also supported. A single file
or complete directories of files may be t ransfer red between
different computers and operating systems. FUSION supplies a
utility program which reconciles differences in file formats when
transferring, for example, a file between a MS-DOS and UNIX-based
system.
FUSION offers various network control capabilities primarily
as network management services. Network performance analyses and
traffic monitoring are supported by the product. These utilities
provide the user with a chart of network activity and calculate
network data transfer speeds.
As part of the Transport Services, NRC is currently working
on an implementation for the TCP/IP protocol. In addition, they
plan to offer a gateway between TCP/IP and XNS.
Users are able to develop and add applications programs to
the FUSION library routines. These routines are implemented so
as to be fully compatible with the network system calls of UNIX
4.2BSD.
5.2.7 INTEL OpenNet
The Intel OpenNet architecture provides file service between
hosts running the XENIX, iRNX, and PC-DOS operating systems.
Th i s a r c h i t e c t u r e i s ba sed on the ISO Open S y s t e m s
Interconnection Reference Model although not all layers are
supported. The architecture consists of the following layers:
o layers 1 and 2 ETHERNET (TM of XEROX Corporation),
o layer 3 Null,
o layer 4 ISO Class 4 Transport protocol,
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o layer 5 Intel Session protocol,
o l ayer 6 N u l l ( a l t h o u g h In te l c l a i m s to h a v e a
presentation layer protocol, the functions included in it
appea r to be a p p l i c a t i o n s f u n c t i o n s , not da ta
representation functions,
o layer 7 Intel Network File Access protocol.
This architecture is illustrated for each operating system
in Figure 5-2. When this architecture is implemented, layers 1
to 4 reside on an outboard communications board while layers 5 to
7 reside on the host. For PC-DOS, layers 1 to 4 execute on an
U n g e r m a n - B a s s N e t w o r k I n t e r f a c e Un i t ca rd hosted in a EC
expansion slot while layers 5-7 execute on the PC native 8088
CPU. For XENIX and iRMX, layers 1-4 reside on the SXM 552
transport and layers 5-7 run under the XENIX or iRMX operating
systems in the host. The typical host is an i310 computer which
interfaces the SXM 552 over a MULTIBUS (TM of Intel Corporation).
The relatively simply Intel session layer is responsible
for mapping symbolic names into network addresses and mapping
sessions into transport connections.
The fi le service enables users to read, write, open, close
and manipulate f i le f r o m a remote location. Thus, a true f i le
access is provided rather than disk sharing or simple fi le
transfer. The salient aspects of the network file access service
are:
o hierarchical file structure,
o use of pathnames with the name of the system on which the
file resides as the first element in the name,
o mapp ing of s e rve r ' s f i l e pro tec t ion f e a t u r e s to
consumer's operating system format,
o record level locking,
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o file sharing.
A remote pr int service is also p r o v i d e d for these
operating systems.
In addition, selected features of the operating systems will
operate across the network when communicat ing with the same
operating system at the remote location. For example, a XENIX
system can exchange mail or execute batch jobs. S t ream files
similar to XENIX pipes can be exchanged using iRMX.
The utility of the OpenNet is in two areas. First, as a
re t rof i t to existing operating systems, it provides networking
capability between incompatible systems. However, OpenNet is not
a single software module transportable between systems. Second,
the XENIX version of OpenNet has the potential to be a portable
network operating system. This version is wri t ten in "C" and
source licenses are available. In addition to running on the
Intel 310 Multibus computer, it could be ported to other systems
supporting XENIX such as a PC/AT and VAX class machines.
5.2.8 NOVELL NETWARE/86
Netware is a local area ne twork operating system (LANDS)
designed for the IBM PC (and compatibles) that can be configured
to work with a variety of (over 10) LAN hardware . It does not
require a specific PC-LAN board, although Novell does sell its
own networking ha rdware under the name Netware/86.
This section summarizes the Netware/86 product which uses an
IBM PC-XT or IBM PC-AT as a central fi le server. Novell claims
to have adapted the Netware/86 software for the following PC-LAN
boards:
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Corvus Netware/0 (Omninet)
3Com Netware/E (Etherl ink)
Proteon Netware/P (Pronet)
Davong . Netware/D
Nestar Netware/N
Orchid Tech Netware/PC (PCnet)
The PCnet is also sold by AST, Santa Clara Systems and IDE
Associates.
Netware is an example of a Dedicated Server. There is one
distinct machine which is a dedicated server ~and other distinct
machines which are user machines.
Novell provides its own proprietary multi-tasking Network
Operating System that runs on the IBM PC and converts it into a
mult i - tasking LAN server. This server provides the fol lowing
functions:
o File services,
o Print services,
o Interprocess Communication (Pipes),
o Message services,
o Directory services,
o Network Management and File Security.
At this time, Netware does not provide:
o Remote Procedure Call,
o Job Transfer and Manipulation,
o Data Representation Services,
o Terminal handling,
o Recovery Services.
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All Netware/86 networks require the following components:
o DEDICATED PILE SERVER - The PC used as the file server
may be an IBM PC-XT, IBM PC-AT, IBM PC with a third-party
"hardware compatible" hard disk expansion on any one of
serveral "IBM PC compatibles" with a hard disk. The
m a x i m u m disk size current ly supported by Netware/86 is
292 MBytes. A 20 MByte File Server requires a minimum of
380 KByte RAM. An additional 1 KByte RAM is needed in
the File Server for each additional MByte of disk storage
over 20 MBytes.
o PC Workstations - with at least 128 KRAM
o One Network Communication Card for each PC
A block diagram of a typical Netware/86 configuration is shown
in Figure 5-3.
The Ne tware File Server is a superset of the PC-DOS f i le
system. It supports all PC-DOS fi le commands. A program can
access local disk files (i.e., a disk attached to the user work-
station) or ne twork disk files (i.e., files residing in the File
Server).
Ne twork files can be opened either for exclusive use of a
particular program (private files) or in a non-exclusive mode for
concurrent shared usage by several programs. Multiple programs
can open a file simultaneously in read-only mode as a private
file. Netware provides file-sharing synchronization functions at
several different levels:
1. TRANSACTION UPDATE/PROCESSING:
This m e t h o d a l lows appl ica t ion s o f t w a r e to obta in
exclusive control of a set of non-exclusive files when a
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transaction update is to be performed. The exclusive
• [
control is temporary and must be released af ter each
transaction. This technique avoids deadlock conditions
that may occu r if an appl ica t ion relies on record
locking.
2. FILE/RECORD LOCKING:
This mechanism allows different applications to modify
records of the same fi le concurrently by giving an
application exclusive access to particular record(s) as
needed.
An application can specify an entire set of records to
the server be fore actually requesting that the lock be
implemented. The server can there fore ensure that all
records needed by the application are available before a
lock is put on them. This avoids deadlocks between
processes w h i c h may be w o r k i n g on the same set of
records, e.g., two d i f f e r en t order processing clerks
sharing a common inventory file.
Netware allows application to a lock record(s) for query
purposes only. Thus, multiple applications can lock the
same records for query. This assures that the selected
data is not modified until the lock has been released.
3. SEMAPHORES
N e t w a r e suppor t s a s o f t w a r e l i b r a ry w h i c h call on
application programs to manage record locking themselves
by using general-purpose semaphore mechanisms.
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Several fea tures m a x i m i z e the pe r fo rmance of shared f i le
service. Specifically, Novell claims that use of Disk Caching,
Directory Caching and Hashing and Elevation seeking results in
the highest performance File Server for PC LAN marketplace.
Netware requires a user password for logging in, i.e.,
accessing the ne twork server for the f i rs t time. It f u r t h e r
allows users to set passwords within MS-DOS volumes on individual
directories as well as individual files. It does not provide
security at record or field level. Also, there is only one level
of security. If a user has access to a file and then one can
perform any operation on it.
Other file services offered by Netware are:
NCOPY: File-to-file copy within the file server without
sending the file to the user station
SHOW Commands: To display individual directories and
parameters of a particular file such as whether
the password has been set.
WHOAMI Commands: Provides the user's network address.
Netware supports a f lexible print spooler. It can support
up to f ive independent spooled printers, al though the PC-XT is
limited to a maximum of three due to hardware restrictions. The
spooler allows a user to:
set forms,
- change queues,
reroute a print request from one printer to another,
kill a request before or during printing,
rewind a print request certain number of pages,
start and stop a printer,
- spool (print) existing files,
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get printer status.
Netware supports the following messaging services:
send/receive broadcast messages,
- send/receive personal message,
- send message to system console.
Netware supports a "Message Pipe" for direct communication
between two or more processes through the Network Server.
Novell has recently announced its intention to support MS-
DOS 3.1. In particular, it claims that the Advanced Netware will
be compatible with MS-DOS 3.1 and provide a product superior to
the Microsoft MS-Net (described in next section). The product is
under development and as such details are not available at this
time.
5.2.9 Microsoft/IBM-PC Network
The Microsoft MS-NET is the most recent product introduced to
the marketplace by IBM and Microsoft. IBM is the first OEM
customer of the software and it has packaged it with Network
hardware supplied by Sytek and sells it under the name PC Network
(which is different from PC Cluster) First retail shipments of
the product were made in May 1985.
Microsoft claims that the following network vendors will be
supporting MS-NET:
AST Research
Corvus Systems
Davong Systems
Nestar Systems, Inc.
Proteon, Inc.
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Ungermann-Bass
Western Digital
Interlan, Inc.
3COM
Techmar
Orchid
The PC Ne twork ing sof tware is being sold as two separate
packages.
MS-DOS 3.1 is the most recent extension of MS-DOS which
provides support needed for networking and expands the file-name
structure to include addressing mult iple nodes across the
network. IBM's version is called PC-DOS 3.1 and includes certain
additional utilities specific to the IBM PC. Both MS-DOS and PC-
DOS 3.1 provide an in t e r f ace ( I N T 21 hex ) to the ne twork
redirection program which recognizes requests for I/O as local or
remote. It can be viewed as the Client Software.
MS-NET 1.0 is an extension of MS-DOS 3.1. It provides an
operating environment that implements the session layer (layer 5
of the ISO model) and has a f i le and print server at layer 7.
The presentation layer (layer 6) is not implemented (i.e., a null
layer) . The server runs as an application in a server machine
and provides f i l e and p r in t services to the n e t w o r k . In
addition, it includes the Redirector and several ne twork ing
utilities.
The Microsoft Server requires dedicated system resources in
the single-tasking MS-DOS operating environment, whereas the IBM
PC-Network Program is a non-dedicated server.
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In addition, the IBM PC-Network Program includes a Message
Service application that enables users to send short messages
between workstations.
The IBM.PC Network hardware consists of an adapter (in each
PC) and a broadband head-end frequency translation unit. The PC-
Network adapter supplies processing for f ive of the seven OSI
layers, extending from the physical layer up through the session
layer. The NET BIOS handles the interface between the adapter
and the host computer ( INT 5C H E X ) . As of May 1985, IBM is the
only vendor delivering products based on the MS-DOS 3.1 and MS-
NET 1.0. It is not clear whether other vendors will use the
Microsoft session layer sof tware or build it in the adapter to
minimize load on the main processor. MS-NET does not have a NET
BIOS, however , it supports the 5C interface. These di f ferences
are shown in Figure 5-4.
Since the IBM PC-Network is the only released program at this
time, the following description is specific to it.
As indicated, the IBM PC Network Program includes the Server,
the Redirector and a Message Service. The server is non-
dedicated and as such, can reside in any user station. Each PC
(node) on the n e t w o r k mus t have PC-DOS 3.1 and PC-Net 1.0
software loaded. However, the individual user can decide, where
resources connected to his/her PC can be shared by other users or
not. A user must have a local hard disk to allow sharing of
devices attached to the particular node. However, a node without
a hard disk can access shared devices on other nodes. Also, a
diskette drive on a node with hard disk can be shared by other
nodes. A m a x i m u m of 25 nodes on the ne twork can use the disks,
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directories and printers that are permitted for sharing. A
particular user can access up to 32 (local or remote) disks,
directories and printers. Thus although the PC-Network can
connect up to 72 nodes (or up to 1000 nodes using more expensive
hardware supplied by SYTEK), a user cannot access all the shared
resources on the network at any one time. This is not usually a
problem in the PC environment since the PC imposes more severe
restrictions due to its limited memory capacity (bu f f e r space)
and single-task operating system (PC-DOS).
USER COMMUNICATION: The PC-Network provides the following user
communication services:
o Message Handling
- Send/Receive Messages
Pause/Continue Receiving Message
Save/View Messages
- Forward Messages
o Print Services
- Share a Print Queue
Pause/Continue using a Remote Print Queue
- Stop/Restart a Shared Printer
- Check/Change Print Queue
- Change Print Size for a Shared Printer
- Print a Separate Page (between files)
The PC-Network does not have any facil i ty for Terminal
Emulation and Conferencing.
JOB MIGRATION: The PC-Network does not provide any job migration
services.
DATA MIGRATION; The PC-Network provides sharing of files or a
group of files (contained wi th in a di rectory) at the f i le level
only i.e., only one user can access (open) a shared data-file at
any one time.
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The PC-Network does not provide any data-migration services.
NETWORK CONTROLt The PC-Network provides a large set of utilities
for Network Management:
Display names that can receive messages at the user 's
node,
Display shared devices at the user's node
- Display remote devices being used by the user
Pause/Continue using Remote Disk/Directories
Pause/Continue Sharing devices at the user's station
Save/Cancel the user's Network Set-up
The PC-Network does not offer any facilities for security and
centralized directory services. In fact, it does not seem to
prov ide any m e t h o d for a user to d e t e r m i n e the n e t w o r k
conf igura t ion (i.e./ who are all the users and resources on the
n e t w o r k ) . It seems that a user must have prior knowledge of
other users and shared resources on the ne twork , in order to
communicate with other users or access remote resources.
The PC-Network is a new product and as such, not much is
known about its reliability, performance and other limitations.
Also at this time, its funct ional i ty is s ignif icantly infer ior
compared to Netware which has been on the marke t for over two
years.
5.2.10 DECnet
DECnet is a f ami ly of h a r d w a r e and so f tware communicat ions
products o f f e r e d by Digital Equipment Corporation (Maynard ,
Mass). It is currently in Phase IV development and supports many
of the functional characteristic features of a NOS identified in
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Section 4 of this report. DECnet is based entirely on the
Digi ta l N e t w o r k A r c h i t e c t u r e ( D N A ) . DNA, a p r o p r i e t y
architecture, is similar to the seven layer ISO/OSI architecture
model. The relationships between the OSI and DNA layers are
illustrated in Figure 5-5. DNA modules resident in a typical
DECnet node are i l lus t ra ted in F i g u r e 5-6. Node- to-node
communications protocols are shown in Figure 5-7.
DECnet is designed to run only on the DEC fami ly of computers
and operating system environments listed below:
CPU 0/S
VAX VMS
PDP-11 RSX, RT-11, RSTS
DECsystem-10,-20 TOPS-10, TOPS-20
MicroVAX MicroVMS, VAXELN
Professional 350 P/OS
DECnet LAN's are based upon the Ethernet link protocol and
support up to 1023 nodes in the DNA environment. Phase IV
development e f fo r t s will enhance some of the DNA fea tures
including the support of up to 64,000 nodes in the network.
DECnet is an example of a propriety networking architecture
supporting a homogeneous family of processors. Any combination
of DEC computers and their associated native operating system is
supported by DNA. Communication between DNA-based DEC computers
and computers supplied by other vendors is accomplished by means
of gateways. The DECnet/SNA Gateway enables DECnet nodes to
c o m m u n i c a t e w i t h I B M Sys tem N e t w o r k A r c h i t e c t u r e ( S N A )
environment processors. The second alternative offered by DEC is
the DECnet Router/X.25 Gateway. This enables DECnet nodes to
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communicate with processors which support the X.25 protocol on a
packet switched data network.
DNA's architecture parallels the seven layer ISO model.
Although it is not specifically named an NOS by DEC, DNA
does support many of the ma jo r high-level ne twork funct ions
characteristic of an NOS. Some of these functions include:
o Task-to-task Communication,
o Remote file and record access,
o Terminal-to-terminal communication,
o Network virtual terminal,
o Problem isolation and network management,
o Downline loading,
o Upline dumping.
The salient implementation characteristics of some of these
high-level functions are described below.
DECnet enables two programs or tasks runn ing on d i f f e r en t
nodes in the ne twork to exchange data over a logical link.
In t e rp rocess c o m m u n i c a t i o n i s i m p l e m e n t e d m u c h l ike I /O
operations; the logical link is similar to an I/O channel over
which both programs can transmit and receive data.
DECnet's remote f i le and record access enables nodes"to
open/close files, create/delete files and read/write remote file
records. Nodes may be d i f f e r e n t (DEC) processors r u n n i n g under
d i f f e r e n t (DEC) operating systems. DNA/ISO layer 7 so f tware
enables users to invoke an interact ive N e t w o r k File Trans fe r
(NFT) utility. A user may invoke NFT f rom any terminal and thus
access and manipulate remote files. Network File Access Routines
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(NFAR's ) provide the DECnet user with a set of FORTRAN-callable
subroutines that become a part of the user's process and enables
access to remote files for application specific processing.
DNA supports several network terminal facilities. Users at
two DECnet terminals can communicate interactively through Phone
or TLK utilities. Phone is a utili ty of the VAX/VMS 0/S while
TLK is a DECnet utility supported by DECnet-RSX. One line/one
way messages and dialogue nodes are supported.
The Ne twork vir tual Terminal (NVT) faci l i ty logically
connects a user at a local terminal to a remote node. DECnet
Phase III requires that both the local and remote nodes run under
the same 0/S. Phase IV implementat ions l i f t this restriction.
NVT serv ices are hand led by DNA/ISO layer . The N e t w o r k
Application/Presentation layers respectively.
DEC does support a U N I X operating system for the VAX-class
computer. However, as of this wr i t ing , DECnet is not supported
in the UNIX environment. During telephone conversations with DEC
representatives, CTA was informed that this capability will very
likely be supported by DEC by the end of 1985.
5.2.11 QNX
QNX 2.0 is a multi-user, multitasking real-time UNIX-based
operating system supplied by Quantum Software Systems, Inc. of
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. QNX is designed for IBM PC and other
processors which utilize the Intel 8088/8086 and 80186 chips. It
provides a UNIX-like environment for single user configurations
as well as conf igura t ions support ing a m a x i m u m of seventeen
users. It does not depend upon any specific LAN technology.
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QNX is a message based operating system. Tasks communicate
by sending messages up to 64KB long. Inter-task messaging may
take place between tasks residing in the same processor or in
different processors on the network. An example cited by Quantum
Sof tware is the use of a message by a task to print data on a
network printer. The task transmits a message to the Device
Adminis t ra tor task which prints the message and then returns a
comple t ion s tatus message to the o r ig ina to r . The Device
Adminis t ra tor task need not be on the same processor as the
originator since, to the originating task, the operation occurs
transparently.
The Device Administrator handles all serial I/O devices for
QNX. It is one of several adminis t ra tors in QNX which are
responsible for task creation and start-up, fi le maintenance,
.*
n e t w o r k c o m m u n i c a t i o n s , a s y n c h r o n o u s t ime-ou t excep t ion
processing, and other functions.
The QNX ne twork model is viewed as a collection of tasks
executing on a collection of processors which have access to a
collection of resources. QNX does not impose restrictions upon
resources or processors avai lable to a task . The key to
accessing these objects is the idea of a unique node ID. For
example, the command
P my_file > $lpt
prints a file to a local workstation printer. If this was to be
printed on the printer located on node 3, the command would be:
p my_file > [3]$lpt.
QNX also supports remote task creation/execution. The
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command string
[1] sort < [2]/dirl/filel > [3]$lpt
causes a sort program to be executed on node 1, accept input f r o m
a f i le on node 2, and produce line printer output on node 3.
Remote log-in (i.e., remote vir tual terminal ) is also supported
by QNX. All I/O is defaulted to the requestor's terminal.
By means of b id i r ec t i ona l v i r t ua l c i r cu i t s , QNX also
supports the capability of intertask communicat ion between
processors. A user uses the system call
vc_create (nid, tid, buffer-size)
to create a virtual task ID supplying the node and task ID'S, and
buffer size of the largest message expected. Subsequent inter-
task communicat ion takes place ut i l iz ing the virtual circuit
ID'S.
The messaging philosophy utilized by QNX may also be applied
to provide for task synchronization. Tasks may be attached to
"ports" which can then be used for inter-task handshaking via
semaphores. Asynchronous interrupts, (i.e., exceptions) are also
provided by QNX. Of the 32 exceptions available in QNX, sixteen
are defined by the system (e.g., t imer expirat ion, break, task
kill) and sixteen are available for user def ined conditions.
This supp lement s the m e s s a g i n g t echn ique fo r i n t e r - t a sk
communicat ion. In the QNX ne twork ing envi ronment , QNX extends
the exception processing capability to enable exceptions to be
set on vi r tual tasks. This causes the exception request to be
sent over the ne twork and set on the real task runn ing on another
processor.
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5.2.12 Apollo Domain
Apol lo C o m p u t e r , Inc. of C h e l m s f o r d , MA m a r k e t s a token
r ing-board LAN produc t , the Apollo Domain , for i t s f a m i l y of
M C 6 8 0 X 0 - b a s e d w o r k s t a t i o n s . T h e D o m a i n s y s t e m s o f t w a r e
e n v i r o n m e n t is i l lus t ra ted in F igure 5-8. Apollo o f f e r s two
operating system environments for its Domain product: AEGIS/ a
p ropr ie t a ry 0/S by Apollo and AUX, Apolla's implementat ion of
UNIX. Both u t i l ize Apollo's p ropr i e t a ry 0/S kernel which
provides v i r tua l memory managemen t and access to the Domain 's
high-resolution, bit mapped workstation displays and token-ring
LAN. Salient features of AEGIS are listed below:
o Virtual memory for direct execution of large programs
o Network-distributed file system with access control list
security and protection facility
o Concur ren t , m u l t i w i n d o w Display Manager Env i ronment
provides "virtual t e rmina l s" to programs, text, and
graphics; includes screen-oriented editing
o Interprocess communication, process creation, and event
synchronizat ion to coordinate execution of separate
programs
o Online HELP facility, including documentation of access
to system services
o Shell command line interpreter for application control:
an interactive p r o g r a m m i n g language whose "verbs" are
user and utility programs
o Logical, extensible set of system commands and uti l i ty
programs
o Support for a variety of programming languages and data
management techniques
o Graphics support
o Support for diskless, shared server , and standalone
equipment configurations
o Network system reliability and maintenance utilities
The AUX 0/S is based upon the Bell Labs System III Berkeley
versions of UNIX. It supplements these features with:
o support for I/O redirection, pipes, and forks,
o support for Bourne and Berkeley C shell, and
o the ability to initiate asynchronous processes
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Both operating system environments o f f e r demand paged
virtual memory enabling users to execute programs which exceed
the amo'unt of physical memory in the user's computer. This
capability has been extended across the Domain network.
The Domain is comprised of a homogeneous f a m i l y of
processors and operating systems which facilitates Apollo's
support for programs to be directly executed on any node without
recompilation or binding.
Apollo has integrated the network communications functions
within the 0/S kernel. A conscious decision has been made
against a layered approach to achieve high network performance.
Apollo has taken the opposite approach of LOCUS (see Section
5.2.1) in that only one copy of a f i le is maintained in the
system. It may be shared by multiple users and Apollo justifies
this design for the following reasons:
o it reduces the amoun t of mass s torage devoted to
redundant files and
o it eliminates the need to assure that copies of files
reflect the same information.
Apollo has implemented an object oriented design in its
approach for the Domain network. Each object is uniquely defined
and made available across the network by a 96-bit virtual address
(64 bits for a unique object name and 32 bits address wi th in an
object). Objects may be "typed" as text or graphics files, file
security access control lists, database storage areas, and
similar uses. They are byte addressable and can be located
anywhere in the network.
Apollo's distr ibuted ne twork f i le s t ruc ture uti l ized a
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hierarchical tree structure. A uniform naming convention permits
access to any node, application program, data file, or resource
in the network.
Access Control Lists (ACL's) have been implemented by Apollo
for security access control to all objects. Objects may be
accessed only when so established by an entry in the ACL.
Combinations of user name, project membership, or node ID may be
specified for authorized access control. Since the ACL also
protects file system directories (an object), knowledge of a
file's existence may also be denied if desired-.
Apollo has implemented a server approach to promote resource
sharing. Key to this is its implementation of interprocess
communications (IPC). IPC permits users to communicate with
servers via virtual circuits and it facilitates the exchange of
messages between processes running in different workstations.
Outside the realm of the Domain network, Apollo also
provides support for file transfers, remote virtual terminal, and
virtual circuit services for X.25 communications. Ethernet in
conjunction with TCP/IP supports file transfer and remote logon
functions.
5.2.13 XEROX
XEROX Corporation has defined and published a suite of
communications protocols, referred to as the XEROX Network System
(XNS), that implement a Network Operating System. XEROX has
incorporated these protocols in some of their workstation
products, e.g., 8010 workstation. However, since XEROX has
published these protocols, other vendors have implemented them in
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t h e i r p r o d u c t s . T h e s e v e n d o r s i n c l u d e 3 C O M , B r i d g e
Communications, and Associated Computer Communications.
The X E R O X N e t w o r k System and the DARPA protocol sui te are
similar in that both are:
o independent of the local operating system,
o based on connectionless internetwork protocol,
o employ fewer protocol levels than OS I (the DARPA protocol
architecture is not layered).
The architecture (shown in Figure 5-9) of the Xerox protocol
suite is s imilar to the DARPA protocol suite wh ich provides
pr in t ing , f i l ing , directory, and t ime of day services. The
d i r e c t o r y se rv ice k n o w n a s C L E A R I N G H O U S E i s d i s t r i b u t e d
implementation used for locating both users and resources. For
example , the user may select a f i le server and then the local
w o r k s t a t i o n wil l invoke a CLEARINGHOUSE re t r ieve p r i m i t i v e to
obtain the network address. .Then, this address is passed to the
t r a n s p o r t layer to es tabl ish c o m m u n i c a t i o n . I t i n c l u d e s
procedures for creating and modifying the directory as well.
The printing, filing, and directory service employ the XEROX
Cour ie r protocol, which is a remote procedure call. The X.410
s tandard is very similar to Cour ie r indicat ing a s ign i f ican t
XEROX contribution.
The transport and n e t w o r k layers are very s imi lar to the
DARPA protocol suite in func t iona l i t y and operate over a w i d e
var ie ty of ne tworks . However , XEROX also includes d iagnost ic
protocols, ECHO in which the remote hosts re turn the bit stream
entered by the user, and ERROR for reporting exception systems.
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5.3 Research Projects
As illustrated in Figure 5-10,current research e f f o r t s can
be categorized into the following areas:
o real-time node performance including ha rdware and local
operating system software enhancements,
o job s c h e d u l i n g a l g o r i t h m s fo r o p t i m a l r e s o u r c e
management,
o r e l i ab i l i t y i n c l u d i n g f a u l t t o l e r a n t sy s t ems and
reconfiguration,
o concurrency and recovery software procedures,
o implementing new functionality in the NOS or implementing
common functionality in new environments,
o e n h a n c e m e n t of p r o g r a m m i n g l a n g u a g e s to p r o v i d e
specialized f ea tu re s for concurren t p r o g r a m m i n g and
debugging of distributed software.
In the following sections, activities in each of the above
areas are h ighl ighted w i t h re fe rences to specif ic act ivi t ies
particularly relevant to NASA.
A list of the research projects considered is included in
the appendix. For each project, the fol lowing in fo rma t ion is
presented:
name of project,
organization,
- name of investigator(s),
keywords identifying specific research areas.
T h e s p e c i f i c a r ea s w h e r e t h e res ' ea rch e f f o r t s a r e
contributing (beyond what is currently available in commercial
products) are in concurrency synchronization, and recovery and
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programming language enhancement, especially with the use of Ada
(TM of Department of Defense).
To report some of the very recent results, CTA has relied
upon session summaries of the January 1985 Workshop on Operating
Systems in Computer Networks [46], There were no proceedings of
this workshop and hence, the technical discussion is necessarily
brief.
The ARCHONS research project at Carnegie-Mellon is worth
no t ing because of i ts scope and long - t e rm du ra t ion . In
particular, researchers are addressing many of the issues listed
above, e.g., op t ima l r e s o u r c e m a n a g e m e n t and high system
availability for real-time control application (military combat
pla t form, industr ial automat ion) . Their work addresses the
problem from the establishment of a set of requirements (atypical
for research) through implementation. The objective is to
enhance system robustness and modularity which tend to dominate
life cycle cost. The approach being taken is development of a
tightly coupled system with a system wide operating system, which
is"diametr ical ly opposed to computer ne tworks and ne twork
operating system". Hence, this signif icant project is not
considered.
5.3.1 Real-Time Node Performance
The Real-Time Node Per formance has been significantly
enhanced with the continuing improvements in semi-conductor
component performance. As the price/speed ratio of processors,
memories, and other components continued to decrease, increased
f u n c t i o n a l i t y can be i n c o r p o r a t e d into nodes and h i g h e r
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t h roughpu t s can be achieved. In f ac t , it is the rapid
improvements in the semiconductor history which have triggered
the advances in computer communications. These advances are now
being i l lus t ra ted in the c o m m e r c i a l m a r k e t p l a c e w i t h
implementation of specialized communications printed on circuit
boards.
The primary activities in the local operating system support
focus on more efficient interprocess communications. Work at IBM
Switzerland [46] has addressed communication between OS I protocol,
layers such that data is being operated on by different protocol
layers rather than being copied. These researchers claim that
buffer management is facilitated because only application buffers
are required and that no system buffers are required. Thus, with
a single layer allocating buffers, flow control is simplified.
W o r k on the SWIFT project [ 4 6 ] at MIT has developed and
implemented upward procedure calls for passing received data f rom
lower layers to higher layers; these are referred to as "upcalls11
by the r e sea rche r s . The basis for this r e sea rch is that
procedure calls are more efficient than message passing between
tasks or downward procedure calls that remain pending awaiting
receipt of data. Some researchers argue that "upcalls" are
simply software interrupts.
In the SWIFT project , TCP has been implemented using
"upcalls". Some of the problems ident i f ied were harder to read
code, security issues associated with passing data to less
trusted higher layers, and garbage collection of the shared
address space.
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Work at Stanford on the Distr ibuted V Kernel (not to be
confused with the AT&T Unix System V) has focused on performance
using interprocess communica t ions . In this p ro jec t , the
researchers hide the intermachine communication f rom the user by
providing an object-oriented interface to the users[50]. Since
i
it is impractical to provide a universal set of objects to the
users, they claim that the process group is the optimal set of
objects to include in the interface because:
- processes are necessarily needed in the kernel,
- processes can support other types of objects such as
files,
- processes are useful for supporting parallel competition,
- multiple processes easily support replicated processes.
In this work, they have incorporated message oriented process-to-
process communication in the kernel and measured its performance.
They have also built a f i le server employing this interprocess
communication technique and intend to employ them for replicated
data , job con t ro l , d i s t r i b u t e d n a m i n g , and m u l t i - s e r v e r
transactions.
In subsequent work [51], they have investigated implementing
a pipes feature, i.e., a one directional byte stream by either
incorporating it into the kernel or building a server process
using the interprocess communication service of the kernel. They
have found that the latter approach was preferable because it was
nearly as efficient and the kernel size could be minimized.
In i ts D I S T R I X p r o j e c t , Conve rgen t Technologies is
developing a message based implementat ion of the U N I X System V
for a network of workstations [46], Note System V is the latest
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AT&T supported version of UNIX. In this implementation, the user
is unaware of the location of server processes, thus this is a
distributed operating system mode of operation.
The implementation of this system is based on a real-time,
message based opera t ing sys tem, the Founda t i on System.
Presumably, this is proprietary to Convergent Technologies. The
e v o l u t i o n a r y deve lopment of D I S T R I X has consis ted of the
following steps:
- implementation of UNIX as a single Foundation process.,
implementation of each DISTRIX process as a Foundation
process.
- distributing each UNIX file as a DISTRIX file.
This project is significant because it would provide UNIX
compatibility and alleviate performance problems associated with
UNIX.
AT&T Bell L a b o r a t o r i e s have been inves t iga t ing the
p e r f o r m a n c e of U N I X based systems in a mu l t i -p rocesso r
environment. In this project, a VAX 11/750 running U N I X is
off- loaded by Motorola 68006 processors running MEGLOS [52] ,
Users are connected directly to the VAX and the 68000 ' s and VAX
are interconnected by a high speed local area network.
By employing the U N I X TX command, a user can run a program
on a specified 68000. The key features of this project are:
- extending the UNIX environment to the 68000 processors,
- e f f ic ien t interprocessor communicat ions based on fu l l
duplex channels employing message oriented primitives,
however, these channels are pre-established and centrally
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controlled,
real processing executive in MEGLOS with subprocesses
(which provides a multitasking capability) and semaphores
for synchronization; the real-time capability provides
efficient interfaces with disks, robot arms, video image
processors, etc.
Performance measurements with MEGLOS indicate communications
latencies of 750 microseconds and interprocess throughputs
exceeds 300 kbytes, far exceeding standard UNIX capabilities.
5.3.2 Job Scheduling
Al though there have been a n u m b e r of theore t ica l
formulat ions of optimal job scheduling, there is no algori thm
available for optimal scheduling [22] . The problem can be
addressed at two levels: entire job or task where multiple tasks
comprise a job.
A typical approach for task scheduling is heuristic based on
assumed process ing costs for each task and in te rprocess
communicat ions costs. Using this informat ion and possibly
current system states data, the local system can execute an
algor i thm to optimally determine where the job should be
executed. The problem formula t ions are usually very complex,
employ ing team theory , control t heo ry , or m a t h e m a t i c a l
programming as discribed by Stankovic [22], Because of the real-
time requirements for execution, these algorithms must run very
q u i c k l y ; thus op t ima l i t y is not u sua l ly ach ieved . These
algorithms employ heuristics which tend to produce good, but not
optimal solutions. Fur the rmore , s ignif icant overhead can be
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incurred in gathering status information. In practice, these
heuristic algorithms typically have parameters which are left
unspecified such that they can be tuned as system parameters for
the local environment. This approach is used in the Apollo
Domain structure [48],
Another approach typically used for job scheduling is the
bidding scheme in which the local node issues a bid in which it
queries other nodes regarding their capability and/or capacity to
perform the current job. Based upon the responses received from
the queried node, the originating node will assign the job to a
particular node. These schemes are suboptimal and excessive
overhead may be incurred in executing the bid process. There
have been numerous research activities focusing on variations of
this idea as summarized by Stankovic [48].
In the area of job migration, researchers at the University
of California, Berkeley have developed a process migration
(processes in execution) for the DEMOS/MP operating system. This
operating system includes a message oriented interprocessor
communication mechanism. The process migration implemented was
dynamic in the sense that processes in execution could be moved.
The criteria for deciding when a process should be moved was
arbitrary, but adding a decision role to initiate such migration
should not be difficult. The steps involved in performing this
migration are:
- halt process execution,
ask destination kernel for permission to move process,
- allocate process state in destination host,
transfer the process state,
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- transfer the program
- forward pending messages
- cleanup process state
restart process.
The implementation of this capability was straightforward
according to the researchers because the process state
description was concise and not hidden in any functional modules
in the operating system.
5.3.3 Reliability
This section addresses research in hardware fault tolerance
and the area of concurrency, synchronization, and recovery.
5.3.3.1 Hardware
There is substantial work in the area of generic fault-
tolerant computers which would be applicable to dis tr ibuted
c o m p u t i n g sys tems. W o r k be ing p e r f o r m e d by C.S. Drape r
Laboratories for NASA Johnson Space Center addresses this issue
specifically for embedded computer systems.
In its Advanced In format ion Processing System, Draper is
developing a fault-tolerant processor and a network node which is
being implemented in a proof-of-concept network architecture.
The node is employed as either an intercomputer network node or
an I/O network node. The intercomputer network connects multiple
fault-tolerant processors while the I/O network connects sensors,
e f fec tors , and general purpose computers to the faul t- tolerant
processors. In the proof-of-concept in tercomputer ne twork
architecture, there are three independent subnetworks each having
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f ive nodes. Each of the f ive nodes in a subnetwork are connected
to each of the other f o u r nodes via a point- to-point port . The
f i f t h port on the node is used to i n t e r f a c e a host such as the
fau l t - to le ran t processor. Thus the i n t e r compu te r n e t w o r k
provides a h ighly rel iable means to in te rconnec t ing a set of
hosts.
The s ign i f i can t character is t ics of the Draper p roof -of -
concept intercomputer network are:
o c i r c u i t s w i t c h e d c o n n e c t i o n s b e t w e e n s o u r c e and
destination nodes;
o point-to-point communication between" nodes is employed,
but the architecture could be enhanced to multiple access
communication;
o OSI protocol layers 1-3 are implemented in the OSI; there
are no high level protocols implemented. Thus this
system is essent ia l ly a LAN r a t h e r than a N e t w o r k
Operating System.
Key characteristics of the fault-tolerant processor are:
o the a r c h i t e c t u r e is based on two p rocesso r s : a
c o m p u t a t i o n a l p rocesso r t o p e r f o r m pro toco l and
applications processing and an I/O processor to perform
I/O operat ions; the processors c o m m u n i c a t e via shared
memory.
o t r iply replicated h a r d w a r e in the node wi th a voting
algorithm to determine the "correct" result.
The in te rcomputer c o m m u n i c a t i o n s for the computat ional
processor is simplified in AIPS because all remote devices appear
to be m e m o r y mapped as s h o w n in F i g u r e 5.11 . W h e n a
computat ional processor wants to send a message to a remote
processor, it inserts the message into the appropriate location
in the shared memory. Then the I/O processors (local and remote)
and the intercomputer ne twork deliver the message to the remote
computa t ional processor. The remote I/O processor inserts the
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message in the appropriate location in the remote shared memory.
The major contr ibut ion of the Draper results is the f au l t
tolerant h a r d w a r e archi tec ture memory mapped interprocessor
communicat ion rather than any specific ne twork ing or n e t w o r k
operating system contribution. Apparently, Draper and JSC have
future plans for incorporating high level protocol features into
the AIPS, but details were not provided in the documentation.
Also, in the ha rdware area, the ENCHERE project [46] has
developed a stable RAM with non-volatile memory banks to support
failure atomicity and permanence for small objects. It has eight,
non-volatile memory banks mapped into the address space of the
application processor. Hardware faul t s of a single bank are
mapped by wr i t ing data into two banks (sequential ly). The non-
volatile RAM is also equipped with protection mechanisms to
protect against illegal memory accesses.
The thrust of the CLOUDS project at Georgia Tech [5] ,
partially funded by NASA, is to develop a reliable distr ibuted
operating system. The major contribution of this project is the
development of the job scheduler with features to ensure reliable
operation and to provide load leveling. The CLOUDS operating
system has the following properties:
- multiple schedulers may reside in the same network;
for each scheduler, there is a backup scheduler which is
employed to detect failure conditions and assume control;
- servers, e.g., a print server , could be implemented
across multiple hosts;
processes communicate via remote procedure calls;
use of the two phase protocol to ensure committment (see
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Section 5.3.4) .
The hardware components consist of multiple VAX and IBM PC
hosts which are all connected by an ETHERNET. In addition, the
VAX hosts are linked by a DEC CI interface. However, the initial
distributed operating system w o r k is focusing on the VAX. At
this time, it appears that the IBM PC is used primarily for user
interface.
5.3.4 Reconfiguration
Automat ic reconf igurat ion has been implemented as part of
the NASA Langley Research Center activities by employing multiple
interfaces to multiple ETHERNET LAN's. In their ne twork, a
typical node had backplane connections to two E T H E R N E T
communications units, one of which was connected to two parallel
ETHERNETS while the other was connected to two independent
ETHERNETS. Although multiple paths provide reliability, these
researchers assign routes to messages based on delivery time
requirements. For example, time critical messages are assigned
shortest paths through the network.
In work partially supported by NASA, researchers at the SUNY
at Stony Brook have developed the "UNCLE" algorithm for automatic
topo log ica l r e c o n f i g u r a t i o n o f c o m p u t e r n e t w o r k s and
theoretically analyzed its performance [69]. However, it has
apparently not been implemented in their MICROS network.
In this work, the researchers consider failure of a node(s)
in a tree shaped control hierarchy. When one of the non-leaf
nodes (i.e., a node with at least one descendant) fails, then the
control h ierarchy must be reconf igured such that the orphans
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(descendants of the failed nodes) are re-connected to the control
hierarchy. Thus, the reconfiguration algorithms must determine
how to perform this reconnection subject to cost and performance
considerations. The criteria employed in UNCLE are:
localize the effect of the reconfiguration,
distribute the reassignment of the disconnected nodes
over more than one control node,
- do not increase the height of the tree.
In the algorithm, the father of the failed node acts as
t*
coordinator of the reconfiguration process and each orphaned node
issues a message announcing the failure. The father node
(grandfather of the orphans) performs a heuristic algorithm in
which the reassignment of orphans is determined by the current
computed loading. After the father determines the reassignment,
messages are sent announcing the reassignment. A key feature of
the algorithm is that it allows for detachment of nodes from the
current hierarchy and reassignment to "UNCLES" in order to
minimize tree height.
The theoretical analysis of the UNCLE algorithm has
quantified total number of nodes with changes, change in tree
length, and message traffic, which indicate the algorithm design
criteria are achieved.
There has been substatial related work in the
reconfiguration area for wide area networks including theoretical
work with task force networks [62] as well as experimental work
with packet radio networks [63]. Since the focus of this study
is on local area networks, this area was not carefully surveyed.
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5.3.4 Concurrency. Synchronization, and Recovery
The area of Concurrency, Synchronization, and Recovery is
one where there is substantial research is being conducted. The
focus of this research is to mainta in data integrity when
multiple users are at tempting to access the data and device
failures occur.
The OSI protocols address this issue and provide partial
solutions. For example, some of the procedures included in the
OSI protocols are: . .
o retransmission at the link and transport protocol layers,
o alternate routing at the network layer; NASA Langley has
built an Ethernet network with the capability to provide
this capability,
o checkpointing and synchronization at the session layer,
which are employed by higher layer such as the f i le
service.
Also, there is the aforement ioned work in progress to
develop the Commitment , Concurrency, and Recovery standard at
layer 7.
However , the OSI w o r k is typically based on a connection
b e t w e e n two par t ies . Thus , i t needs to be enhanced to
accommodate multiparty communication with processing and updates
p e r f o r m e d at mul t ip le sites. The re levant r e sea rch has
originated in the data base community for handling file or
database access. However , as Allchin and M c K e n d r y [45] point
out, it is applicable in a more general programming environment
such as updates of specialized queues, directory, storage
allocation module. Although this was deemed an NOS application,
this area
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was reviewed briefly for completeness.
The scope of the work in this area is comprehensively
surveyed in a number of relatively recent articles:
Andres, G. and F. Schreider
"Concepts and Notations for Concurrent Programming",
ACM Computing Surveys
March 1983
Kohler, W.
"A Survey of Techniques for Synchronization and Recovery in
Decentralized Computer Systems",
ACM Computing Surveys
June 1981
Bernstein, P. and N. Goodman
"Concurrency Control in Distributed Database Systems",
ACM Computing Surveys
June 1981
Also, there was a conference on this subject area which is
documented in
Distributed Computing Systems Synchronization. Control* and.
Communication
ed. Paker, Y. and J. Verjus
Academic Press 1983
The fundamental concepts in this area are objects, actions,
and atomicity. Objects are comprised of data and associated
procedures acting upon them. An action (or transaction) is a
partial order of operations on objects. The action is atomic if
it can be viewed as either happening completely or not happening
at all. However, the action is not implemented in an atomic way,
i.e., computers could possibly fail during the execution of an
action. Thus recovery and synchronization procedures are
implemented such that the action appears atomic. The effect of
an action on an object is not made permanent until the action is
completed, this is referred to as committing. If a failure
occurs or a user requests termination of an action during the
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execution of the action, then the action is aborted and the
status of all objects reverts back to the original state as if
the action was never initiated.
Another key concept is serializability meaning that a set of
actions appear to execute in some sequential order even though
they execute concurrently. Clearly, in order to provide
acceptable response time to users, it would not be practical to
execute all systemwide actions in a sequential manner. Bernstein
[50] has done this fundamental work in specifying the conditions
under which a set of actions are serializable. A serial set of
transactions would introduce no concurrency or control problems
because each action would be completed before the previous one
finished. Since LAN actions are not going to be executed
sequentially, the focus of the research is to develop action
schedules that schedule transactions that are serializable.
Thus, the correctness of a set of actions is judged by its
serializability.
The basic protocol currently employed for effecting an
update to a set of objects is the two phase protocol illustrated
in Figure 5-12. In this protocol, all updates to the objects are
tentatively performed and the centralized coordinator for the
action initiates execution by transmitting a PREPARE message to
all subordinates. If the subordinate is not prepared to complete
execution of the action, then the subordinate returns a NO
message. The coordinator will then abort the action.
If the subordinate is prepared to complete the action, then
it writes a YES record to its log. Then it sends a YES message
to the coordinator. If any NO messages are received, then the
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FIGURE 5.11: 2 PHASE PROTOCOL
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coordinator aborts the action.
If all YES messages are received, then the coordinator
writes a commit record to the log and then sends COMMITT message
to each subordinate, upon receipt of the COMMITT message, the
subordinate will wr i t e an ACK record and then f o r w a r d a YES
message to the coordinator. Upon receipt of all YES messages,
the coordinator will wr i te an END record to its log completing
the action.
The handling of all fa i lu re conditions is tedious, but it
can be established that the above protocol will successfully
terminate under the assumption that all failed units ultimately
recover.
Research topics in this area include:
- d e v e l o p i n g s c h e d u l i n g a l g o r i t h m s t o e n s u r e
serializability,
identifying conditions for scheduling algorithms which
wil l p rov ide co r rec tness in a non-se r i a l i zab le
environment,
developing ef f ic ient techniques for implementing these
techniques.
Recent work by Weihl [44] and Allchin and McKendry [45] have
addressed the scheduling problems. Traditional scheduling
algorithms have based their approach on the logical operations
being performed to ensure concurrency. Weihl has extended this
to develop data dependent scheduling algori thsm. In practical
terms, Weihl's work is best illustrated by an example. Consider
a bank account balance as an object with deposit and withdrawal
operations. Traditional algorithms would not permit concurrent
wi thdrawa l operations because the f i r s t wi thdrawal operation
could exhaust the f u n d s in the account such that the second
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withdrawal could not be performed. Weihl develops the concept of
dynamic atomicity which allow the concurrent withdrawal operating
providing their sum does not exceed the current balance. Weihl
careful ly defines the concepts of dynamic and hybrid atomicity
and proves a set of t h e o r e m s to suppor t his s c h e d u l i n g
algorithms.
In the CLOUDS system, the researchers have implemented an
object-oriented scheduler which has f o u r levels of support
f ac i l i t i e s to enable users to achieve v a r i o u s levels of
concu r r ency ; these opt ions are ( in inc reas ing order of
concurrency):
1. Fallback to traditional locking schemes at the object level
based on usual semantics of read/write.
2. Permit users to specify commutat ivi ty of object operations
which must be true for all operations.
3. Provides programmer controlled locks which permits any item
in the domain of interest to be locked.
4. User supplied procedures to specify to the scheduler object
dependencies. The scheduler can then build a "template"
object scheduler.
In their w o r k , these researchers have developed theoretical
conditions which enable use of these procedures.
Research w o r k in this area addressing ef f ic iency has been
performed by Lindsay [47] , who developed techniques to reduce the
number of network messages and f i l e accesses in special cases.
For example, when a transaction is being pe r fo rmed across
mult iple nodes, some nodes may p e r f o r m only read operations.
Lindsay has developed modi f ica t ions to the basic two phase
algor i thm to m i n i m i z e the number of wr i tes to the log and
messages that must be delivered by the network.
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5.3.5 Functionality
The functionality being implemented in research efforts, is
very similar to that being implemented in commercial products,
e.g., distributed fi le servers and remote procedure calls. In
fact , many research projects are now of fe red as commercial
products, LOCUS, The Newcastle Connection, Berkeley UNIX.
There are many research projects, implementing distributed
file servers and remote procedure calls with specialized research
objectives. Some typical projects include (and there are many
others):
o ATHENA of MIT to interconnect many types of personal
computers used for undergraduate education with IBM and
DEC hosts,
o the IBM Carnegie-Mellon In format ion Technology Center
project to provide a network-wide file system usable from
personal computers providing interfaces and semantics of
UNIX,
o M a y f l o w e r p ro j ec t developing connectionless remote
p rocedu re calls w i t h b ind ing done at call t ime by
specifying a network address.
o NASA LRC project developing remote procedure calls with
binding done at load t ime (al though compile or run t ime
binding could be incorporated). This appears more like'a
process-to-process communication because the association
is maintained rather than terminated after the exchange
of data.
Some of the r e sea rch p ro jec t s have protocols for
interprocess communicat ion such as CHORUS (TM of INRIA) and
MICROS. CHORUS [58, 64] introduces the concept of an actor,
consisting of code and data. An actor can also send/receive
messages but processing of such messages is sequential.
To send a message, an actor must open a port to establish an
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association with another actor. Af te r the association is
established, the actor invokes the send primitive service of the
local operating system:
SEND (source port, destination por t (s) , message)
The operating system then takes responsibility for delivery
of the message. Details of the message delivery protocol and
exception condition handling were not specified. CHORUS is
implemented on using CNET SM90 processors over an ETHERNET. The
SM90 processors have been developed by the Centre National de
Etudes des Telecommunications in France and employ Motorola 68000
or National Semiconductor 1600/32000 microprocessors.
The- basic CHORUS system has also been enhanced with a number
of fault-tolerant computing features. In CHORUS, a distributed
application is implemented using actors distributed over the
network. The key features of the architecture that provide the
fault-tolerance are the introduction of protocls to provide:
"coupl ing of actors" to p rov ide b a c k u p c o m p u t i n g
resources over multiple sites,
- "activity message" to introduce a notion of atomicity and
recovery beyond a transaction.
The act iv i ty message is used to d e f i n e a protocol to
synchronize and control the distributed processes.
MICROS [58] implements process-to-process communica t ion
using datagram transmission, i.e., all messages are transmitted
independently. All possible sources and destinations/processes
or devices, have global addresses that are pre-established.
Communication is implemented using mailboxes. The source
process logically appends a header to the message containing
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source, destination, and length. The communicat ion func t ions
examine the mailbox to determine if the message is destined for a
local or remote process. If it is local, then pointers are
adjusted to pass the message to the local process. For remote
processes, the message is t ransmitted over the communicat ions
network and then distributed to the destination process.
For high throughput applications, MICROS provides a service
referred to as a "channel". Processes simply read from and write
to pre-allocated b u f f e r s associated with the channel. The
communications systems automatically sends messages corresponding
to the pre-established buffer size.
The MICROS ha rdware currently consists of seven Heurikon
HK68k Motorola 68000, two DEC LSI 11/23 systems, and a VAX
11/750. These systems are connected via an ETHERNET and the
XEROX Networking System protocols at the higher layers. Although
prototype networks are small, the goal of the MICROS project is
to develop techniques applicable for very large networks , e.g.,
10,000 hosts.
Also, at Carnegie Mellon University, the IBM LU6.2 has been
implemented under UNIX to provide process-process communication.
The interesting results of this project are [46]:
o 85% of the protocol code was generated automatically,
o protocol is large and cannot run in the Kernel,
o simulating full duplex UNIX sockets using half duplex SNA
connections; this required an extension of SNA.
In the area of data representation, Bolt, Beronek and Newman
(BBN) has developed software to facilitate implementation of the
CCITT X.409 Presentation Transfer Syntax [56]. This standard
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defines a technique for encoding exchange of information between
heterogeneous computer systems. Example data types include
Boolean, integer, bit s tr ing, and International Alphabet No. 5
s t r ing . In add i t i on to s p e c i f y i n g the encod ing for the
in format ion to be t ransmit ted over the communicat ion ne twork ,
this standard also specifies a notation for describing in a human
readable representation the form and content of the information
to be transmitted. The BBN software facilitates, both encoding
and decoding of X.409 data streams.
They have developed a compiler, PRES, which converts modules
of type definit ions (specified according to the human readable
form) ink type tables. The X.409 notation is input directly into
PRES which:
performs consistency checks on the data,
generates type tables which are 'C1 language source code
files containing 'C1 data declarations with initializers.
These tables are then compiled and made memory resident.
The remaining so f tware consists of l ibrary routines to
p e r f o r m manipulations using file type tables. These routines
include:
o print_type, which prints a type table out in its original
f o r m as a type def ini t ion expressed in notation. This
routine pe r fo rms the inverse of Pres; it is used for
checking the accuracy of Pres.
o parse_value, which converts a value expressed in notation
into a value table. Parse_value reads notation f r o m a
fi le, parses it according to informat ion contained in a
type table, and constructs a value table.
o print_value, which prints a value table out in its
original f o r m as a value expressed in notation. This
routine performs the inverse of parse_value.
o encode_va lue , w h i c h conve r t s a va lue table in to a
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sequence of octects encoded according to the X.409
encoding syntax.
o a routine, decode_value, which converts a value, encoded
according to the X.409 encoding syntax, into a value
table.
S i n c e the v a l u e t ab les are t yp i ca l l y not in a
c o m p u t a t i o n a l l y u s e f u l f o r m , BEN has a l lowed the user to
incorporate code fragments in the type spejcification indicating
where the data is stored. Then the encoding/decoding routines
can appropriately extract/enter the data from/to these locations.
5.3.6 Programming Environment
The major issue associated with programming languages is
interprocess communication, especially with the use of Ada. The
PULSE project [46] addressed this problem and considered the
following alternatives:
1. Allow any Ada program to be arbi t rar i ly distr ibuted - this
will only work if there is shared memory.
2. Distr ibuted at the Ada task level and do all inter-machine
communication via rendezvous.
3. Extend Ada with primitives for distributed computing.
4. Put separate Ada programs on each processor and build an
inter-machine communication facility.
In essence, the issue is w h e t h e r the Ada r e n d e z v o u s
technique used in local interprocess communicat ion should be
extended to remote interprocess communicat ion. In this case,
there would be a single Ada program with tasks in multiple nodes.
This introduces substantial complexity and the Ada compiler must
consider remote access. Alternatively, Ada could employ message-
based communication based on OSI protocols for this interprocess
communicat ion. In this case, there would be separate Ada
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programs in each node. This issue highlights an issue that has
been addressed for other programming languages in the past.
The PULSE project employed the standard approach and put
separate Ada programs on each processor and built an inter-
machine communication facility, which is the traditional
approach.
Among the other distributed systems being implemented in Ada
is the Cnet project at I.E.I. - C.N.R., Italy [46]. Although
only limited information was obtained on this project, this
effort will allow dynamic configuration to establish runtime
linking of the new module. This requires a limited extension to
Ada to allow for this runtime binding.
Experience has shown that debugging distributed software is
extremely complex and has received relatively little attention.
To facilitate distributed development, researchers for NASA
Langley are developing specialized debugging techniques. The
issues that are addressed are:
o techniques for triggering event sequences; NASA work has
implemented using an extension of the path expression in
Path PASCAL [57].
o monitoring and playing back the events occurring on the
communications channel. This is typically done by
employing a/monitor node on the communications channel.
o local debug/trace debug facilities in each node.
The MICROS project is also developing BUGNET, which provides
similar capabilities BUGNET, which is written in MODULA-2, is
designed to allow the programmer to control re-execution of
software; it operates as a logic analyzer by saving all process
interaction messages and checkpointing processes onto disk. To
date, only a time-sliced version running under VMS on the VAX has
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been completed, but it is p lanned to develop a vers ion for a
network of MODULA-2 workstations.
At the University of California, Berkeley, researchers have
e n h a n c e d B e r k e l e y U N I X w i t h a m e t e r i n g c a p a b i l i t y f o r
interprocess communica t ion [ 6 5 ] . As shown in F igure 5.13,
processes A and B are communicating, but are also being metered.
Associated wi th processes A and B, there are daemon processes
which communicate with a filter process.
The measurement capability enables the user to de te rmine
when and how frequently calls are effected. The gathering of the
information is performed by the Kernel and passed to the metering
d a e m o n "process. The d a e m o n m e t e r process r epor t s this
in fo rma t ion via interprocess communica t ion to the f i l te r . The
f i l t e r will then record the i n f o r m a t i o n requested by the user.
For example, the measurement capability could create a log of all
messages sent between A and B for a user-selected set of message
types. The recorded information would include source process ID,
destination process ID, message type, time of event.
To faci l i ta te debugging of d i s t r ibu ted s o f t w a r e , it is
necessary to mainta in global t ime such that relative t iming of
events can be determined. Berkeley U N I X researchers [2] have
developed algorithms to estimate correct time based on observed
delays in a single ETHERNET as part of their TEMPO time services.
Wi th clocks having movement of 10 ms, they de t e rmined that
accuracy of global time could be achieved within an accuracy of
40 ms.
The technique that these researchers employ is to measure
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FIGURE 5.13* STRUCTURE OF 4.2BSD METERING TOOLS [65]
the delay from system A to B as
(^ = TIMESTAMPg - TIMESTAMPA
where
TIMESTAMPA is a timestamp of the start transmission event
entered at system A and incorporated in a control
message sent to system B.
TIMESTAMPg is a timestamp at system B entered upon receipt
of the control message.
The delay from B to A is analogously measured. Multiple
experiments are made to determine observations
d1(i) , d2(i) r i = If2,...
Then minimum values are taken
dj = minimum.dj(i)
&2 = minimum.
The clock difference is estimated as
- = d2 - dx
The use of the m i n i m u m rather than an ar i thmet ic average was
uti l ized in the above calculation in order to eliminate the
effects of transmission delay variance.
The general algorithm to update clocks is as follows:
1 . The m a s t e r se lec ts , u s i n g the I n t e r - P r o c e s s
Communicat ion mechanism described above, one of the
machines.
2. It calls measure and stores in an array the d i f fe rence
between its own clock and the clock of that machine,
3. After all the machines have been polled, it computes the
n e t w o r k average del ta as the ave rage of all the
different deltas.
4. It asks all the computers to correct their clocks by a
quant i ty equal to the d i f fe rence between the ne twork
average delta and their individual deltas.
Witte [66] has subsequently addressed the problem of correcting
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clocks and formulated the following alternatives:
(1) A single master can serve the entire network by polling all
nodes for local time information, calculating the new times,
and sending the new times to each node.
(2) Communicat ing masters can each keep t ime in a local area
that does not overlap with others and can poll all other
masters for input to the time calculation.
(3) Independent masters can keep t ime in overlapping areas so
that each client node has fanout masters.
(4) All nodes can be autonomous with equal responsibility as
master and client for its fanout neighbors.
Alternative (4) was selected as optimal because of its capability
to accommodate nodes entering and leaving (including fa i lures)
the network.
These tools may facili tate development of distributed
systems, but such development is still complex.
5.4 Research and Development Efforts
This section of CTA's survey addresses e f fo r t s of the
research and development community relevant to this survey. The
DARPA protocol suites has an historical s ignif icance and is
descr ibed in Sect ion 5.4.1. T h e r e are many c o m m e r c i a l
implementat ions of these protocols. Acceptance of the OSI
reference model and use of OSI protocols in the General Motors
Manufacturing Automation Protocol (MAP) is described in Section
5.4.2. The third e f f o r t , CRONUS, is a distr ibuted operating
system under development by Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc. for the
Rome Air Development Center (RADC), Griff is Air Force Base. This
project is detailed in the last section (5.4.3).
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5.4.1 Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)
The DARPA protocol suites are relevant to the state-of-the-
art of Network Operating Systems because of their historical and
operat ional s igni f icance . DARPA has support d e f i n i t i o n and
implementa t ion of a suite of protocols to implement a n e t w o r k
o p e r a t i n g sys tem. The re a r e n u m e r o u s v e n d o r s tha t have
implemented the DARPA TCP/IP protocol and o f f e r it as part of a
networking package; in particular, these protocols are included
in Berkely 4.2 BSD. The DARPA protocol suite is a standard
wi th in DOD, but the National Academy of Sciences has recently
recommended that DOD adopt ISO protocols at layers 3 and 4.
The similari t ies of the DARPA and XEROX protocol suite are
that both are:
o independent of the local operating system,
o based on connectionless internetwork protocol,
o employ fewer protocol levels than OS I
(the DARPA protocol architecture is not layered)
The DARPA protocol suite illustrated in Figure 5-14 provides
the virtual terminal, file transfer, and electronic mail servers
as well as host servers provid ing t ime of day and internet
addresses corresponding to a user supplied name. These services
employ either a reliable transport protocol, Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP), or user datagram protocol. The network protocol
is the in ternetwork Protocol ( I P ) which is a connectionless
n e t w o r k protocol p e r f o r m i n g such f u n c t i o n s a s packe t
fragmentation and reassembly, packet l ifet ime control, as well as
no t i f i ca t ion of secur i ty level, and ne twork address. This
protocol suite has been over a wide range of n e t w o r k s such as
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ARPANET, packet radio, satellite networks, X.25 networks, and
local area networks.
t
5.4.2 Manufacturing Automation Protocol (NAP)
A significant event in the acceptance of the OSI Reference
Model is the promulgation of the Manufac tu r ing Automation
Protocol by General Motors. Although the specifics of this
standard are still evolving, it is clear that it will be based on
OSI Reference Model and employ OSI protocols. Thus, OSI will
make a significant penetration into a very large portion of the
industrial automation market.
At the 1984 NCC, a multivendor demonstration was performed
for a limited subset of the MAP. For this demonstration, a file
t ransfer based on the ISO protocol (used with the ISO Class 4
transport) was performed over IEEE 802 type networks (token bus,
carr ier sense). N e t w o r k and host components were supplied by
different vendors, thus the successful file transfer empirically
validated the concept of Open System Interconnection.
The architecture of the real-time network is still evolving,
e.g., types of nodes, backbone ne twork , access ne tworks , bridge
that will be required, etc. The protocols identified for
inclusion of Version 2.1 are enumerated in Figure 5-15, but again
the details of these protocols are still to be defined.
Although there are still many details to be f inal ized
regarding MAP, it appears that many vendors will support it.
Some examples of this support include (Systems and Sof tware ,
March 1985, p. 30):
DEC providing a UNIBUS interface for the VAX/VMS environment
to a MAP token interface module.
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FIGURE 5-15
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Texas Instrument announcing its TIWAY21 will be based on
MAP.
Allen Bradley introducing VISTANET f ami ly of products,
supporting MAP based on a SMBps broadband network.
OEM Sof tware products for layers 3 to 7 for the VAX/VMS
environment.
Concord Data Systems providing a Ne twork Control Computer
and token SCOPE analyzer.
In summary, although still in its early development phases, MAP
is a significant element of OSI activities.
5.4.3 CRONUS
CRONUS is a distributed operating system being developed for
the Rome Air Development Center (RADC), Griff is Air Force Base by
Bolt Beranek and Newman , Inc. ( B B N ) . It is intended to promote
resource sharing among computers and manage the collection of
shared resources wi th in a heterogeneous processor environment.
One of its pr imary goals is to support the development and use of
distributed applications. RADC, through its Distributed System
Technology P r o g r a m , has r ecogn ized the potent ia l that a
distributed systems architecture has for meeting fu ture command
and control requirements. BBN has divided the project into four
phases: func t iona l desc r ip t ion , system design, sys tem
implementation, and test and evaluation.
Key to the CRONUS design (FIGURE 5-16) is an object-oriented
view of the system. All system activity can be thought of as
operations on a collection of objects managed by the system and
o r g a n i z e d into ob jec t types. Ob jec t types may be f i l e s ,
processors, devices, user records, and directories of catalog
entries. Operations invoked on objects depend upon its type.
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FIGURE 5.16: CRONUS LAYERED ARCHITECTURE
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The CRONUS system kernel contains an object-based interprocess
communication facility which invokes operations on objects. This
facility is designed to be host transparent. A CRONUS library
will provide for a standardized interface to invoke operations on
objects. This includes conversions to and from a standard data
exchange format which facilitates interprocessor communication in
a heterogeneous computer environment. CRONUS will implement an
initial set of four object managers which will be used as
building blocks to support CRONUS applications software. They
are: ... .... -j-
o Catalog Managers - which, collectively, implement a
system-wide symbolic name space.
o Authentication Managers - which handle authorization and
access control
o File Managers - to implement the distributed file system
o Device Managers - to permit the correction of terminals,
printers, and other device resources.
Monitoring and control, and a user interface will be the two
r
initial applications software implementations.
To verify the CRONUS distributed operating system concept,
BBN will develop and implement a hardware testbed facility. The
initial hardware components to be utilized in this testbed are a
C/70 processor running UNIX, a DEC VAX running VMS, and special
purpose microcomputers called Generic Computing Elements (GCE's).
The GCE's are dedicated-function computers (all utilizing the
same architecture) and support: file and data storage, user
authentication, catalog management, device control and terminal
access. The C/70 and DEC/VAX will be utilized as general purpose
applications hosts and demonstrate processor and operating system
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heterogeneity. In addition, to test the idea of a dedicated
processor for use as a C2 workstation, BBN will also augment the
computer in the ne twork wi th a Sun Microsystems works ta t ion .
Inexpensive .personal computers (e.g., Apple, IBM PC) are under
consideration for adding these processors to the network in the
future. All computing elements will be clustered and networked
ut i l iz ing an Ethernet LAN. Clusters will communicate using
internet gateways. TCP/IP protocol will be implemented.
Host processor operating systems have been modif ied only
minimally. Instead, the so f tware necessary^to integrate them
into CRONUS runs as an adjunct to the host 0/S.
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6.0 Evaluation Relative to RASA
The detailed NOS requirements for the NASA environment are
obviously mission dependent, and during the course of this study
such requirements were being formulated for Space Station as part
of the NASA sponsored Data System Architecture Study (performed
by teams led by the TRW and McDonnell Douglas.) However , high
level NOS requirments can be formulated given the known operation
in the space environment. The unique characteristics of the space
environment are:
- diverse applications
applications with stringent delay requirements
- applications with very high throughput requirements
- high system availability requirements
Nearly all of the characteristics discussed in Section 4
would be useful in Space Station. The notable exception is that
terminal handling of classic TTY terminals probably would not be
required. Instead personal computers employed as workstations
would provide the terminal funct ion (plus many other services)
These worksta t ions would access the host via a local area
ne twork rather being attached directly to the host. Because of
their intelligence, the workstat ions would func t ion more like
hosts than classic TTY's.
Thus the CTA approach to addressing requirements is to
evaluate how vendors provide the characteristics described in
Section 4; this evaluation is discussed in Section 6.1. Then,
based on this analysis , CTA i d e n t i f i e d de f i c i enc i e s and
associated technical development issues; they are discussed in
Sect ion 6.2. Final ly h a v i n g d e f i n e d the broad range of
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r e q u i r e m e n t s and assessed the s ta te -of - the-ar t of NOS
development, CTA prioritized implementation of the NOS features;
this prioritization is presented in Section 6.3.
6.1 Evaluation of Features
CTA did not identify any NOS product which featured a
comprehensive set of all of the NOS functional characteristics.
Many products featured either:
o a c o m p r e h e n s i v e i m p l e m e n t a t i o n of a subset of the
functional characteristics, or
o a somewhat less comprehensive implementation of a larger
subset of the functional characteristics.
User-to-user communications service requires that the NOS
s u p p o r t i n t e r - u s e r c o m m u n i c a t i o n a n d u s e r - t o - s y s t e m
communication. Services facilitating these capabilities include
message handling, printing, terminal handling, and conferencing.
CTA has indentified several products which support the f irst
three services. The la t te r service (i.e., c o n f e r e n c i n g ) ,
however, was lacking in virtually all products. The electronic
mail capability of the message handling service emphasized text
and a r b i t r a r y b inary data t r ansmiss ion . Graphics data
transmission was not explicitly featured in the vendor products,
however, bit-mapped displays in some cases would be handled.
This is a technology dependent issue too since there are various
m e c h a n i s m s by w h i c h graphics data can be represen ted and
subsequently displayed. Raster scan, storage tube, and refreshed
vector monitors are the three principal technologies in use today
and require d i f f e r e n t methods wi th which to represent the
displayed data. None of the products o f f e red supported the
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capability for facsimile or voice data transmission. Packetized
voice and digital facsimile are at the f o r e f r o n t of technology
and thus these two capabil i t ies are usual ly hand l ed as
independent transmissions. Print service dominated the message
handling capability of virtually all NOS products identified
during the survey. These were of ten handled by print servers
which spool requests f r o m users on the network. Some vendors
permitted any workstation to act as a print server and this could
be dynamically assigned by the user. On many of the PC based
systems, the print server was a specialized processor dedicated
to just that one function. Fur thermore , these systems often
limited the quantity of print servers to just one or two such
systems. Most o f t e n the i r use was advocated for o f f i c e
environments which shared an expensive letter quality printer for
f inal document preparation. Virtually all vendors o f fe red
terminal handling services, often with a windowing capability.
Again this was pr imar i ly for presentation of textual data.
Facsimile, voice, and graphics were not handled. Some of the
more sophisticated systems offered a virtual terminal capability
thus enabling a user to utilize his/her host works ta t ion as a
dumb terminal to access and utilize a remote host and its
resources.
Job Migration was most often manifested by implementions for
remote procedure call and interprocess communications services.
Job transfer and manipulation services were conspicuous by their
absence. In te rp rocess c o m m u n i c a t i o n s was ev ident in the
extensions to the UNIX pipe mechanism offered by several vendors
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as well as a proprietary implementation by DEC in its DNA
architecture. Remote procedure call (RFC) is most prominent in
UNIX extensions. The extensions have been to the U N I X f o r k and
exec calls. A descr ip t ion of the most comprehens ive
implementat ion may be found in Section 5 of this report for the
Locus Compu t ing Corpora t ion produc t LOCUS. Yet a n o t h e r
implementation has been done by Sun Microsystems' NFS product.
Charles River Data Systems' UNOS/Universenet product line have
also extended the basic U N I X fea tu re to implement an RFC (see
Section 5).
Data m i g r a t i o n , and specif ical ly File Service was a
prominent fea ture of virtually all NOS products surveyed.
Implementations were as basic as disk servers, which offered
little if any protection of multi-user access conflicts, to file
se rvers o f f e r i n g some secur i ty and mul t i -use r pro tec t ion
features. File servers were found also to be at two ends of the
spectrum: some vendors offered a single, dedicated file server
whereas others o f fe red a more sophisticated approach to enable
users to access a f i le anywhere on the network. The LOCUS
product is an example of the latter capability. In addition,
many sophisticated systems (e.g., LOCUS) o f f e r complete
transparency such that the user does not know (or care) where the
file is located. Locus, for example, also offers multiple copies
of files on the system; automatically tracks and updates them;
and assures the users access to the most recent version. U N I X
based sys tems , (e.g., 4.2 BSD) have also improved upon
traditional file structuring to offer improved performance in a
distributed f i le system environment. Data representation
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services were minimal for most vendors surveyed. This was due
p r i m a r i l y to the f ac t that mos t NOS produc t s w e r e for a
homogeneous computer environment (e.g., PC's and compatibles; or
DECNET) and thus required few data translation requests. Vendors
supporting heterogeneous computer environments (e.g., NRC Fusion)
did supply utilities to convert, for example, UNIX file formats
into MS-DOS (and vice versa) compatible formats.
Network control is comprised of three elements: recovery
service, network management, and directory service. Locus was
once again conspicuous because it went to great pains to assure
that its replicated, distributed f i le system maintained its
integrity in the event of system failure. It assures this with
its atomic update feature which makes an updated file available
to a user only after all modifications have been successfully
pe r fo rmed to the data set. In the event of a fa i lure , the user
may access either a copy of the file stored elsewhere or safely
V
access the previous version of the file. Locus assures that a
f i le is not contaminated by "partial updates". This f ea tu re is
of particular importance to many processing environments, notably
space station. It demonstrates at least one element of f au l t
tolerance required in such an environment. Network management
capabilities ranged f r o m simple statistics gathering packages
(e.g., number of packets processed, ne twork speed) to dynamic
conf igura t ion of the system.
Also lacking was an adequate directory service for most
systems. Most products made the assumption that the user knows
w h e r e the other services (e.g., p r in t , f i l e s e rve r s ) w e r e
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located. Locus' file transparency made the file issue moot since
the user was not concerned "where" the file was as long as it
could be accessed.
Common features to other services identified are the
transport and network security. Some vendors have planned (e.g.,
(NRC Fusion) to incorporate TCP/IP or class 4 ISO transports, but
most vendors have relied upon LAN technology reliability and have
not emphasized this capability. Network security was also
minimal to best. Most offered multi-user lockout access to file
servers but terminal and file access was usually limited to
password protection. Encryption (e.g. DES) of data files and/or
transmission was not an "advertised" capability. Other potential
forms for user 'authorization access was minimal at best.
6.2 Deficiencies and Issues
In this section, CTA identifies the functional requirements
of NOS that are not available in the current NOS technology (as
evidenced by lack of commercial products or demonstrations) also
the technical issues associated with providing these features are
discussed. Three major areas are addressed:
- portability and performance,
- adherence to OSI protocols,
- completeness of functionality.
6.2,1 Portability and Performance
In its review of the state-of-the-art in Network Operating
Systems development, CTA has determined that there are major
t radeof f s between portability of the NOS sof tware and the NOS
performance, especially in the UNIX environment.To achieve the
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portability objective, the NOS software could be implemented as
an application (relative to the local operating system) and
employ a standard set of system calls to invoke the services of
the local operating system. There are two difficulties with this
approach, namely:
there is no standard set of operating system calls
applicable for a range of computers f rom micros through
mini's to mainframes.
communications software implemention requires real time
I/O features that may not be provided to applications by
the local operating system.
There are three standardization efforts that are currently
ongoing to establish an operating system interface:
IEEE P1003 C o m m i t t e e s t a n d a r d i z i n g a U N I X based
interface,
IEEE 855 C o m m i t t e e s t a n d a r d i z i n g a microprocessor
operating system interface,
- ISO TC 97 SC 5 WG 7 standardizing Operating system
Command and Response Language.
Unfortunately none of these efforts are close to establishing an
accepted standard, but the IEEE P1003 e f f o r t is of the most
interest because of the pervasiveness of UNIX in the current
market.
Currently there are a large number of variations of U N I X
(including the most popular versions AT&t Systems V, Berkeley
4.2, and Microsoft XENIX) which the IEEE P1003 Committee is
attempting to standardize. The scope and purpose of this project
per its charter are "to define a standard operating system
interface and environment to support application portability at
the source level".
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This effort entails three major components:
1. Definitions - Terminology and objects referred to in the
document. In the case of objects, the structure,
operations that modify these, and the affects of these
operations need to be documented as well. (Sample Term:
Pipe, Sample Object: File Descriptor)
2. Systems Interface and Subroutines (C-Language Binding)
including:
A. The r a n g e of i n t e r f a c e & S u b r o u t i n e s in
the/usr/group document.
B. IQCTL/TermlO
C. IFDEF Specifications
D. Real Time (Contiguous files, synchronization, shared
data, priority scheduling, etc.)
E. Device interface, including Termcaps/Terml0
F. Job Control, Windowing
G. Network Interface (but not Protocol)
H. Distributed Systems
I. Device Drivers
J. Error Handling & Recovery
3. User interface issues, including:
A. Shell, Command Set, Syntax
B. Portability - Media/Formats
C. Error Handling & Recovery
In all of these areas, consideration will be given to
defining the impact on security, international usage (language
and character sets, etc.) and application needs such as
transaction processing.
Unfortunately network protocols (along with graphics, data
base management, record I/O) are outside the scope of the current
P1003 project. However this provides the opportunity to use OSI
protocol primitives as the network protocols. Ultimately this
offers the opportunity to employ the ISO OSI protocols in
conjunction with UNIX.
The relationship between the NOS and the local operating
system is depicted in Figure 6-1. As shown in the figure the NOS
intercepts all calls that could have remote significance; typical
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examples are file access and interprocess communication service
requests. The redirector is responsible for processing these
requests and determining if the request should be processed
locally or remotely. There are some requests the the operating
system that would always have local signiface, e.g. clock service
requests to read the local time as to be interrupted often a
specified time cust, memory management operations.
Note in the OSI environment the redirector must reside above
layer 7 of the OSI and is only concerned with remote access.
However in some cases such as the IBM PC, the redirector is shown
to reside directly above layer 5, the session layer. In this
implementation OSI layers 6 and 7 are null.
If the redirector NOS interface software determines that a
service request can be handled locally, then the NOS interface
passes the request directly to the local operating system. Then
the local operating system with its local ha rdware I/O driver
interfaces with the hardware.
If the redirector determines that a service request must be
handled remotely, then the redirector passes the request to
communications protocol software. As shown in Figure 6-2, this
communications protocol software could be an implementation of
ISO OSI protocol suite or an appropr ia te subset. This
communications software would employ a ne twork I/O driver to
physically pass bits to the communication network. The OSI ISO
layer 1 protocol is typical ly i m p l e m e n t e d in h a r d w a r e as
indicated in the figure.
Since the communicat ions sof tware employs a substantial
amount of real time I/O, the keys to providing performance are
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efficient means of interprocess communications and responding to
interrupts. If adequate services are not provided by the local
operating systems, then the NOS may have to be integrated with
the local operating system to implement special services.
Typically the services provided by U N I X , wh ich was
originally developed for t imesharing, do not provide adequate
performance with respect to these requirements. Specific
features that are required are:
o message oriented interprocess communication (rather
than byte oriented)
o interrupt driven communicat ion to alert a process that
the re is a message w a i t i n g for it ( r a t h e r than
implementing polled I/O)
o semaphores to synchronize communication (rather than
r e q u i r i n g a process to imp lemen t synch ron iza t i on
techniques)
More recent versions of UNIX (e.g. AT&T System V) do provide more
efficient interprocess local communication using shared memory
and semaphores.
The handling of interrupts associated with the real-time I/O
may impose stringent scheduling requirements on the local
operating system, which are typically not provided. Thus special
servicing may have to be provided to the NOS.
Because of these stringent service requirements the local
operating system and the NOS may be integrated. This integration
may involve either:
o special service request available only to the NOS or
other local operating system modules,
o access to speci f ic local ope ra t ing sys tem data
structures.
W i t h these special r e q u i r e m e n t s , the NOS is no longer an
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application, and the difficulty of porting the NOS is
substantially increased.
CTA believes that the standardization efforts will not
culminate in a useful interface within the needed time frame.
These standardization activities should be tracked, but CTA
recommends development of a standard operating systems with
networking for NASA. This interface should be UNIX based
complemented with a selected set of OBI protocol primitives. The
actual implementation of the NOS with the OSI protocols is
discussed in the following section.
6.2.2 Adherence to OSI Protocols
Although many systems and products have been developed, very
few adhere to the ISO OSI Reference Model defining a seven layer
protocol architecture. Even fewer vendors have implemented ISO
protocols corresponding to the OSI layers. The latter point is
not surprising since these protocols are just emerging as
standards.
The lack of adherence to the basic OSI Reference Model can
be explained in terms of the systems environment and requirements
being addressed. Most of the development associated with network
operating systems has been for local area networks where the
developers have attempted to achieve performance transparency.
In order to do so, they have developed simpler protocols with
fewer layers. This is a reasonable approach because of the low
error rate and low variability in transport delays. For example
sophisticated transport protocols with capabilities to handle
packets frequently received in error or occasionally arriving out
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Vof order, or having long transport delays are not needed.
Similarly with only a single LAN, there is no need for any type
of routing.
Another motivation for not implementing the OS I protocols is
the memory requirements. To achieve high performance many of the
UNIX networking capabilities are being integrated into the local
operating system kernel. In fact most of systems developed are
closer to distributed systems rather than network operating
systems. To incorporate the ISO protocols into the kernel would
make the local operating system memory requirements very large.
Note IBM PC based systems build on the operating systems rather
integrate the NOS into it.
For the problems currently being addressed, the approaches
being implemented are probably optimal. However as problem
complexity increases with in ternetworking of multiple LANs as
well as interconnecting LAN's with Wide Area Ne tworks , the ISO
OSI protocols will become more appropriate and most likely
necessary.
There are a large n u m b e r of vendors developing OSI
protocols. These products will likely be used in conjunction
with local area networks. This will achieve the standardization
and interoperability, but may still introduce a per formance
problem. To alleviate this problem, specialized communications
printed circuit boards with faster processors will be developed.
Potentially, all seven layers could be off-loaded to a
communicat ions board with the redirector processing service
requests to determine if they should be processed locally or
passed to the communicat ions board for remote processing.
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However, there are some practical considerations. For example
the file service needs access to the local file system, similarly
the commitment, concurrency, and recovery service would need to
access to the file system to store data that could not be stored
in onboard memory.
Partitioning the NOS such that layer 7 resides on the local
host processor and layer 6 resides on the outboard communications
processor is feasible. However special attention must be given
to the layer 6-7 interface because the presentation layer
" • '«.
performs syntax conversions which are local operating systems
dependent. It would not be desirable to make the communications
processor local operating system dependent.
If layer 6 is implemented in the communications board and
the layer 6-7 interface employs an Abstract Syntax Notation or
X.409 encoding, then the communications board would be local
operating system independent thus is a desirable implementation.
In the long term these are all potential solutions and
vendors are beginning to provide products to implement them.
6.2.3 Completeness of Functionality
In this CTA presents the major functional deficiencies in
current NOS technology; these include fault handling, remote
interprocess communication, interoperability, conferencing, and
directory.
6.2.3.1 Fault Handling
Response to fault conditions in the network is one of the
serious deficiencies in Network Operating Systems development.
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However, it is an area where substantial research is ongoing and
recent OS I standards are incorporating features to handle these
conditions. OSI protocol layers 1 to 4 will detect that a
message cannot be success fu l ly de l ivered , and it is the
responsibility of the higher layers and the application to
rectify the fault conditions.
As discussed in Section 4 one of the key issues associated
with faul t handling is the partition of responsibility between
the NOS and the local operating system. This functionali ty is
being incorporated in the OSI architecture at the:
o session layer wi th the provis ion of checkpoin t ing
features, and
o application layer with the committment concurrency, and
and recovery protocol.
With the implementation of these protocols substantial
progress will be made in the faul t handling area. However this
problem must be addressed in total including NOS and local
operating system responsibility.
6.2.3.2 jlemote Interprocess Communications
Interprocess communications service will be required to
support distributed control programs executing in remotely
located hosts. In this survey few vendors have been identified
that provide this capability. The required fea tures of this
service are:
o connection control to establish, maintain and release the
connection
o message oriented communicat ion (as opposed to byte
oriented communications provided by the original U N I X
pipes)
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o shor t de l ive ry t imes (1 second as opposed to many
seconds or minutes)
o very high throughput applications
o synchronization procedures to coordinate access to
resources; this may be implemented via a semaphore or
event counts.
In particular, the use of the Remote Procedure call to
implement d i s t r i bu t ed control is not adequate because of
deficient response times, especially in light of high throughput
requirements. The remote program may not be loaded. Reading in
the program from disk and loading it will take substantial time.
Furthermore there is no ongoing dialogue between the local and
and remote programs so program loading may have to be repeated
with each communication.
Potential solutions for implementa t ion are message
communications enhancement to the UNIX pipes and the IBM LU 6.2
protocol.
Although the underlying ha rdware usually has a broadcast
capability, multi-destination communicat ion is not usually
provided by the NOS. Instead, users must typically request
transmission to each individual. This capability is lacking
because of the complexity in handl ing the associated
acknowledgement and retransmission protocols. However, a multi-
destination capability has been incorporated in some research
projects such as MICROS and STARMOD [67, 68].
6.2.3.3 Interoperability
As discussed above, developers have been categorized into two
groups, U N I X and IBM PC based vendors. To date there has been
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very little work done to make these systems interoperable. The
notable exceptions to this are the Intel OpenNet and Digital
Research Fusion and PC DOS systems.
The most significant incompatibilities are the structure and
the data representation services. In particular there are few
effor t s to distribute graphics or images between incompatible
systems.
The purpose of Open Systems Interconnection is to provide
this compatibility, but so far such interoperability has been
achieved in practice only up to the transpor-t level. With the
development of presentation layer and file service protocols in
particular, this interoperability will be achieved. Currenly it
is technically feasible, but the requisite standards are still
emerging and not yet widely accepted and implemented. Thus,
although this is a current deficiency, it will be ameliorated.
6.2.3.4
A conferencing capability was not included in any vendor NOS
product that was surveyed. However, conferencing capabilities
have been developed in the research community and DECoffers a
product VAXPHONE (TM of Digital Equipment Corporation) but it is
not included in DECNET.
The lack of a conferencing capability is not viewed as a
major limitation because voice communications can be used for
conferencing. Ultimately voice communications may be integrated
into the LAN further reducing the requirement for conferencing.
However, there are still useful, but not critical, features of
of the conferencing service (such as the conference record and
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templates for action items, resolutions/ etc.) that could be
implemented.
6.2.3.5 Directory
The lack of a Directory Service for locating users and
resources in nea r ly all of the c o m m e r c i a l p roduc t s was
surprising. Successful directory services have been implemented
by XEROX (CLEARINGHOUSE) and DARPA (Name Server). In some cases
such as the IBM Ne twork fea ture , protocols are implemented to
query the network upon demand to locate a resource.
The lack of the directory service for the prototype is a
major deficiency.
6.3 Prioritization of Features
In this section CTA ranks the features of an NOS relative to
their importance in the NASA environment. The prioritization of
features is inherently a subjective judgement considering that
the requirements set is not f i r m To pr ior i t ize features for
implementation CTA has employed the following criteria:
o importance of feature,
o implementation complexity,
o technical maturity.
Using these cri teria has categorized the features of a
Network Operating System into the following priority areas as
shown in Table 6-1:
o Connectivity features necessary to deliver bits through
the computer network.
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Table 6-1: Prioritization of Functionality
Connectivity
Layers 1 to 5 depending upon LAN functionality
1. BASIC
Pile Service
Message Handling
Remote Procedure Call
Print Service
Directory Service
Security
Screen Interface
2. Advanced
Level i
Process-Process
Fault Isolation-Recovery
Data Presentation
Level 2.
Conference
Statistics Gathering
Job Execution Language
Level 3.
Job Transfer and Manipulation
Data Base Management
Document Architecture
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o Basic features providing a broad range of essential
capabilities implemented in a straightforward fashion
which provide user-user, user-device, and process-process
communication.
o Advanced features introducing capabilites to make the NOS
operation more sophisticated. These features , are
f u r t h e r broken down by levels one (highest) to three
(lowest) based on subjective evaluation of value added
versus implementation complexity.
The connectivity features are absolutely essential in order
to exchange information. However the scope of the functionality
needed will depend upon the particular network over which the NOS
will operate. For example if the network is a single LAN such as
the Sperry Fiber Optic Bus Demonstrat ion System or an Ethernet
(TM of XEROX Corp.) then a reliable link protocol (between source
and destination hosts) with a session protocol to provide the
logical m u l t i p l e x i n g of connections wou ld be su f f i c i en t .
However, if multiple local area networks are to be employed then
protocol layers 3 and 4 would also have to be included. This may
include a initial circuit protocol such as X.25 to preallocate
resources in bridges, as well as ISO transport protocol. If the
LAN is to be in terne tworked with a long haul n e t w o r k , then the
class 4 transport protocol may be required with its packet
retransmission schemes. In s u m m a r y the specification of the
protocols will be application dependent, but they will easily fit
into the 061 architecture.
The Basic set of features would provide a wide range of
services for user-server communicat ion ( f i le service and print
service), user-user communicat ion (message handl ing) , and
process-to-process communicat ion ( remote procedure call). For
the file service and message handling service a complete set of
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the ISO protocols would not have to be implemented to achieve a
very useful level of functionality. The set of specific features
to be implemented is a subjective judgement , but a set of key
features can be identified. Key features that would be required
in the file service are:
file sharing at the record level
file ownership and access control-reading, writing, and
modifying
- file locking to ensure concurrent updates are not made
hierarchical file structure
The message service should include primitives for document
submission delivery, delivery of copies, and probing of status.
Also local in-box and out-box utilities should be provided to
facilitate tracking documents transmitted or received.
The print service should include a spooling capability with
elementary capabilities to recover printing f r o m a specified
point and routing of this print request to an alternative
printer.
The remote procedure call is included in the Basic set
because it would provide an elementary means of implementing
distributed control. Furthermore it has been usually implemented
and is offered with many systems. However, as discussed above it
will not provide adequate performance for applications with
stringent response time requirements. Thus a true process-process
communication will be ultimately required.
Also the fi le service requires the defini t ion of a vir tual
filestore. Since the on-board Space Station computer selection
is a design issue, the virtual fi lestore and physical fi lestore
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could be identical . H o w e v e r , this w o u l d not address the
interoperability problem with ground hosts or workstations which
may not employ a compatible file structure.
Note that implementation of an arbitrary subject of features
in a protocol does not c o n f o r m to the gu ide l ines for
implementing the protocol. Thus it would not be possible to
communicate with non-Space Station implementations, which
implement a specific subject defined in the standard. This may be
acceptable for a prototype implementation, but certainly not for
deployment in an operational environment.
The Directory Service is included in the Basic features
because of its utility to enable the users to employ the other
services. For example users would be able to determine where
available resources such as f i le services or applications are
located or be connected directly (to them) as well as user
locations.
T e r m i n a l hand l i ng is not a r e q u i r e m e n t in the NASA
environment because PC's appear as hosts. However, a screen
interface is required in order to display information on the user
device. It would also include a user help feature such as a menu
of commands and on-line user documentation.
Security features are essential to allow access to resources
as permitted. It is envisioned that initially passwords would be
implemented to enable users to access file or print servers and
execute jobs on remote systems. These features are commonly
available.
The advanced set of features included in level 1 are very
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important, but not quite sufficiently important to be included in
the ke rne l of Basic f e a t u r e s . The process to process
c o m m u n i c a t i o n f u n c t i o n is very impor t an t , especially for
distributed control applications. However, some rud imen ta ry
fea ture of distributed control could be implemented wi th the
remote procedure call (although stringent response times could
not be achieved) Thus the process-process communicat ion is
included in the advanced set. The specific process-process
protocol is still to be determined but the IBM LU 6.2 is a
possible candidate because of the lack of an ISO standard.
Fault Isolation and Recovery is also very important, but it
is not included in the kernel because
o Relatively low rate of fai lures in the LAN environment,
especially with the Fiber Optic Bus Distribution System
which has redundant network transmission media and
interface unit components.
o Research is currently on-going in the faul t recovery
area.
o The uncertainty of acceptance of the ISO commitment ,
Concurrency, and Recovery standard.
However , as a f i rst step in the NOS, checkpointing should be
implemented as part of the session layer.
Data Representation is another very important feature but it
is not included in the kernel because there will likely be a
large degree of homogeneity in the initial implementation. This
reduces the importance of providing data representation services.
However , as heterogeneity is introduced, the data representation
service will be required. It should be implemented with an
incremental capability.
o Static set of syntax tables for each user established
in advance;
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o Negotiation of the syntax during establishment of the
connection;
o Dynamic switching of context during a connection; this
would require implementation of the ISO presentation
layer protocol.
In particular, communications of graphics will be required.
The features in level 2 of the advanced set are not nearly
as important as the level 1 features, but they are useful
additions. Conferencing is given a low priority because voice
communications already provides a means of conferencing which
will be both to both prototype and space station users. In fact,
voice communications could possibly be accommodated by high speed
LAN's such as the Fiber Optic Bus Demonstration System.
Statistics gathering was assigned a low priority because of
its minimal utility in providing user services. However, it may
be assigned a higher priority because of administrative
procedures, e.g. accounting procedure may have to be implemented
to effect chargeback to the users.
The Job Execution Language is a useful enhancement to enable
users to employ the Remote Procedure Call. This would provide
them with a means to specify:
o on what processor a job should be executed,
o when it should be executed, and
o alternate procedures in case of fault conditions
Protocols in level 3 may be useful but are not recommended
for immediate implementation. The Job Transfer and Manipulation
Standard is complex and a useful capability can be provided with
just the remote procedure call and a job execution language. It
need not be implemented at all.
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The Document A r c h i t e c t u r e and D i s t r i b u t e d Data Base
Management System (DBMS) are useful capabilities which build upon
the Message Handling Service and File Service respectively. Thus
they are defined as advanced features. Ultimately the DBMS
service will be required and should be implemented while the
requirements for Document Architecture are less clear.
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APPENDIX A
Product Templates
(In Alphabetical Order by Vendor Name)
Advancsd Coaputer Coaaunications (ACC) - ACCES jNS
ORIGINAL PAGE ?S
OF POOR QUALfTY
ITEM DESCRIPTION
1 Naas/Availability of NOS:
2 Developer/Vendor:
3 Address:
4 Telephone Nc'si/Contact:
5 Docusentation Availability/Source:
6 NQS Hardware Ispleffientation:
—-NetHork
—Host Coeputerts)
7 Host Operating Systea Naaefs):
S Ifiplsflintation Language:
9 Maintenance Support:
Advanced CcaputEr Comsunirations (ACCi
720 Santa Barbara St
Santa Barbara, CH 93101
ia05) 963-9431
TBS
Ethernet,others
DEC PDP-11,VAX ;
Charles Rivar 3ata Syitsss procesiDrs
UNIX (Eystssi V, Version 7.4^2 BSD, UNQS!
DEC RS!! and VHS
T50
t Uu
TBS
Xsrox KNS Architecture
Netvicrk Uyer iL3! to Presentation (L6)
11 List of Services for Each 1SG Layer;
12 Hajor 0/3 Functions laplsnented:
13 0/3 Hodificationisi:
14 Pries:
15 User Added HDalications S/H:
Network Hanageaent and Statistics
Reiote Procedure Call
Data Representation
Reaote File Transfer Service
TBS
TES
Applications prcgra&s Britten in C
isay inter face wi th ACCES l\S protocol packace
1. Supports fero;: W. CQisaunications protocol
2. File Transfer and Virtual Tarainal support
for XNS networks
3. XNS protocols supported:
SFP - Sequenced Packet Protocol (transport layer of ISO!
IBP - Internet Bataoras Protocol (ISO netsork layer!
flicyon Corpora t ion - Distr ibuted F i l e SysteetBFS)
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
ITEh i ITEH D E S C R I P T I O N
1 Nase/Availafaility of NOS:
2 Developer/Vendor:
3 Address:
4 Telephone Nols)/Contact:
5 Dacuaentstion Availability/Source:
6 NOS Hardware lapleisentation:
—-Network
—-Host CcfsputeHs)
7 Host Operating Systes Naseish
8 Implementation Language:
9 Maintenance Support:
10 ISO Bode; lapleasntation:
11 List of Services for Each ISO Layer:
12 Major G/S Functions Ispleaented:
13 0/S Hodificationis):
14 Price:
15 User added Aoplications S/W;
Di i t r ibu t id F i l e Syslea (DPS)
Alcyori Corpora t ion
8716 Produc t ion Avenue
San Diego, CS 92121
(619! 578-0860
Source code a v a i l a b l e
Ethernet
HCsSGXO-faaseri workstation
RESULUS Scoapatible with UNIX y5,V7,3III,SV}
"C» (for DPS)
res
not iaplassented
,-/a
Resets file access
Seaote prograa execution
REEULyS is a p"rietary o/s
$2400 - single copy binary s/C compiler
?220CO - single espy source a/'C cospiier
Price of DPS is (TBS)
TBS
Cosaents: 1. DPS protocol is based upon DELTA-! packet transport
oroioccl developed at Laurence Liysrscre
National Laboratory. It is described in "DELTft-T
Protocol Specification" by R» Satsor 4/15/83.
2. Heterogeneous CPU environment is possible aith DPS
3. Pile and Record locking supported
4. Diskless workstations possible since ail
iils I/O aay bs done at rsaote workstation B/O
the need to transfer file ta local workstation
5. Future ispiesentations planned for DPS:
- SEC VMS.support
- Data General fiOS support
- 4.2SSD UN IK support
- AT4T Systes III support
- Lintech uNETis suooort
ftoolio CoiBDuter. Inc - Aoollo DOMAIN
ITEM ITEM DESCRIPTION
1 Naie/Availability of NOS:
2 Developer/Vendor:
3 Address:
4 Telephone No(s)/Contact:
5 Docuaentation Availabilitv/Source:
6 NOS Hardware lapleaentation:
—NetHork
—Host Cosputerls)
7 . Host Operating Svstea Nase(s):
8 laplefflentation Language:
9 Maintenance Support:
10 ISO Model laplesentation:
11 List of Services for Each ISO Layer:
12 Major D/S Functions lapleaented:
13 0/S Modification(s):
14 Price:
15 User Added Applications S/N:
Aoollo DOMAIN
Aoollo Coaouter. Inc
15 Elizabeth Drive
Chelssford. MA 01824
(617) 256-6600
Donovan Buell. Jr.
TBS
Token Ring LAN
Apollo workstations - Motorola M680xO-based
AEGIS (proprietarv)
AUX (UNIX - based)
•C"
TBS
Not ispleaented - uses non-layered
proprietary approach
N/A
Real-tiae.fflultitasking
Message handling,print service.terninal handling
reaote procedure call.interprocess coeas
file service
network aanageaent.network security
AEGIS is a prorietary 0/S:
AUX - proprietary UNIX iapleaentation
Servers: $9750 - $56.500
Coaputational Nodes: $9900 - $74000
AUX $300 per node: $6500 per site (up to 100 nodes)
see vendors cosprehensive price list
for detailed pricing inforaiation
Available via software developaent tools
under AEGIS and AUX Q/S's
Coaaents:
AST Research - PCnet-II
ORIGINAL PAGE SS
OF POOR QUALfTY
ITCHi i i_;t ITEM DESCRIPTION
1 Naoe/Availability of NOS:
2 Developer/Vendor:
3 Address:
4 Telephone Noisi/Contact:
5 Documentation Availability/Source:
6 NOS Hardnare lap leaenta t ion :
—Network
—Host Computer is)
1 Host Operating Systes Naaeis!:
8 Implementation Language:
? Haintanance Support:
10 ISO Model Isipieaientaticn:
11 List of Services for Each ISO Layer :
12 H s j o r . G / S Func t ions I f l ip le iented:
13 Q/S « o d i t i c a t i o n ( s ) :
14 Price:
15 User Added Applications S/H:
PCnet-il -
AST Research Inc.
2121 Alton Avs
Irvine, CA 927S4
(714) 963-1333
Debbie Hassstt
Users formal
I n s t a l l a t i o n ilanual
P r i n t Spcciing Manua l
T e c h n i c a l Refe rence- Manua l
tw i s t ed pair (baseband bus (CSilft/CA!
IBH PC.XT.AT, or portable
PC-DOS 2.0.2.1,3.0,3.11«icrasoft Networks 1.0
Assembly and !'Ca
board return or exchange
no field maintenance
5/3 updates orovided
Does not confers to ISO ssodei
File sharing, print spooling
File, record security protsction
TBS
«95 and uc
TBS
1. Coaas boards by Orchid TecnnQioqy
2. Proprietary C3HA/CA protocol
3. u'ses reliable datagras service
4. SNA/BSC Qdtesay vs/3270 cosiaunication
5. PC's can access up to 16 disk voiuaes
6. Dedicated file and print servers are not
reouired, Shared PC's can also function as workstations.
Bolt. Bsranek, Newman - CRONUS
ITEil DESCRIPTION
1 Nase/Availability of NOS:
2 Developer/Vendor:
3 Address:
4 Te lephone No i s l /Con tac t :
5 Documen ta t ion ftvailability/Source:
6 NQS H a r d w a r e I f f ip i e i aen ta t i an :
—Network
—Host Computer is)
7 Host Operating Systeis Nsissis):
8 Ispleaentatinn Language:
9 Maintenance Support;
10 ISO Hocel Ifflplesentatiori:
11 List of Services for Each 130 Layer;
12 Hajor Q/S Functions laplesented;
13 'Q/S rlooificationls;;
15 User Added Applications E/W;
CRONUS
Bolt, Seransk, NewBan (BBN)
SO ilouiton Street
Coabridge,i1asa. 02238
Richard E. Schant: - principal investigator
!617; 491-1330
SEN Report 13835 - CRONOS, ft Distributed Operating Systsss:
Phase 1 Final Report January 1985
BBN Report S5879 - CRONUS, A Distributed Operating System
Functional Detiniticn and Systss Concept June 1982 (revised 1/85)
currently Ethernet
DEC VAK,C/70, Sun iiicrosystess sorkstation
UNiIiC/70}, vMEiVAiO, 4,2B£DivAX;
see no'e i ueiow
net ISO. but a layered approach
n/a
Object sanacsaent
Standard interprocess CDissunications facility
Systii? wide distributed file systes
Sy=t33 wide symbolic ase space for all types of objects
Facilities for process Jiansgssent
User and process authentication
Standard access control discipline for all object types
iJser interface for all CRONUS and asplications services
Monitoring and control services
TBS
not a p p l i c a b l e - see note 1 belovs
TBS
1. CRONUS is a research project currently in progress
at BBN Labs for the Ross Air Sevelopsent Center
Sriffiss Air Force Ease
2. HEtergsnecus clusters cf cpu's supported
3. lisa of object oriented design
4. c!he CRONUS distributed operating system is intended
to proaots rssourrs sharing asong inte'connected
ccsputsr systess and sanaqe the collection of resources
vihich are shared. Its isajor purpose is to provide a coherent
and iritsgrat-id systtia based on clusters of intsrcornected
hpyO1" "!*.£.-;.-HHC rrilT.r:!- f j»" - f" ^ i i - i n n - i r ^ f S - r-Z\ :~-'. - H;Ti TTf 5~;Ti:C '- _ : ; _ :) i. -j ii_- '_ 'Jui v -u i. •_ - ? ', .• j-^J J'^^ J: _ '_ . ! : - - _ ^  ii: _ 11 - 2:i d
: • .- .1 .-1 1 -I • r- i ^ 1 '-. r : f - fl - -! f !- ' .--.*•' .1 - .- ^ u C' SJ C -1 -. - I- - - C u ~
-:-- V: J i r - \ . i l..-U:.ZiJ viUy 1 i. •-.«'-- « i r l J i-^E* fi:>:'_ll !_ u L'u J
Charles River Data Systeas - UNIVERSE-NET
iSORIGJ1MAL
OF POOR QUALITY
ITEH ITEM DESCRIPTION
1 Nase/Availability of MOS:
2 Developer/Vendor:
3 Address:
4 Telephone Nois)/Contact:
5 Documentation Availabi l i ty/Source:
£ NOS Hardware Iinplesentatian:
—Network
—Host Coaputer(s)
7 Host Operating Systea Naoels):
8 laplenentation Language:
9 Maintenance Support:
10 ISO Model lapleaentation:
11 List of Services for Each ISO Layer
12 Major Q/S Functions iapleaentsd:
14 Price:
15 User Added Apolications S/M:
UNIVERSE-NET
Charles River Data Systeas
933 Concord Street
Fraainghaa. hass. 01701
(617) S26-1000
Dick Swes, Manager
Network Software i Operating Systea Deveiopaent
List TBS
802,3!Ethernet) i 802.4«Tokan Ring!
PC,HCR,KDneywell,!r,tel,CRBS Universe (68000-based)
UNOS and UN/Systea V (UNIi-based)
npu
u
Built-in test facilities
Ispleaierits all 7 ISO/OS! layer protocols
L6 File 5Ystsa interface
L7 Electronic sail.messaging'UNIX Write coMand;,
Printer sharing.virtual tarsinai
interprocess cofflfflunicatioRs,fiie sharing,
electronic raailiiiiessagingjprintsr sharing,
virtual tsrsina!,fi!e transfer using draft ISO FTP
Network OSI layers 1-5 are included in the
G/S by linking the network code with UNOS
kernal to optisite performance and allow
faster access to systea functions. Network
is linked to ONOS as i. standard driver
so that the network can be called as if it
were using a driver using standard OPEN,
CLOSE.READ, etc.
Appro;;. $1500 per node
Supported as an initial objective of the
product. Easy addition of different network
sedia via addition ot UNl'S device Driver.
Consents: (15 Session control functions are acre available. Thus
applications wiii tenu to use '.hese iunctior;s ratner titan
duplicate session functions in each applications prograa.
!2) Since netaork code is linked to 'JNGS and is treated
as a device driver, network access is provided to orcgraas
and file systea in a aiannsr identical to traditional
device access.
:7\ •I-,,,-..-,-..-'-- k.-H- 'ip.--.|(i^yi "J -ina iHAM\ -ra- -.--)•«-"•!'.-\.- w'L'ju-J. --:- J'."-ii i'_"_al \Lr.j'.; s-S'-i ^l'_c? .f.nn? 2: ia Sir'.i.ui fi I
;4! Suilt-in test fac i l i t ies available.
(55 UNOS devrljped to support real-t iae and netsiorkinc
snvirofisents. LiKOS supports:
.. .Synchronizati::r,prioriti:ition,i a l locat ion of resources
...Resident locking of processes
,, .Pressptive priority scheduling
.. .Llssr-controiied pr ior i t ies
...Fast interprocess contest Snitching i interrupt serv ice
. . .Ssnsrs l ized except ion processing
.. .Synchronisat ion and scheduling aechanisas
. . .Designed for sulti-user systsas
Corvus Svsteas - Qinishare.Offlninet ,.
ITEM ITEM DESCRIPTION
1 Nase/flvailability of NOS:
2 Develooer/Vendor:
3 Address:
4 Telephone No(s)/Contact:
5 Documentation Availabilitv/Source:
6 NOS Hardware Implementation:
—Network
—Host Coaputer(s)
7 Host Operating Systesi Na§e(s):
8 lapleaentation Language:
9 Maintenance Support:
10 ISO tlodel laoleaentation:
11 List of Services for Each ISO Layer:
12 Major 0/S Functions Ifflpleaented:
13 0/S Modification^):
14 Price:
15 User Added Applications S/W:
Oaininet.Oini share
Corvus Systeffls
2100 Corvus Drive
San Jose. CA 95124
(408) 559-7000
Tos Dowd - sales
Bruce Bvrd - technical
°Svstei Manager Guide"
"Mass Storage General Technical Inforaation"
"Osminet 5TP
RS-422 twisted pair CSMA/CA
PC's or coapatibles,Apples
DEC Rainbow, TI Professional
PC-DOS 3.0
USCD - P svsteu
s/w updates for bug "fixes" onlv
h/H board exchange,800 nuiber for support,
and on-site consulting available
Unknown
TBS
Printer sharing,log-on security
no sods to local o/s's
system voluses are added to each drive
CSMA/CA transporter card about $500 per node
software about $150
disk drives !5MB - 126MB) about $1500 - $5000
print server about $900
TBS
Cofflients: 1. Share printers through a dedicated
print server.
2. Some file- security
3. Read onlv and read/write access
to public voluaes
4. User ID and password log-on
5. SNA gateway access to aainfraies
6. Each voluae of hard disk can
support different o/s foraat (e.g..
PC-DOS,Apple DOS,or CP/M)
7. Different coiouters an not however
share sinale voluie
Davono Svstess - Hultilink
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
ITEM I I TEH DESCRIPTION
1 Naie/Availability of NOS:
2 Developer/Vendor:
3 Address:
4 Telephone No(s)/Contact:
5 Docusentation Availabilitv/Sourre:
6 NOS Hardware Iioleaentaticr:
—Netitork
—Host Cofflputer(s)
7 Host Ooerating Svstet Nase(s):
8 lipleaentatipn Language:
9 Maintenance Support:
10 ISO Model laoieaentation:
11 List of Services for Each ISO Laver:
12 Major 0/S Functions Ispleaented:
13 0/S Moditication(s):
14 Price:
15 User Added Apolications S/H:
Multilink
Davono Svstess
217 Huabolt rt.
Sunnyval°.CA 94089
(409) 734-4900
TBS
Token rinq
IBM PC's (also Colustna.AT&T,CoBoaq,and ITT)
Support for workstations froo:
...Nestar.Datapoint.& Standard Hicrosvsteas
PC-DOS.MS-DOS
TBS
On-site provided bv RCA
Carrv-in service by Sorbus
TBS
File sharing, printer spooling
TBS
TBS
Workstation at 1700
Starter kit at $2395
Cements: 1. Must have at least one PC
on the network as file server
and network controller
2. File lockinq via iodule SHRDOS
3. Supports uo to 255 stations
and 20.000; cable
4. Token-passing scheae based
on ARCnet philosophy
5. Ring speeds at 2.5!1bps
Dioitai Equiosent Corooration - DECnet
ITEM ITEM DESCRIPTION
1 Nate/Avail ability of NOS:
2 Developer/Vendor:
3 Address:
4 Telephone No(s)/Contact:
5 Documentation Availabilitv/Source:
6 NOS Hardware lapleaentation:
—Network
—Host Cofflputer(s)
7 Host Operating Svstes Naae(s):
8 lapleaentation Language:
9 Maintenance Support:
10 ISO Model Ispleaentation:
11 List of Services for Each ISO Laver:
12 Major 0/S Functions lupleaented:
13 0/S Modification(s):
14 Price:
15 User Added Applications S/N:
DECnet
Digital Equipaent Corporation
8301 Professional Place
Landover. MD 20785
(301) 459-7900
Garv Brown - Sales Rep.
Handbook: "Digital Networks - An Architecture
with a Future"
Software Product Description
Contact DEC for coaprehensive literature list
Source code is available at no charge - users applv
for it and agree not to disseainate it to others
Ethernet.X.25,DDCHP
DEC VAX.PDP,HicroVAX,DECSysteilO.DECSystea20.
Professional 300.Rainbow
VHS,RSX.RT-ll.TOP-10.TOP-20.HicroVHS
TBS
Software update service:
Comprehensive H/H field engineering support
Proprietary Digital Network Architecture (DNft)
Model siailar to 7 laver ISO aodel
Laver
7
b
DNA Label
User/Net. flngit.
Net. Apolic.
Function
Reaote file access
File transfer
Reaote terainal and resource access
Network virtual terainal
X.25 access
SNA gatewav access
Reaote coasand file subaission
Prograa - to - Prograa coass.
Assures against lost.duplicated packets
Best effort basis packet deliverv
X.25.Ethernet.DDCMP
5 Session Control
4 End-to-End Corass.
3 Routing
2 Data Link
! Physical
Task-to-task coaaunications.reaote file and
record access.file transfer.terainal coaaunications.
network virtual terainal
Runs under local o/s (e.g.. VMS). DECnet in
a UNIX environaent available CY1985
Each node licensed based on CPU tyoe
(e.g., VAX 11/750, 11/780) cost is $1050
for DECnet license olus $630 for software
Done via VMS devleooaent facilities
Ccaaents: 1. DNA nodes inreased froa 255 to 1023
2. DECnet/SNA gateway available
3. Phase IV developaent in progress
with current support for VAX svsteas
4. X.25 catewav available
Digital Research Inc - SR NET
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
HER ITEM DESCRIPTION
9
10
11
Nase/Availability of NOS:
Oevelopsr/Vendor:
Address:
Telephone Na!5i/Contact:
Docuientation Availability/Source:
NOS Hardware Isplesentation:
—-Network
—Host Coiputeris)
Host Operating Systea Naaeis!:
lapleaentation Language:
Maintenance Support;
ISO Model Implementation:
List of Services for Each ISO Layer:
Major 0/S Functions lapleaented:
13 0/S Modification!*!;
14
15
Price:
User Added Applications S/8:
OR NET
Digital Research Inc
110 South Jefferson Rd
shippany, No 07981
(201) 428-1900
TBS
TBS
8086/8088-based coaputers
CP/fl, PC-BOS and DR's Concurrent DOS
TBS
TBS
vendor claiis "product lends itself
to be built along OSI guidelines"
Reacts file access (with file and record locking)
Resote printer access
No aodificatioii to OR'; Concurrent DOS
Modification to other o/s is TBS
TE3
T3S
Coaaents: 1. Offered a; indepsndsnt module for latest release
of DR Concurrsnt DOS Q/S
2. OEM's responsible tor N10S I/O to
server and end-to-end provision af reliable
virtual circuit service
3, Password protection on servers and private
disk drives supported
4, NDOS act; as i redirecter to route local vs reiiote
o/s calls
Fox Research - 10-NET
ITEH i ITEfl DESCRIPTION
1 Name/Avallabilitv of NOS:
2 Develooer/Vendor:
3 Address:
4 Telephone No(s)/Contact:
5 Docuaentation Availabilitv/Source:
10-NET
Fox Research. Inc
7005 Corporate May
Dayton. OH 45459
(513) 433-2238
TBS
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
NOS Hardware Ifflolesentation:
— Network
—Host Coisputer(s)
Host Operating Systee Naae(s):
Iiiplesentation Language:
Maintenance Support:
ISO Model lepleaentation:
List of Services for Each ISO Laver:
Major 0/S Functions Iiolenented:
0/S Modification Is):
Price:
User Added Applications S/B:
Ethernet
PC.XT.AT
PC-DOS
TBS
TBS
TBS
File server
Electronic
Electronic
TBS
Extensions
TBS
TBS
News
Hail
to PC-DOS
Coiaents: 1. Unsucessful reaching vendor via phone calls
"Intel Corporation - QpenNet
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
I TEH i ITEM
1 Nase/Avaiiability of NOS:
2 Developer/Vendor:
3 Address:
4 Telephone No(5)/Contact:
5 Docuuentation Availability/Source:
6 NQS Hardware lapleaentation:
—Network
—Host Coiputer(s)
7 Host Operating Systea Nasals):
8 isplesientation Language:
9 Kaintenance Support:
10 ISO Hodel laplsasntation:
11 List of Services for Each ISO Layer:
12 Major C/S Functions iaplsnented:
13 0/S f i o d i f i c a t i o n f s ! :
14 Price:
15 User Added Applications S/H:
OpsnHat
Intel Corporation
3065 Boaers Ave.
Santa Clara, Cft 95051 '
(301) 796-7500
John H o l l i s . C h a c k H c K i n n e y ( H D o f c . )
Source Cede available
Ethernet (IEEE 802.3)
Intal 1310(3086,80286!
IBH PC
iRHX, Xenix,PC-B03,«S-9QS
SC"(Xenix version!
PLHiiRhX ver=ion)
Software Update Service
isiplensents ISO/OSI Hods!
L1.L2 - Ethernet
L3 - Null
L4 - ISO Class 4 Transport
L5 - Intal Session protocol!
Li - Null
i./ ~ intei network tiie access
access protocol
Electronic Hail (XENIX)
Reaote execution of batch jobs SiSENIXi
Reacts print service
Record locking
File sharing,fi1e access
Hierarchical tile structure
no sc'dificatious
TBS
via iRMX or XENIX deveiopssnt s/s
Cosffients: 1. LI - L4 of OS! sodei isplesented in VLSI
oil a single board:
- Intel 3XH 552 transport engine
- 186/51 Computer board
- iHA9i« transport layer -=,'«
- 323S6 LAN coprocessor
- 32501 Ethernet controller
2. L5 - L7 support transparent interoperability
betseen PC-DOS, HS-DOS. XENIX, i iRhX-3i
3. CQ3pati;l= sith !BM-PC netsorking
softvisre and Hicro;oft HS-NET prodiict
i. QpenNet to be i?p!;a=ntec in DEC VWVHS
snviroras^t by 4 QTR 1985
Lantech Bysteas, Inc. - u N E T i x
I T E M I ITEH D E S C R I P T I O N
1 Nasie/Avai l a b i l i t y of NOS:
2 Deve loper /Vendor :
3 Address:
4 Telephone Nols!/Contact:
5 Documentat ion Availability/Source:
i NOS Hardware Ispieaentation:
—Network
—-Host Coapaterts)
7 Host Operating Systeu Naae(s):
3 lupleaentation Language:
9 Maintenance Support:
SO ISO Hodel lapiaffientation:
11 List of Services for Each ISO Layer:
12 Major 0/S Functions Isplesented:
13 0/S Modificationfs):
14 Price:
15 User Added A p p l i c a t i o n s S/M:
Coafflsnts:
uNETix
Lantech Systsas, Inc.
9635 Bendell Road
Dallas, H 75243
(214) 340-4932
Paul Sr£use!
TBS
Ethernet,Corvus,Qflninet
and Percoffl LANs supported
I8K PC and cospatibles
U N I X V7 irsd Systess I I I c o i s p a t i b i l i t y
•Ca
TBS
Not i a ip lenen ted
N/A
Virtual TeriEinai
Resets Fils and Device access
virtual Fiis Systss
i ori i L-
u?IETix ke rna i is propr ie tary
ii i iplsisenti t ion
1300 to $600 per node
S o f t w a r e developiasnt tools
available under uHETix
1. Dynamic load balancing to
bs offered
2. Systes administrator provides audit
trail of user accessed files
3. Compatible with UNIX file systes
4. Up to 10 user defined vandoHS
Locus Coaputir.g Corporation - LOCUS
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
ITEM i I TEH 5ESCRIPTIQH
1 Haste/Availabil ity of NOS:
2 Developer/Vendor:
3 Address:
4 Tsisphone Nois)/Contact:
'j Docuaentation Availability/Source1,
6 NQS Hardware lEpleaentatiGn:
—Netsork
—Host Computer!s)
7 Host Operating Systea NaaeisS:
LOCUS
Locus Coffiputing Corporation
3330 Ocean'Park Blvd
Santa Monica, CA 90405
Judi Uttal, Kktg. flngr.
(213! 452-2435 '
Source cede prices:
-OEM license $150,000
—Subsequent licenses saae organization $10,000
—Right to provide binary sublicenses $25,000
•The LOCUS Distributed Systea Architecture' Edition 3.1 June 1934
Prograaaers Guide
Enhanceaents to UNIX
Ethernet (can also coexist vi /XNS and ISO)
DEC VAX,Motorola MC68000
Locus distributed UNIX
...object code cospatibility sith:
- Berkeley UNIX (¥4.1 and 4,2)
- UNIX Systei V
. . . h i g h degree of c o m p a t i b i l i t y s i th others
8 Ispiessntation Language: °C'
9 Maintenance Support: new releases of software
h/s to OEM's only - no saint, avail,
10 ISO Hodel laplsssntation: not iipieaented - uses proprietary protocol
11 List of Services for Each ISO Layer: Vituaily all services supported including:
File Service
Print Service..
Hessags Handling
Reacts Procedure Call...
•Job Transfer 4 Mania....
Terminal Handling
Directory Service
Data Representation.....
Interprocess Coaas
Transport Services
Recovery Services
Network Management......
Metsork Security
12 Hajor 0/S Functions laplemented: Load leveling
Reaots file access
13 Q/3 MGdification(i): A sis step procedure (LOCUS Architecture Hanuai op is-i/)
is uses to convert a UNIX sysiea to i LGCUJ systeia. This
is done by rsciacing ths UNIX ksrnii and associitsd systess softwart
(all the root file systsaS. LOCUS al=o requires sore disk space
than convsntionai UNIX.
14 Fries: 4500.000 to port LOCUS
S5 User Added Applications S/S: Eisiiy dons in UMIX environasnt
"•:-S2efit = : 1. LOCUS is sold prisarily to JER's
2. TCP/IP to be supported in f^sar future
3. No ISO/OS! support snvisigned -for
nsar futurs due to extensive
"""•';jA: V- ,
sputing Corporation - LOCOS
strorts to producs existing product
4. Custoaer asust have an appropriate UNIX
lirenjs to run LOCUS distributed UNIX
Microsoft Corooration - MS-DOS & networks
I TEH i ITEM DESCRIPTION
1 Naie/Availability of NOS:
2 Developer/Vendor:
3 Address:
4 Telephone No(s)/Contact:
5 Docuientation Availability/Source:
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
NOS Hardware laoleaentation:
—Network
—Host Cosputer(s)
Host Operating Svstesi Naoe(s):
lapleaentation Language:
Maintenance Support;
ISO Model laoleaentation:
List of Services for Each ISO Laver:
Major 0/S Functions Inpleaented:
0/S Modification(s):
Price:
User Added Applications S/«:
Networks
Microsoft Corooration
3075 112 Ave. HE
Bellvue. Wft 98004
(206) 828-8080 (sales)
(206) 826-8089 (tech support)
1-800-426-9400 (Bellvue)
'Guidelines for Networking Product Developaent"
"MS-DOS 3.1 Prograaaers Guide"
"Microsoft Networks Users Guide"
"Microsoft Networks Managers Guide"
"Server/Redirector File Sharainq Protocol"
"Transport Laver Interface Guide'
"IBM PC Coapatibilitv'
Various
IBM-PC's
MS-DOS 3.1
TBS
TBS
laplenents ISO L5.fi,7
L7 - File and print server
L6 - Redirector
L5 - MS-DOS 3.1
L4.L3 - Network device driver s/w
L3.L2.L1 - Network hardware
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
Coaoents: Requires following:
-192KB RAH for workstations and server
-MS-DOS 3.1
-Networks 1.0
-LAN card suoplied bv other vendors
-Single floppv drive (ainieua)
-Transport interface card
Hardware independent
Password protection for directory or subdirectory
Read onlv/write only/create (or coabination)
permission granted
Anv block of characters in afile §av be locked
File sharing. peripheral sharing (e.g., printer)
High level protocol between server and applications
8. Server coa§ands:SHARE. PRINT, DEBUG, STATUS. STOP, HELP
nulti Solutions. Inc - Si
I TEH « ITEM DESCRIPTION
! Haas/Availability of NOS:
2 Developer/Vendor:
3 Address:
4 Telephone No!s)/Contact:
5 Documentation Availability/Source:
6 NOS Hardsare Implementation:
—Network
—-Host Computer is!
7 Host Operating Systes Naue(s):
8 Implementation Language:
9 Maintenance Support:
10 ISO Modal Implementation:
11 List of Services for Each ISO Layer:
12 Major D/S Functions laiplssented:
f;
 r» 'c > •11 Qu ; _ .' *
fd D»;.-
 = ,* -i i i i uc i
15 User Added Applications S/N:
Multi Solutions Inc
123 Franklin Corner Rd
Suite 207
Lasrencavi i l s , NJ 08648
P a t r i c i a f fcMahcn
(609) 896-4100
Source code not available
TBS
ISO,68000,others
SI
P a s c a l - l i k e
TBS
Hot implemented
TJjCi Cw
E l e c t r o n i c M a i l
F i l e and Device shar ing
In te r t a sk cosisuni cat ions
p rop r i e t a ry o/s
TEC
i Vlj
via Si utilities (editor,compilers
Cassents: 1. Suited for real-tise applications via priority
scheduler and contiguous file support
2. Task waka-up on events
Nestar Systsas Inc. - Plan 3000
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
ITEB i ITEH DESCRIPTION
1 Naze/Availability of NOS:
2 Developer/Vendor:
3 Address:
4 Telephone Noisi/Contact:
5 Docuaentation Avail ability/source:
6 NOS Hardware lapisasntation:
—Netsork
—Host Coapuierls)
7 Host Operating Systea Naae(s):
8 lapieaentation Language:
9 Maintenance Support:
SO ISO Made! Implementation:
11 List af Services for Each ISO Layer;
12 Major 0/S Functions la?!
13 0/S Hcditicationis/:
14 Pries:
15 User Added Applications
Plan 3000,4000
Nsstar Syiteas Inc.
2585 t. Eayshore fid.
Palo Alto, CA 94303
(415) 493-2223
(2025 2S?-!672 - Craig Harr or J bullard
!703) ?68-i554 - J. Builard
Source code not available
Other docusantaticn T8D
Arbitrary tr»3,baseband,token passing
IB?! PC's, ApplesSpriaarily as print servers!
SQ3 2.1,3,0
Pascal
h/w - RCA contract
s/w - Nestar Baintenance contracts
Con^orss tj I3C/03I iodei ino add'i info!
Shared disks.print servers
-i5Ci.rjnic ^aii,CnS'.,Horu processor
spreadsheet.accounting pracraa
and sulti-us=r database
Password accsss security
Log-on 15 security
Fiie.record c-rntEction
Nans to DGS en PC's
workstation $600
Dedicated server $12,995
Possible
1. Dtdicatec tils servers c-f up to
56i1B sacn
2. Can nstwork up to 255 stations
3. Fibre optic cabling supported
t. A workstation can aount up to
26 drives ct cne tisis
3. Public. group, and private controlled
acciss to virtual disks
fr. Any PC can be designated a; a
print server
. SNA 'Hcssay available
Network Research Corporation - FUSION
ITEM ITEM DESCRIPTION
1 Name/Availability of NOS:
2 Developer/Vendor:
3 Address:
4 Telephone Nois)/Contact:
5 Docuaentation Availabilitv/Source:
6 NOS Hardware laplesentation:
—Network
—Host Cofflouter(s)
7 Host Operating Svstes Naie(s):
8 Isoleaentation Language:
9 Maintenance Support:
10 ISO Model laoleaentation:
11 List of Services for Each ISO Laver:
12 Major 0/S Functions laoleaented:
13 0/S Hodification(s):
14 Price:
15 User Added Aoolications S/W:
FUSION
Network Research Corporation
1964 Hestwood Blvd. Suite 200
Los Angeles. CA 90025
213-474-7717
525-4141/Lee Cowan
Source code available '- contact vendor
List of available documentation - TBS
Ethernet
IBH-PC, MC68000, VAX, PDP-11. Intel 8086,8088.
NS 16032. F-ll
UNIX
— Berkelev 4.1,4.2
— Version 7
— Svstea 3
— Svstei 5
— Venix
— Xenix
— Ultrix
MS-DOS 2.0
PC-DOS
VMS
Installation and maintenance orovided
Provides user with functionalitv of
ISO/OSI lavers 3-7. Supports Xerox XNS:
protocols.
Lavers 1.2: Ethernet H/H interface
Lavers 3.4: FUSION Socket Manager
Lavers 5,6.7: Reaote execution and
virtual terainal
File Transfer
Virtual Terainal
Reaote Execution
Network Utilitiesstraffic ionitoring;
file. sail, and print servers; oerforsance
analysis
none - FUSION Socket Manager
is integrated into the kernal
as a device driver
$750 - $8000 (CPU fc 0/S dependent)
Add to librarv routines - coapatible
svstei calls
TCP/IP
Coesents:
(1) File Transfer - A single file or coaplete directories
of files can be transferred between a wide variety of
different coiouters and operating systeis.
!2) Virtual Teriinal - Each coaputer can act as a tersiinal
to anv other coaputer on the FUSION network.
(3) Reiote Execution - Coasands aav be executed en a reaote
coaputer having a different operating svstea.different
orocessor.or different network hardware.
Network Research Corooration - FUSION
(4) The FUSION Socket Manager (ISO L3-4) requires aporoxisatelv
18KB of proqrai space and 10-20KB buffer space. PC's require
about 13KB prograi space.
(5) IHbps throughput rates on a virtual circuit, application-to-
application connections (i.e.. ISO 17 to L7).
Network Svstens Corporation - NETEX
ITEM t I TEH DESCRIPTION
1 Name/Avallabilitv of NOS:
2 Developer/Vendor:
3 Address:
4 Teleohone No(s)/Contact:
5 Docuaentation Availability/Source:
6 NOS Hardware lapleaentation:
—Network
—Host Coaputer(s)
7 Host Ooeratinq Systea Nasefs):
8 laoleaentation Language:
9 Maintenance Support:
10 ISO Model Ifflpleaentation:
11 List of Services for Each ISO Laver:
12 Major 0/S Functions laoleaented:
13 0/S Modificationfs):
14 Price:
15 User Added Aoplications S./W:
NETEX
Network Svstess Corporation
7600 Boone Avenue North
Minneapolis. «N 55428-1099
(612) 425-2202
Bob Sfflvth
•Network Executive (NETEX) Software
and NETEX Utilities"
— Add'l docuientation TBS —
Source code available only to existing custoaers
HYPERchannel
IBHJEC.Univac. & CDC
IBM MVS/SP3 & VM/SP
DEC PDP-11 RSX-11H/M+ Release 3.2
DEC VAX VMS Release 2.2
Univac QS1100
CDC NOS & NOS/BE
Pascal
Extensive field engineerin for h/w
Software tape uodate service ala IBM
Idplesents ISO 7 laver aodel
LI,2 - HYPERchannel
L3.4.5 - NETEX and host 0/S (interorocess conns)
L6.7 - User written s/w and utilities
e.g.. NSC Bulk File Transfer(BFX) and
and Data Representation Service
L7 - User written s/w
L6 - User s/w and NSC utilities
L5 - prograa-to-prografl connection
- read/write data
- disconnection
- statistics gathering
L4 - data delivery assurance
- buffering for FDX coBtunications
L3 - driver and host sublavers
-Driver Sublayer
NETEX implemented as a separate prograa under
the local o/s control and called bv applications
prograas.
About $1300 - $6000 (depending upon iapleaentation
and specific svstei)
NSC periits user's to write Applications and
Presentation layer oroorais usina NETEX
Cofflaents: 1. NETEX §av be used in a heterogeneous coaputer
environaent provided each cosputer is provided with
HYPERchannel interface and proper version of NETEX
2. Handles delav coapensation for Tl satellite
coisunications links
3. Does not suDport peripheral devices attached to
the HYPERchannel: it is for host-to-host coaas.
4. Not transoarent to the user. It aust be called bv an
Network Svsteas Corooration - HETEX
application or utilitv to use its services
5. Security relies on host o/s iioleientation features
6. BFX utilitv efficient for files over 1MB
7. Future develooaent efforts:
-NETEX for Aoollo coaputers
-NETEX on boards for Multibus and PC-bus aachines
Novell Inc. - NET8ARE
I TEH ITEM DESCRIPTION
1 Naise/Availability of NOS:
2 Developer/Vendor:
3 Address:
4 Telephone No(s)/Contact:
5 Docuaentation Availabilitv/Source:
6 NOS Hardware laoleaentation:
—Network
—Host CoBPuter(s)
7 Host Operating Svstea Nane(s):
8 lapleaentation Language;
9 Maintenance Support:
10 ISO Model Ifflolesentation:
11 List of Services for Each ISO Laver:
12 Ma.ior 0/S Functions laoleaiented:
13 0/S Kodification(s):
14 Price:
15 User Added Applications S/H:
NETWARE (available since 1983)
Novell.Inc.
1170 N. Industrial Park Drive
Ores. UT 84.057
1-800-453-1267
Robert Walton
Svsteas Guide
Prograaaers Guide
Technical Reference Manual
Star network w/ twisted pair
Compatible with: 3COM Etherlink.
Nestar PLAN 2000.Orchid's PCNet.
1BH PC Cluster. Davong HULTILINK.
and Proteon PRONET.
IBM PC's and plug coipatibles. Manv MS-DOS
coaputers.
PC-DOS.MS-DOS
Lattice "C"
Hardware through distributors/dealers
Software through update service
lipleaents ISO sodel
TBS
File server,Print spooler, and Electronic aail
Network interface shell over
PC-DOS for interpreting network cosaands'network coaaands
Server has sultiuser-aultitasking o/s
$1495 for NETWARE 10,E.P
(ie: Corvus.3COM.and Proteon look-alikes)
$795 for Electronic Hail
Hardware price is a function of the
network hardware selected
Suppoted via Proqranaers Reference Guide and
Technical Reference Manual
Consents: (1) Protocol is a proprietary,polled differential line
(2) Bandwidth at baseband is 600 kbps
(3) Proprietary server based on 68000 processor
(4) Securitv - liaited access to subdirectories and
voluaes: file and record locking: nase and password logon
(5! Up to 5 printers on server: print spooling
(6) Runs DOS 3.00 and 3.10 S/H
(7! Additional function nuabers have been added
to DOS and defined for Netware to allow
operations not supported in native 0/S
(a.o.. File Lock).
Orchid Technoloov - PCnet
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
ITEM I I TEH DESCRIPTION
1 Name/Aval lability of NOS:
2 Develooer/Vendor:
3- Address:
4 Telephone No(s)/Contact:
5 Docusentation Availability/Source:
6 NOS Hardware lioleaentation:
—Network
—Host Coiputer(s)
7 Host (berating Svstea Naae(s):
8 laoleaentation Language:
9 Maintenance Support:
10 ISO Model Ifflpleaentatipn:
11 List of Services for Each ISO Laver:
12 ttajor 0/5 Functions laplesented:
13 0/S flodification(s):
14 Price:
15 User Added Applications S/H:
PCnet
Orchid Tecnologv
47790 Westinohouse Drive
Freesont. Cfl 94539
(415) 490-8586
TBS
CSHA/CD coax cable
IBM PC's. XT'5
PC-DOS, US-DOS
TBS
TBS
TBS
File and device sharing
(e.g.. aodeas,disks,printers)
File locking
Liaited RPC
Messaging
TBS
Workstation $495
Starter kit $1090
TBS
Coenents: 1. Up to 256 PC's supoorted
2. IHbos network data rates via CSHA/CD
3. Each user workstation can access uo
to 14 servers
4. Anv PC in the svstes can
function as server or workstation
Plexus Coaouters - NOS
ITEM ITEfl DESCRIPTION
1 Nase/Availabilitv of NOS:
2 Developer/Vendor:
3 Address:
4 Telephone No!s)/Contact:
5 Docueentation Availabilitv/Source:
6 NOS Hardware lapleaentation:
—Network
—Host Coaputer(s)
7 Host Operating Svstes Naie(s):
6 lipleeentation Language:
9 Maintenance Support:
10 ISO Hodel Isplefientation:
11 List of Services for Each ISO Layer:
12 Major 0/S Functions laplesented:
13 0/S Hodification(s):
14 Price:
15 User Added Applications S/B:
NOS
Plexus Coflouters
3833 N. First St.
San Jose. CA 95134
(408) 943-9433 California
(201) 843-7766 New Jersev
TBS - telecon 4/29
TBS - telecon 4/29
TBS - telecon 4/29
TBS - telecon 4/29
TBS - telecon 4/29
TBS - telecon 4/29
TBS - telecon 4/29
TBS - telecon 4/29
TBS - telecon 4/29
TBS - telecon 4/29
TBS - telecon 4/29
TBS - telecon 4/29
TBS - telecon 4/29
Contents: TBS - telecon 4/29
Portable Software Inc. - The Newcastle Connection
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
[TEH ITEH DESCRIPTION
1 Nase/Availability of NO.S:
2 Developer/Vendor:
3 Address:
4 Telephone No(s5/Contact:
5 Docuaentation Availability/Source:
6 NOS Hardware lapleaentation:
—Network
—Host Coaputer(s)
7 Host Operating Systea Naae(s):
3 lap leaenta t ion Language :
9 Maintenance Support:
SO ISO Model Implementation:
11 List of Services for Each ISO Layer
12 llajor G/S Functions Isplesented:
13 0/3 nodificatiofiis):
14 Price:
15 User Added Applications 3/W:
The Newcastle Connection
Portable Software Inc
650 fair Island Road
Suite 204
Redsood City, CA 94063
K e i t h C la rk
(415) 367-6264
Source Cade Available
Manuals: Installation Procedures
Interfacing to the Network
The RPC Protocol
Ethernet,OaninetjCasbrige Token Ring Net"
ATiT 3B)6SOOO-based(Coryus,Sun).PDP-11
VAX,Pyraaid,6auld SEL
and castes bit slice processor
UNIX Systaa V, System III, V7
4.2BSD and XENIX
=C"
Software Update Service
Applications Layer
Electronic sail
File Service
Rsaote Procedure Call
Interprocess Coasunicition
None
OEM binary licence per nods: J750
Source Code license: $3000
Yes - via host 0/5 softsars development packages
losaents: 1, TNC uses 'redirector' to send
calls out to the network instead of
local o/s shen required
Quadraa Corooration - Quadnet VI
I TEH I ITEM DESCRIPTION
1 Naie/Availability of NOS:
2 Developer/Vendor:
3 Address:
4 Telephone No(s)/Contact:
5 Documentation Availability/Source:
6 NOS Hardware Isplesentation:
—Network
—Host CoBDuter(s)
7 Host Operating Systei Naaets):
8 lapleaentation Language:
9 Maintenance Support:
10 ISO Model Ispleaentation:
11 List of Services for Each ISO Layer:
12' Major 0/S Functions Ispleaented:
13 0/S Modification(s):
14 Price:
15 User Added Applications S/H:
Quadnet VI
Quadras Corooration
4357 Park Drive
Norcross. 6A 30093
!404) 923-6666
TBS
CSHA (with both CD and CA)
IBM PC's, XT's. or coapatibles
PC-DOS, MS-DOS
TBS
Liaited diagnostics.return shipping
for repairs. Telephone tech assistance
TBS
Electronic nail,word processing
Shared devices (printers,disks,plotters)
Print spooling
Log-on ID security
File,record protection
TBS
Workstation $595
Server station $1295
TBS
Cofflsents: 1. Network uses both CA and CD aspects
of CSMA orotocol. Using both increases
reliability but decreases s/w overhead.
2. Up to 255 workstations; 1 server
3. Server is a dedicated XT
4. Workstation devices cannot be shared
but can only be used locally.
5. Uses Novell Netware software
6. Applications designed to operate
on CP/M 86. Concurrent DOS, UNIX,
and Xenix are not usable.
Hard disk server is public
(SYS:PUBLIC) - user voluaes are
DOS subdirectories.
7
Quadras Corooration - Quadnet IX
ITEM I I TEH DESCRIPTION
1 Nase/Availability of NOS:
2 Developer/Vendor:
3 Address:
4 Telephone No(s)/Contact:
5 Docuaentation Availabilitv/Source:
6 NOS Hardware lapleaentation:
—Network
—Host Cosputer(s)
7 Host Operating Systea Naae(s):
8 lapleaentation Language:
9 Maintenance Support:
10 ISO Model Ifflpleaentation:
11 List of Services for Each ISO Layer:
12 flajor 0/S Functions Isplesented:
13 0/S Hodification(s):
14 Price:
15 User Added Apolications S/H:
Quadnet IX
Quadrat Corooration
4357 Park Drive
Norcross. 6A 30093
(404) 923-6666
TBS
Token star-rinq,10Mbps n/proprietarv h/w
twisted pair or fibre ootics
IBM PC's. XT's. or coaoatibles
PC-DOS, MS-DOS
TBS
Lisited diagnostics,return shipping
for repairs. Telephone tech assistance -
TBS
Electronic aa i l (EMS).word processing
Shared devices (printers,disks,plotters)
Print spooling
Log-on ID security
File,record protection
TBS
Workstation $795
Server station $1495
4-station connector $195
4-station confiq. $9265
TBS
Coaaents: 1. Uses Novell Netware software
2. Apparently uses proprietary
h/w frofl Proteon
3. 4.8, or 16 workstations per ring
4. Up to 255 nodes
5. Interfaces available for:
-DEC Unibus (POP & VAX)
-DEC Q-bus
-Intel Multibus
6. Use of Novell s/» aeans lack of
compatibility with standard
DOS device drivers
7. Proprietarv Novell file server
6. 1 XT file server
Quantum Software Systeas Ltd. - GNX
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
HEN t I TEH DESCRIPTION
1 N a n s e / A v a i l a b i l i t y of NOS:
2 Osvelopsr /Vendor :
3 Address:
4 Telephone NG!S)/Contact:
5 Docusentation Availability/Source:
b NQS Hardware lapleaentation:
—Network
—Host Computer is!
7 Host Operating Systeii Naas(s):
8 lapleaentaticn Language:
9 Maintenance Support:
10 ISG Model Implementation:
SI List of Services tor Each ISO Layer:
12 Major 0/3 Functions lapieiEented:
13 Q.'S Modification'^):
14 Price:
i-j L-ser ndoeG hp-plications ^/ni
QNX 2.0 -
Quantua Software Systees Ltd.
Hoodie Drive High Tech Park
215 Stafford Road, Unit 104
Ottawa, Ontario K2H 9C1
Canada
11171 711-10Q7\ '-.'1--'J /iC- iU7-J
Sandy Kingston
Source code not av i l .
Other doc. TBS
ftrcnet
IBH PC,AT and compatibles
aiso other 3083.8086,80186, fc 80236 cpu's
f l i i T V H I M T V H « r i vhm. n \ b i » i A L'C! i v
h/s - board exchange policy
5/s - telephone technical support
- on-line bulletin board service w/dosn-line
load of nes s/8 revs.
TBS (Unknown;
Nstsork Security V
Development of QNSS! (UNIX like) o/s
QNIK - sultiuser,iaultitasking,real-tise LAN
1-4 nodes is $1300 (per node)
5 or oiore nodes $2600
Possible in QN!S! environsient
Hsssage H a n d l i n g . . . . . .
Seacte Procedure C a l l . ,
Job T r a n s f e r & M a n i p . .
Tsr i s ina l H a n d l i n g
Directory Service
Data Representation...,
Interprocess COMS
Transport Services
Recovery Services
1, L23 public network access
z. iiipports GisirioutS'j processinQ
as sell as distributed devices
3. Pure processing eiesents (i.e., computers
without ksyboards or displsys can be
plugged into the nstviork
4. SuoDort DCS emulator to enable PC DOS tasks under QNiJ
Standard Hicrosvstefls Corooration - Arcnet LAN
ITEft I I TEH DESCRIPTIOH
1 Naae/Availability of NOS:
2 Developer/Vendor:
3 Address:
4 Telephone No(s)/Contact:
Arcnet LAN
Standard Microsvsteas Corooration
35 Harcus Blvd.
Hauppauqe. NY 11738
(516) 273-3100
Jia Hall
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
Documentation Availability/Source:
NOS Hardware lapleaentation:
—Network
—Host Coaputer(s)
Host Operating Svstea Naae(s):
lipleaentation Language:
Maintenance Support:
ISO Model lapleaentation:
List of Services for Each ISO Layer:
Major 0/S Functions lapleaented:
0/S Hodification(s):
Price:
User Added Applications S/H:
TBS
Token-ring
IBM-PC and S-100 bus svsteas
TBS
TBS
TBS
TBS
TBS
TBS
TBS
TBS
TBS
Cosaents: 1, Telecon w/ J Hall 4/24 - will send lit
didn't know what ISO Has
Sun Microsvsteas' - NFS
ITEH I ITEH DESCRIPTION
1 Naae/Availabilitv of NOS:
2 Developer/Vendor:
3 Address:
4 Telephone No(s)/Contact:
5 Docuaentation Availability/Source:
6 NOS Hardware lapleaentation:
—Network
—Host Coaputer(s)
7 Host Operating Systea Naae(s):
B lapleaentation Language:
9 Maintenance Support:
10 ISO Model Implementation:
11 List of Services for Each ISO Layer:
12 Major 0/S Functions lapleaented:
13 0/S Modification(s):
14 Price:
15 User Added Apolications S/W:
NFS 2.0 (April 1985!
Sun-Microsvsteas Inc.
8233 Old Courthouse Road. Suite 200
Vienna, VA 22180
(703) 883-0444
"Overview of the Sun Network File Systea"
"Reaote Procedure Call Protocol Specification"
"Reaote Procedure Call Reference Manual"
"External Data Representation Reference Manual'
Source Code Available - $25,000
Ethernet
Sun Workstations,DEC/VAX,IBM-PC
UNIX (also non-UNIX environaents)
VAX/VMS, VAX/UNIX
TBD
TBS
Does not confors to ISO
File sharing
Reaote Procedure Call
File sharing in an heterogeneous
coiputer environaent.
Reaote Procedure Call (with authentication)
Extension of UNIX 0/S
$1200 per Sun Workstation
TBS
Cossents: (1) The intent of NFS is to aake it transaission technology
and ooerating svsteia independent.
(2) NFS orovides an environaent that can accoaodate
hardware froa other vendors.
(3) Sun's ijiplesentation resides in the UNIX kernal
(UNIX 4.2) and are proprietary.
(4) Yellow Pages will be another network service. It is
a phone book of available network resources for clients.
(5) Reaote copying rates are expected to be greater
than 100 KBytes/sec.
(6) NFS increases UNIX kernal size 20-25L They
suggest 2MB aain leaory to ainiaize adverse
effects on perforaance.
(7) File locking capability is expected future
enhanceaent.
TeleVideo Svsteas. Inc. - F'fl/16
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
ITEM I TEH DESCRIPTION
1 Hase/Availabilitv of NOS:
2 Developer/Vendor:
3 Address:
4 Telephone No(s)/Contact:
5 Docuaentation Availability/Source:
6 NOS HardHare laplesentation:
—Network
—Host Coaputer(s)
7 Host Operating Svstes Naae(s):
9 Maintenance Support:
10 ISO Model lapleeentation:
11 List of Services for Each ISO Laver:
12 (lajor 0/S Functions lapleaented:
13 0/S Hodification(s):
14 Price:
15 User Added Applications S/H:
Pfl/16 (since June 1984)
TeleVideo Svsteas. Inc.
1170 Morse Ave.
Sunnyvale. CA 94086
1408) 745-7760
(408) 471-0255
400 page prograaaers ianual to be released
IBfl PC's and coapatibles
HS-DOS. PC-DOS VI,1. V2.x
Note: V3.0 and 3.1 avail, soon
6-fflonth warranty
TRW i Xerox offer on-site/denot service
TBS
Shared printers.disks.pi otters,sodeas
User-User aessaging
Network Management (see coaaents)
Securitv:
-file level r/H.open.create,delete access peraission
-directory search peraission
-logon passwords '
TBS'
About $2500 oer node
TBS
Cofliaents: 1. Infoshare is TeleVideo custoa version
of Novell Netware
2. Uses dedicated file server
connected in star topology
Nith workstations
3. Up to 16 workstations eav
be connected to server
4. Fibre optic nodes available
5. 3270 SNA gateway available
6. Network aanaqer can:
-broadcast sessages to all users logged on
-log stations off
-prevent add'l. log-ons
-control print spooling (e.g., reroute print tasks!
-perfors overall network usage aonitoring
7. Electronic aail not currentlv avail.
3Co§ Corporation - Etherseries
ITEM f I TEH DESCRIPTION
1 Naie/Avallability of NOS:
2 Developer/Vendor:
3 Address:
4 Telephone No(s)/Contact:
5 Docunentation Availability/Source:
6 NOS Hardware lipleientation:
—NetHork
—Host Coaputerls)
7 Host Operating Systes Naaeis):
8 Ifloleraentation Language:
9 Maintenance Support:
10 ISO Model Ispleoentation:
11 List oi Services for Each ISO Layer:
12 Major 0/S Functions Ifflpleaented:
13 0/S Modification(s):
14 Price:
15 User Added Applications S/W:
EtherSeries
3Coffl Corporation
1365 Shore Bird Hav
Hountainview. CA 94043
(415) 961-9602
Jeff Perez
Source Code negotiated individually
User Software Guide
Network Administrators Guide
Internals software quide
Ethernet (IEEE 802 CSHA/CD)
IBM PC,XT.AT
PC-DOS
Software Updates provided
5 dav turnaround on boards
XEROX Asericare for servicing
L1.L2: Ethernet
L3 - L5: XNS protocol
L6.L7:Proprietary
Electronic sail
Disk.printer sharing
TBS
The onlv departure froa standard
PC-DOS usre interface are coasands
and utilities to support
multiple users in a networked
environient.
$650 and UP
Possible - use internals software ouide
Coieients:
Touchstone Software Corooration - The Connectables Network
ITEH I ITEH
1 Naee/Availability of NOS:
2 Develoner/Vendor:
3 Address:
4 Teleohone No(s)/Contact:
5 Docuaentation Availabilitv/Source:
6 NOS Hardware lapleaentation:
—Network
—Host Coaputer(s)
7 Host Operating Systea Nase(s):
8 Ispleaentation Language:
9 Maintenance Support:
10 ISO Hodel Iffipleeentation:
11 List of Services for Each ISO Layer:
DESCRIPTION
12 Major 0/S Functions lapleaented:
13 0/S Modification(s):
14 Price:
15 User Added Apolications S/M:
Coaaents:
The Connectables Network
—PCworks for PC's
—UniHost for UNIX.Xenix svsteas
—MacLine for Macintosh
Touchstone Software Corooration
909 Electric Avenue
Seal Beach.CA 90740
(213) 598-774i
Stephen Onstott
Corporate Account Reoresentative
Source code not available
Manuals for PCworks.UniHost,HacLine
Dial-uo, proprietary protocol
PC's.UNIX systeas. % Macintosh
UNIX.PC-DOS
•C"
No custoa hardware required
Software uodate sevice charge (""$30)
Not isplesented
File transfer
Electronic Hail
Kenote terainal
Liaited shared devices
Status reporting
Reaote printing
File Service... V
Print Service Y
Message Handling........Y
Remote Procedure Call...N
Job Transfer i Manip....N
Terminal Handling Y
Directorv Service ..N
Data Representation Y
Interprocess Coans N
Transport Services Y
Recovery Services Y
Network Manageaent Y
Network Securitv Y
none to PC-DOS
UNIX sods unknown
UniHost license - *295
PCworks license - $195
MacLine license - $195
Hooks are there for add-ons but
onlv for internal use for now
1. Reaote terainal suoport for standard
ANSI.TTY. or VT100/52
2. UniHost reouires:
-UNIX o/s
-30-60 KB disk/aefiorv soace
-serial log-in oort
Touchstone Software Corporation - The Connectables Network
-RS232C interface cable
3. PCwcrks requires;
-128KB IBH/Cosptible PC
-DOS 2.0 Operating Svstei
-280 KB disk storage
-Asynchronous adapter
-RS232C interface cable
4. HacLine requires:
-128KB Macintosh
-RS232C serial interface cable
5. Proprietary cossunications
protocol
Unoeraann-Bass - NET/ONE
ITEM ITEM DESCRIPTION
1 Naae/Availability of NOS:
2 Oevelooer/Vendor:
3 Address:
4 Teleohone No(s)/Contact:
5 Docuaentation Availability/Source:
6 NOS Hardware laoleaentation:
—Network
—Host Cofflouterls)
7 Host Operating Svstea Nase(s):
8 Isplefflentation Language:
9 Maintenance Suoport:
10 ISO Model Inoleflentation:
11 List of Services for Each ISO Laver:
12 Major 0/S Functions laolefented:
13 0/S Modification(s):
14 Price:
15 User Added Applications S/W:
NET/ONE Personal Connection (avail Fall 1984)
Ungeraann-Bass Inc.
2560 Mission College Blvd.
Santa Clara.. CA 950509
(408) 496-0111
Pat Bolqer
Source code avail. - negotiated orice
•NET/ONE 0/S MANUAL"
'NET/ONE MANAGEMENT CONTROL"
Ethernet.twin-coax baseband (R6-58)
Broadband.& Fibre Ootic Star
IBM PC and plug coioatibles
Machines with RS-232C.IEEE 48B.or
DEC DR-11-W/B ports.or 32 bit parallel I/F's
PC-DOS 2.0 or higher
Microsoft Network (future)
TBS
About 1/10'th s/w cost for annual updates
Field engineers for on-site saint.
Monthly saint, contracts avail.
LI - L3 onlv
L4 -L7 proprietary
High level applicationsi'Crosstalk'.Bord Processing.
soae InterDrocess COBSS.
Diskshare (not a file server)
Printshare (Spooled printing)
Mailshare (Electronic aail)
K.25 Gateway (requires special H/H)
0/5 sods made - details unavail.
$1095 for NIU board
$1000 for Diskshare or Printshare
$ TBD for Hailshare
Is possible (e.g.. Lotus 123.WordStar)
Coaaents: (1) Provides" file locking
(2) Logon with naae and password
(3) Bus and aodified star with fibre ootics available
(4) CSMA/CD or CSMA protocol
(5) PC XT or coapatible server
(6) Anv node can be used as a server and run
applications at the saae tviae
(7) Voluues siav be private or shared: password voluae
protection available
(B) Anv node can be used as a orint server
v U N s t i x , Inc - v iaNet
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
ITEM i ITEM
1 Hase/Availability of NOS:
2 Developer/Vendor:
3 Address:
4 Telephone Noisi/Ccntact:
5 Docusentation fivailability/Source:
6 NOS Hardware Implementation:
—Network
—-Host Coaputeris!
7 Host Operating Systes Naae(s):
8 Isplesentation Language;
9 Maintenance Support:
10 ISO Model Implementation:
11 List of Services for Each ISO Layer
12 Hajor 0/S Functions Ispleaented:
53 Q/S HodificaUonis):
54 Price;
15 User Added Applications S/S:
ViaNet
ViaNetix.Inc
5766 Central ftve
Boulder, CO 80301
(303) 440-0700
Hoaard Kelly, V? Business Operations
John Ingals, West Coast Regional Sales figr.
Source code available - negotiable
ViaNet Seneral Inforsation flanaai
ViaNet Interaediate Users Reference "anual
ViaNet Netsork Administrators Suide
ArcnetjOsninst,Ethernet,IBM networks
IBPS PC
U S - D O S , U N I * I I I , SystsiB V (Mural
yes
Presentation - XLAT which intercepts all system
Session - Local Router (i.e.. a redirected
Transport - format Converter Out (converts
system call to network ssssage;
fletwork - Nstsark Router nandles network
I/O driver
File I/G
Interprocess Coissunications v:a naaed pipes
Directory service of use-s logged on
siinGr uSOu i : i CCL i ons to u/^
approx. fiOO per node
TBS
calls
1. File protection (read only, R/S file iccessi
2. Data,progra35 and devices are sharable
3. File and record locking
4. ViaNet is HS-DOS applications prcqras in .EXE file foraat
5. All systes calls pass through network software
t. Uses interrupt 21H for ViaNet csiSisunications
7. Uses redirector'concspt
8. UNO and DOS can coexist with file •
iranster service
v, Ofiyiodily done by XENIX and purchased in prototype
Hana Laboratories - HanoNet
I TEH I TEH DESCRIPTION
1 Naie/Availabilitv of NOS:
2 Developer/Vendor:
3 Address:
4 Telephone No(s)/Contact:
5 Docusentation Aval I ability/Source:
6 NOS Hardware lapleaentation:
—Network
—Host Coiputerls)
7 Host Operating Systea Naee(s):
8 laplesentation Language;
9 Maintenance Support:
10 ISO Hodel lapleaentation:
11 List of Services for Each ISO Layer:
12 Major 0/S Functions lapleaented:
13 0/S Modification!*):
14 Price:
15 User Added Applications S/W:
HanqNet
Hang Laboratories
Lowell. Mass.
1-800-225-0234
Hallv <last naae ?>
TBS
Dual cable broadband.FDH and TDH
Hang VS coaouter
TBS
TBS
TBS
Uses coapressed fora to just 3 layers
ISO Laver(s) Hanq Naee
1 - 4 Transport
5-6 Services
7 Applications
Transport: X.25.SNA/BSC,PTP.HanqBand
Services: File Transfer Hanaqer
Reaote Operating Svstea Access
Hanq VS Coaputer Terainal Esulation
Virtual Terainal Interface
Applications: Hanq Office Software
Applications Services Architecture
Hanq Inforiation Transfer Architecture, and
Hord Processing Svstes - Coaaunications Specific
Exchange files
Duab Tersinal Eaulation
Prograa-to-Prograa conns between
Hanq VS hosts
Resource Sharing
TBS
TBS
TBS
Consents:
JfcosD - X-NET
ITEH « ITEfl DESCRIPTION
1 Nane/Availabilitv of NOS:
2 Developer/Vendor:
3 Address:
4 Telephone Nofs)/Contact:
5 Docuaentation Availability/Source:
6 NOS Hardware laolesentation:
—Network
—Host Coaouter(s)
7 Host Operating Systei Naae(s):
8 lapleaentation Language:
? Maintenance Support:
10 ISO Model Ispleientation:
11 List of Services for Each ISO Laver:
12 Major 0/S Functions laoleaented:
13 0/S Modification(s):
14 Price:
15 User Added Aoolications 5/H:
X-Net
XCOfflP
4223 Ponderosa Ave.
San Diego, CA 92123
(619) 573-0077
TBS
bus architecture
IBM PC's
HS-DOS 2.0
TBS
TBS
TBS
Device sharing (disk.printer.any RS-232 device)
RPC
Cooies files
TBS
Workstation $395
Starter kit $995
Four station config. $6180
TBS
Coffiaents: 1. Coffles «ith no applications software
2. Does not support:
-electronic sail
-chat between users
-create print oueue
3. No network status reporting
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Title
The Evolution of Berkely UNIX
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3 Distributed UNIX Systea
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PROTOCOL REFERENCES
n - working memos
dp - draft proposal
dis - draft international standard
is - international standard
GENERAL
ISO I n t e r n a t i o n a l S t anda rd 7498 Open Systems In te rconnec t ion
Reference Model (also CCITT X . 2 0 0 )
APPLICATION LAYER
ISO n!60 Architectural Detail of the Upper Three Layers of OS!
ISO DP 8649/1 OSI D e f i n i t i o n of Common Applicat ion Service
Elements Part I: Introduction
ISO DP 8649/3 OSI De f in i t i on of Common Applicat ion Service
Elements Part III: Commitment Concurrency and Recovery
ISO DP 8650/3 OSI S p e c i f i c a t i o n of Protocols for C o m m o n
Application Service Elements Part III: Commitment Concurrency
and Recovery
ISO DP 8650/1 OSI S p e c i f i c a t i o n of Pro tocols for C o m m o n
Application Service Elements Part I: Introduction
C C I T T E .410 I n t e r n a t i o n a l N e t w o r k M a n a g e m e n t - G e n e r a l
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